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ABSTRACT 

In this doctoral thesis, the mechanical properties of natural soft clays are studied with 

reference to a typical Swedish clay taken f rom a site in the city of Norrköping. The 

main objectives of the study have been to create an experimental basis for a more 

general theoretical modelling of Swedish clays and to improve the knowledge of the 

mechanical behaviour of natural soft clays. Another objective has been to investigate 

the effects of end restraint on the mechanical behaviour obtained in triaxial tests, by 

means of numerical simulations. 

An extensive laboratory program has been performed mainly by tests in a computerised 

triaxial apparatus. In the thesis, a detailed description of the conducted triaxial tests is 

presented, including the test conditions, practical procedures, testing procedures and 

methods of calculating basic variables f rom measured data. 

The results f rom the experimental tests are discussed in detail, both qualitatively and 

quantitatively. The effects of the natural structure of the clay on the mechanical 

behaviour are focused on. Undrained and drained shear conditions were investigated. 

The specimens were consolidated for stresses corresponding to stress states both inside 

and outside the natural yield surface of the clay, i.e. for stresses respectively lower and 

higher than the in situ preconsolidation pressures in the vertical and horizontal 

directions, and for both isotropic and anisotropic stress conditions. By applying 

different stress conditions during the consolidation phase, the effects of both the 

consolidation history and the structure on the subsequent undrained or drained 

deviatoric loading have been examined. The response of the clay has been studied in 

the 'elastic' and plastic range and up to large deformations. 

The study focuses on undrained shear behaviour. Special attention is paid to the choice 

of an undrained failure condition and to the evaluation of the shear strength according 

to total and effective stress analysis. 

During the shear phase, the pattern of the deformed specimens was visually inspected 

in order to classify the deformation modes obtained, to determine the effects of the 

obtained deformation mode on the results, and to analyse these effects for the purpose 

of constitutive modelling. 

Soil parameters for constitutive models are evaluated and discussed. A n experimental 

yield curve for the Norrköping clay is sketched and the directions of plastic f low are 

examined. 

Different end conditions for clay specimens in triaxial testing have been simulated 

numerically, with the purpose of studying the influence of end restraint and axial strain 

rate on the obtained constitutive relations. A method is proposed for the determination 
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of accepted levels of inhomogeneities of stresses and strains, in the sense that the 

results can be regarded as representative of a true constitutive response. 

Of the conclusions drawn in this thesis the following are emphasised: 

The natural structure of the Norrköping clay significantly affects its mechanical 

behaviour. However, the effect of the structure is reduced when the clay is 

consolidated for stresses higher than the in situ preconsolidation pressures. 

I f the natural structure of this type of soft clay is preserved, the undrained compression 

shear response of slightly overconsolidated specimens is characterised by a stiff initial 

stress-strain response, a peak deviator stress obtained at small strains, a brittle failure 

leading to significant strain-softening in the post-peak region, and a decreasing mean 

effective stress in the 'elastic' range. The stracture contributes to higher values of the 

undrained shear strength and to failure for deviator stresses above the critical state Hne. 

Most often a distinct single shear plane (or crossing shear planes) develops in the 

specimen which reflects a brittle failure. Also in undrained extension, a peak deviator 

stress at small strains and significant strain-softening are obtained. 

Constitutive modelling of a natural structured anisotropic clay within the framework of 

the f low theory of plasticity calls for a yield surface able to express this anisotropy and 

a hardening/softening rule causing this anisotropy to fade away due to increasing 

plastic straining. The anisotropy may be captured by an anisotropic version of Cam 

clay, and the destructuration simulated by a rule of rotational softening. In order to 

capture the inelastic response within the yield surface, an inner yield surface defining 

the elastic range can be included. Anisotropy may be adopted for elastic and inelastic 

predictions. 

The results of the numerical simulations of boundary effects in drained and undrained 

triaxial tests have shown that end restraint may cause significant non-uniformities of 

stress and strain fields within a specimen implying that the test result does not 

represent a true constitutive behaviour. 
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SAMMANFATTNING 

I denna doktorsavhandling studeras mekaniska egenskaper hos naturliga lösa leror med 

tillämpning på en typisk svensk lera från ett provfält i Norrköping. Huvudsyftet med 

studien har varit att dels skapa ett experimentellt underlag för en mer generell teoretisk 

modellering av svenska leror och dels få en bättre bild av de mekaniska egenskaperna 

hos naturliga lösa leror. Ett annat syfte har varit att, genom numerisk simulering av 

triaxialförsök på lera, undersöka hur ändytefriktion inverkar på de vid triaxialförsök 

erhållna resultaten. 

Omfattande laboratoriestudier har utförts på Norrköpingsleran, huvudsakligen med 

utnyttjande av en datoriserad triaxialutrustning. En detaljerad redovisning av de 

genomförda triaxialförsöken vad avser förutsättningar fö r försöken, praktiskt 

förfarande, försöksprocedurer samt metodik för beräkning av primära variabler 

utgående från uppmätta basdata ingår som en del i avhandlingen. 

I avhandlingen analyseras de experimentella resultaten utförligt, såväl kvalitativt som 

kvantitativt. Stadien fokuseras på den inverkan som lerans naturliga struktur har på 

dess mekaniska beteende. Odränerade och dränerade, aktiva och passiva triaxialförsök 

har utförts. Prover har konsoliderats för spänningar svarande mot tillstånd både 

innanför och utanför lerans naturliga flytyta, dvs för spänningar lägre respektive högre 

än förkonsoUderingstrycken i vertikal- och horisontalriktningen in situ, under såväl 

isotropt som anisotropt spänningstillstånd. Därvid har effekten av spänningshistorien 

och av lerans naturliga struktur på den efterföljande dränerade eller odränerade 

skjuvbelastningen kunnat undersökas och bedömas. Lerans egenskaper har studerats i 

"elastiskt" och plastiskt område och för stora deformationer. 

Studien fokuseras på beteendet vid odränerad skjuvning. Stor uppmärksamhet ägnas åt 

att belysa valet av odränerat brottvillkor samt åt utvärderingen av skjuvhållfastheten 

enhgt total- och effektivspänningsanalys. 

Lerprovens deformationsmönster har studerats okulärt under skjuvningsfasen i syfte att 

klassificera deformationstyper, bedöma deformationsmodens inverkan på de erhållna 

resultaten samt för att analysera dess betydelse vid konstitutiv modellering. 

Parametrar som erfordras i vanliga konstitutiva modeller för leror utvärderas och 

diskuteras. Utgående från försöksresultaten skisseras en experimentell flytkurva för 

Norrköpingsleran. Flytlagens tillämpning undersöks genom att studera riktningen av de 

plastiska töjningsinkrementen. 

Triaxialförsök p å lera har simulerats numeriskt i syfte att studera hur ändytefriktion 

och axiell töjningshastighet inverkar på de utvärderade konstitutiva sambanden. En 

metod föreslås fö r bedömning av acceptabel grad av inhomogenitet i töjnings- och 
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spänningsfördelriingen, för att resultaten fortfarande skall kunna betraktas som 

representativa för materialets sanna konstitutiva egenskaper. 

Av de slutsatser som har dragits i denna avhandling kan följande nämnas: 

Den naturliga strukturen hos Norrköpingsleran inverkar signifikant på dess mekaniska 

beteende. V i d belastning av leran för konsohderingsspänningar högre än förkonso-

lideringstrycken in situ reduceras effekten av strukturen. 

Om den naturliga strukturen hos denna typ av lera bibehålls, karaktäriseras responsen 

vid aktiv odränerad skjuvning av ett svagt överkonsoliderat prov av en initiellt 

jämförelsevis brant spännings-töjningskurva, ett maxvärde på deviatorspänningen 

erhållen vid små töjningar, ett sprött brott följt av en kraftig deviator-

spänningsminskning efter uppnått maxvärde och en minskande effektiv medelspänning 

i "elastiskt" område. Strukturen bidrar till högre värden på den odränerade 

skjuvhållfastheten och till brott för spänningstillstånd som Ugger ovanför den kritiska 

tillståndslinjen. I de flesta försök utvecklades ett distinkt skjuvplan (eller korsande 

skjuvplan) i provkroppen vilket också avspeglar ett sprött brott. Även vid passiv 

odränerad skjuvning fås ett maxvärde på deviatorspänningen vid små töjningar och en 

efterföljande tydlig deviatorspänningsminskning. 

V i d konstitutiv modellering, inom ramen för den plastiska flytteorin, av en naturlig 

anisotrop lera med struktur krävs ett flytvillkor som kan beskriva denna anisotropi och 

en hårdnandelag/mjuknandelag som medger en successiv utradering av anisotropin vid 

ökande plasticering. Anisotropin kan fångas upp av exempelvis en anisotrop version av 

Cam clay-modellen och nedbrytningen av strukturen simuleras med en lag för 

rotationsmjuknande. För att beskriva det icke-elastiska beteendet innanför den 

traditionella flytytan kan en inre flytyta som beskriver det elastiska området inkluderas. 

Härvid kan också hänsyn tas t i l l ett eventuellt anisotropt beteende innanför den yttre 

flytytan i elastiskt och icke-elastiskt område. 

Resultaten av den numeriska simuleringen av randeffekter vid dränerade och 

odränerade triaxialförsök visar att ändytefriktion kan skapa sådana signifikanta 

inhomogeniteter i töjnings- och spänningsfördelningen i provkroppen att försöks

resultaten inte kan anses representera ett sant konstitutivt beteende. 
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v Poisson's ratio 

p density 

ps compact density (m s / V s ) 

o" normal stress 
a' normal effective stress 

O], a2, c3 principal stresses (major, intermediate, minor) 

a'j,c'2,G'3 principal effective stresses (major, intermediate, minor) 

aa axial stress 

a'a axial effective stress 
a'acom effective stress at consolidation 
alqu axial stress based on equivalent area 

a™d axial stress based on area at mid height 

a'c preconsolidation pressure 

ah horizontal stress 

a'h horizontal effective stress 

ah0 in situ horizontal stress (pressure) 

<j'h0 in situ horizontal effective stress (pressure) 

a'hc in situ horizontal preconsolidation pressure 

cr stress tensor 

a[j effective stress tensor 

ar radial stress 

G'T radial effective stress 

<TV vertical stress 

o"v' vertical effective stress 

av0 in situ vertical stress (pressure) 

<jy0 in situ vertical effective stress (pressure) 

0"4 in situ vertical preconsolidation pressure 

0^,0"^,abnormal effective stresses in Cartesian coordinates 

t shear stress 
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T shear strength 

Ty shear strength according to effective stress analysis 

Tf0mp shear strength in triaxial compression according to effective stress analysis 

Tj" shear strength in triaxial extension according to effective stress analysis 

t p undrained shear strength 

Tc£mp undrained shear strength in triaxial compression 

^empm empirical undrained shear strength 

undrained shear strength in triaxial extension 

r d m 'design' shear strength 

0 friction angle 

0' effective friction angle 

Q'comp effective friction angle in compression 
(j>Lj effective friction angle in extension 

ABBREVIATIONS 

ACC Anisotropic Cam Clay 
AGSM Applied Global Stress Measure 
ASCE American Society of Civil Engineers 
BB Bäckebol clay 
BP back pressure 
CAD Anisotropically Consolidated Drained (Triaxial Test) 
CAU Anisotropically Consolidated Undrained (Triaxial Test) 
CI Isotropic Compression (Triaxial Test) 
CID Isotropically Consolidated Drained (Triaxial Test) 
CIU Isotropically Consolidated Undrained (Triaxial Test) 
CKoUC Ko-consolidated Undrained Compression (Triaxial Test) 
CKoUE Ko-consolidated Undrained Extension (Triaxial Test) 
c o m Isotropically Laboratory Stress Induced Overconsolidated Undrained (Triaxial Test) 
CP cell pressure 
CRS Constant Rate of Strain 
CS Critical State 
CSL Critical State Line 
CTH Chalmers University of Technology 
DGF Danish Geotechnical Society 
DGI Danish Geotechnical Institute 
ECSMFE European Conference on Soil Mechanics and Foundation Engineering 
EGSM Equivalent Global Stress Measure 
FC frictional end contact 
FEM Finite Element Method 
GBa Gothenburg area clays 
GDS GDS Instruments Limited 
ICSMFE International Conference on Soil Mechanics and Foundation Engineering 
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L M Lilla Mellösa clay 
LP lower chamber pressure 
LTU Luleå University of Technology 
MIT Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
NC normally consolidated 
NCL Normal Compression Line 
NGI Norwegian Geotechnical Institute 
NK Norrköping clay 
OC overconsolidated 
OCR overconsolidation ratio 
PP pore pressure 
RC rough end contact 
RGSM Representative Global Stress Measure 
SC smooth end contact 
SGF Swedish Geotechnical Society 
SGI Swedish Geotechnical Institute 
SHANSEP Stress History and Normalised Soil Engineering Properties 
ST Stockholm clay 
STn Stockholm 'Norra Länken' clay 
STs Stockholm 'Södra Länken' clay 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 BACKGROUND 

Soil behaviour 

The behaviour of soils is, in general, more complex than what classical hand 

calculation models can describe. The stress-strain relations are non-linear, 

deformations are mean stress dependent and largely irrecoverable. Furthermore, 

volume changes (contractancy or dilatancy) normally occur during shear and time-

dependent deformations might be substantial. Depending on drainage conditions and 

the degree of saturation, the changes of effective stresses in the soil skeleton and the 

changes of pore pressure w i l l vary, and thus the mechanical responses w i l l be different. 

This complex behaviour of soils is most hkely best captured by a constitutive model 

which is based on the f low theory of plasticity for strain-hardening materials combined 

with a failure condition, and, i f necessary, extended to also include features such as 

dependence on time, temperature, structure, etc. For determination of parameters in 

such models, however, more advanced laboratory (or field) tests are needed as 

complements to simpler tests. In general, the higher the predictive demands of a model 

are, the more complex i t becomes. A reasonable judgement of the application of a 

model versus its required complexity must be done. Due to the complex and varying 

behaviour of different soils, the strategy for soil modelling should perhaps be to 

develop and apply different models for different soil types, each of which is able to 

capture the most essential features of that certain soil type, disregarding other features 

which are less essential in its field of application. 

Natural soft clays 

Today, there is still a lack of experimental studies of the mechanical behaviour of clays 

in general, and of natural ('undisturbed') clays in particular. There is a need to learn 

more about e.g. general (3-D) stress-strain relations, time-dependence, effects of 

structure, temperature, etc. So far, only a few studies have been made on natural soft 

clays where the main object has been to map the influence of the 'undisturbed' 

structure as well as to model this influence. 

There is thus much work left, on the one hand, in order to better understand the 

behaviour of natural soft clays and, on the other hand, to develop models which as 

accurately as possible can predict this behaviour. More tests and research need to be 

carried out in order to investigate the general behaviour of these clays aiming at 

creating an experimental basis for comparison with theoretical simulations, and in 

order to evaluate parameter values. With an increasing knowledge about the general 
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behaviour of natural clays, i t might be possible to reduce the future need for 

experimental tests in consulting projects when using constitutive modelling. 

Triaxial testing 

With the growing use of numerical methods, the three-dimensional behaviour of soils 

becomes more important. I n order to characterise the general constitutive behaviour, 

i.e. the stress-strain relations in the 3-D case, triaxial (or comparable) tests are needed. 

In many countries, results f rom triaxial tests are more often used in research as well as 

in consulting projects compared to practice in Sweden. A certain conservatism exists 

concerning the use of advanced experimental testing. This is probably due to lack of 

experience among practising geotechnical engineers concerning the triaxial test, its 

advantages and the results to be gained by the method, and possibly also due to the 

higher costs of testing. 

Triaxial tests can be conducted with the traditional frictional ends, i.e. with the use of 

filter stones covering the end surfaces of the specimen. This set-up, however, 

inevitably causes (to a varying extent) non-uniform stress and strain distributions 

within the specimen. In order to improve the homogeneity of stresses and strains 

within a triaxial test specimen, a 'friction-free' set-up can be used. This set-up, 

however, has the disadvantages that assembly of the test equipment is more diff icul t 

and that drainage goes slower. Today, most triaxial tests are still performed with 

frictional ends, even though the significance of the results thereby may be questioned. 

Even though it is desirable and essential to achieve homogeneous conditions within a 

triaxial specimen, the theoretical work and the number of experimental investigations 

in this area are hmited. There is thus a need to further study the type and degree of 

inhomogeneities that might develop in a triaxial specimen and the effects on the 

mechanical behaviour of the clay. 

Soil modelling 

The ultimate goal of soil modelling is to predict the behaviour of soils in real f ie ld 

situations, e.g. in soil-structure interaction problems. To this end, it is necessary to 

develop constitutive models which can describe the response of soils for, as general as 

possible, stress and strain states. Constitutive models, based on the real behaviour of 

soils and implemented in numerical computer programs, can then be utilised to solve 

geotechnical boundary value problems. 

Today, numerical programs are available, containing models for different types o f 

soils. However, the validity of these predictive tools is, in general, far from being 

proved. To improve the predictive significance of numerical programs for boundary 
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value problems, more research must be done, including a better understanding of the 

general behaviour of different soils as well as improvement of constitutive models and 

numerical procedures. Up to now, soil modelling and the use of numerical methods for 

solving geotechnical problems, have been used only to a quite limited degree in 

Sweden, i n an international comparison. 

In most classical methods, suitable for hand calculation (but nowadays often in the 

form of "automatic" computer programs), deformation analysis, stress analysis and 

l imi t analysis are decoupled f rom each other, although this is not theoretically allowed. 

In a stress analysis, the soil material is often simplified to have no weight and to be 

linear elastic (e.g. the Boussinesq's equations), and in limit analysis the soil is assumed 

to be rigid-perfectly plastic. Also in deformation analysis, the soil material is often 

assumed to be hnear elastic, i.e. obey the Hooke law. These simple models have a 

hmited validity and must be apphed with judgement. From experience, however, 

simple models have proven to be of great use for special cases. 

Constitutive modelling of soils, based on continuum mechanics and the flow theory of 

plasticity, is built on well-established basic theoretical concepts, also used in other 

engineering disciplines. Also in a geotechnical boundary value problem, the stress and 

deformation states for different load levels should be determined by means of 

equilibrium conditions, deformations conditions as well as constitutive relations in 

addition to the boundary conditions. With the use of numerical methods, advanced 

problems, like soil-structure interaction and progressive slope failure, can be analysed. 

Problems like these cannot be captured by classical hand calculation methods. 

Moreover, a constitutive model, like the Cam clay model, capturing the essential 

features of the behaviour of a specific soil, should also imply more rehable results. 

1.2 PREVIOUS STUDIES 

1.2.1 Introduction 

In this section, a short summary of relevant hterature and tendencies since the 1950's is 

presented. The intention is to point out some of the major references in the area of 

interest, but not to completely cover all contributions. Moreover, i n Chapters 5 and 6, 

where the results of the experimental tests are evaluated and discussed, additional 

references are given. In Chapter 8, where the triaxial test specimen is modelled as a 

boundary value problem using the finite element method, a short review of the 

hterature concerning boundary effects, is given. Below, in Subsection 1.2.2, general 

tendencies with emphasis on soil testing are reviewed, while Subsection 1.2.3 focuses 

on results f rom tests on Swedish clays and the modelling of Swedish clays. 
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This summary of previous studies focuses on the mechanical behaviour of natural soft 

clays and its constitutive modeUing. The main keywords are: natural soft clays, 

mechanical behaviour, constitutive modelling, and structure. Other keywords are: 

triaxial testing, stress-strain relations, shear strength, undrained conditions, inorganic 

clays, homogeneity, deformation mode, elastic-plastic deformations, anisotropy, soil 

parameters, softening, saturated conditions. 

1.2.2 Tendencies from the 1950's to the 1990's 

Most experimental investigations on clays during the 1950's and the 1960's were 

performed on laboratory prepared specimens. This was also necessary in order to test 

ideal and homogeneous soil specimens and thus faciütate the investigation of the basic 

behaviour and the development of theories. Some of the classical works leading to the 

development of the critical state theory were conducted by Bishop and Henkel (1957), 

Roscoe, Schofield and Wroth (1958), Parry (1960) and Schofield and Wroth (1968). 

During the first half of the 1970's laboratory testing procedures and evaluation 

principles were discussed. The SHANSEP design procedure developed at the MIT , 

Ladd and Foott (1974), is based on an approach to laboratory testing which attempts to 

recreate the in situ conditions of clays. The SHANSEP method is a consistent way of 

taking into account soil stress history, i.e. overconsoüdation ratio and preconsolidation 

pressure, and normaUsed soil properties. However, the apphcation of this method on 

cemented (structured) clays was criticised by e.g. the Laval group, e.g. Tavenas (1979), 

because the natural in situ structure of the clay specimen was changed during the 

reconsolidation procedure. The Laval group pointed out the necessity of not exceeding 

the in situ preconsoüdation pressures during reconsoUdation of structured clays and 

found, among other things, that the undrained shear strength could be normaUsed 

against the in situ vertical preconsolidation pressure. Today, the SHANSEP approach 

is e.g. used also to relate in situ preconsoUdation pressure, in situ vertical effective 

stress, overconsoUdation ratio, and undrained shear strength in clay till, with the 

Umitation of not exceeding the in situ preconsoUdation pressure and thus preserving 

the natural structure, Steenfelt and Foged (1992). During the 1970's the importance of 

reconsoUdation of the specimens to the anisotropic in situ stress conditions, instead of 

isotropic stresses, was understood. This was necessary to obtain relevant initial 

deformation and strength properties. 

During the 1970's and especially the 1980's, many of the experimental investigations 

on natural clays (which are referred to in the hterature today) were performed, e.g. by 

Graham et al. (1983), Mayne (1985), and related to triaxial test procedures, by 

Germaine and Ladd (1988), Lacasse and Berre (1988), LaRochelle et al. (1988). 

Among the features extensively investigated was the determination of a natural yield 
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surface for a clay, Diaz-Rodriguez et al. (1992). The traditional yield concept and the 

traditional 'elastic' range was estabhshed, see e.g. Graham et al. (1983). 

One of the latest events, when triaxial testing was particularly in focus, was in 1986 

when the symposium on Advanced Triaxial Testing of Soil and Rock was held in 

Louisville, Kentucky. In this symposium, equipment, test methods, test interpretation 

and errors, and new test varieties were discussed. Some of the more prominent papers 

published in the proceedings were written by Baldi et al. (1988), Lacasse and Berre 

(1988), Germaine and Ladd (1988), and La Rochelle et al. (1988). 

In the 1990's, relatively few experimental studies on the mechanical behaviour of 

natural clays have been published. This is surprising since there is still a considerable 

lack of knowledge in this area. One explanation might be that it has been a problem to 

finance studies on this subject when other areas in geotechnics have gained more 

interest. The importance of considering the structure of natural clays as an additional 

mechanical property was pointed out by Leroueil and Vaughan (1990). 

During the 1990's, small strain behaviour has been studied and the traditional concept 

of 'elasticity' for soils has been questioned, see the general report from the 10th 

ECSMFE (Atkinson and Sällfors, 1991). From experimental observations, i t has been 

observed that true elastic behaviour is only valid for very small strains and that hnear 

elasticity only holds for extremely small strains, see e.g. Georgiannou et al. (1991) and 

Smith et al. (1992). Despite this fact, many constitutive models today still include the 

traditional larger 'elastic' range, where yield is defined by e.g. the in situ vertical and 

horizontal preconsolidation pressures. Many experimental studies concerning 

locahsation of deformation have been performed, but relatively few on clays. Saada et 

al. (1994) is one exception. 

Theoretical modelling of the constitutive behaviour of clays seems to have been even 

more concentrated on laboratory prepared specimens compared to experimental 

studies. The main reason for this might be that most constitutive models were not, and 

are to some extent still not, able to capture the specific behaviour of natural clays. 

During the latter half of the 1980's and during the 1990's, different theoretical models 

have been proposed in order to capture the behaviour also of natural clays, many of 

them based on the classical Cam clay model proposed by Roscoe and Burland (1968). 

In particular, plastic anisotropy has been addressed. To better model the traditional 

'elastic' range of natural clays, which has proven to be mainly inelastic, different multi 

yield surfaces models have been proposed, e.g. by Al-Tabbaa and Muir Wood (1989) 

and Stallebrass (1990). Further, attempts have been made to model locahsation of 

deformation in soils, e.g. Larsson et al. (1996) and Tano and Klisinski (1998). 

However, there are still quite few and rather simple constitutive models available in 

commercial finite element programmes. 
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1.2.3 Swedish research 

The research of the behaviour o f inorganic Swedish soft clays is mainly attributed to 

the work done by Larsson during the 1970's and the beginning of the 1980's, e.g. 

Larsson (1977, 1981a). Larsson investigated the drained and undrained behaviour of 

some Swedish soft clays by means of triaxial tests and direct shear tests. These studies 

were focused on stress-strain relations and strength characteristics but constitutive 

modelling of clays was not particularly discussed. The drained triaxial tests were 

performed mainly to study yielding, identify yield surfaces, and determine friction 

angles. The investigations o f the undrained behaviour focused on the determination of 

shear strength ( t ^ ) by different testing methods. The investigations of the strength 

parameters (undrained, drained) were mainly focused on the development of classical 

hand calculation models for stability problems (e.g. slope stability). Other publications 

on this subject are e.g. Larsson (1975a, 1975b). Except for the work by Larsson, there 

are only a few studies in Sweden in this area; in connection with studies on e.g. piling 

and in situ stress conditions in slopes, stress-strain relations f rom triaxial tests on soft 

clays were reported by Torstensson (1973) and Rankka (1994) respectively. 

Compression characteristics of Swedish soft clays have been extensively investigated, 

e.g. by Sällfors (1975) and Larsson (1986), mainly by CRS-oedometer tests but also by 

incrementally loaded oedometer tests, but almost no tests have been performed under 

more general testing conditions in triaxial tests (except Larsson, 1981a). These 

investigations were mainly performed to create models for one-dimensional 

compression and to develop methods for settlement calculations. 

Swedish contributions discussing constitutive modelling of soils (clays) are almost 

entirely attributed to the works done by Runesson and Axelsson (1977), Runesson 

(1978), Yu (1993), and Mattsson (1999). Runesson and Axelsson (1977) proposed an 

initial anisotropic yield criterion for clays and Yu (1993) extended the model to include 

rotational hardening. Yu mainly studied sulphide rich clays and silty soils f rom the 

north of Sweden. Some prehrninary modelling of typical Swedish soft clays was 

reported by Axelsson et al. (1994). The more recent work done by Mattsson et al. 

(1997, 1998, 1999) has led to the development of a Constitutive Driver, which is a 

computer program, containing a number of selected constitutive models, by which 

different laboratory and field tests can be simulated and model parameters optimised. 

1.3 SCOPE OF STUDY 

In this thesis, the mechanical properties of natural soft clays are studied with reference 

to a typical Swedish clay. The main objectives of the study have been to create an 

experimental basis for a more general theoretical modelling of Swedish clays and to 

improve the knowledge of the mechanical behaviour of natural soft clays. Another 
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objective has been to investigate the effects of end restraint on the mechanical 

behaviour obtained in triaxial tests, by means of numerical simulations. 

The natural soft clay focused on in this study, is taken f rom a test field in the outskirts 

of the city of Norrköping, and is fairly representative of many Swedish soft clays, due 

to its fairly common depositional history and basic geotechnical properties. The 

mechanical behaviour of this Norrköping clay may thus be expected to, in principle, 

also be applicable to many similar clays. 

On the Norrköping clay, extensive experimental studies were performed, mainly by 

triaxial tests. The results are discussed in detail f rom a quantitative as well as a 

qualitative point of view. The mechanical behaviour of the clay is studied in the 

'elastic' and plastic ranges and up to quite large strains. It is focused on the effects of 

the in sim structure of this natural clay on its mechanical behaviour. 

The contents of this thesis are meant to illustrate and discuss the following aspects: 

• The mechanical behaviour of the clay is discussed qualitatively regarding 

- effects of the stress state and overconsolidation ratio obtained during the 

consolidation phase 

- clay structure 

- undrained shear 

- drained shear 

- 'ideal' behaviour of clays 

• The mechanical behaviour of the clay is analysed quantitatively to determine 

- stress-strain-pore pressure-volume change relations 

- undrained shear strength 

- effective strength parameters 

- yield curve 

- application of f low rule 

• Obtained deformation modes in triaxial tests are observed to 

- classify them 

- study effects on the mechanical behaviour 

- analyse the effects for the purpose of constitutive modelling 

• Soil parameters for constitutive models are evaluated and discussed. 

• Qualitative requirements are formulated for a constitutive model supposed to 

describe the behaviour of the clay. 
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• Different end conditions in triaxial testing are simulated numerically, to study the 

influence of end restraint and axial strain rate on the obtained constitutive relations. 

The uniqueness of this study is due to: 

• a natural ('undisturbed') clay is studied 

• the effect of the structure is considered 

• the mechanical properties are discussed in detail 

• constitutive modelling of the mechanical properties is discussed 

• evaluation principles and the use of soil parameters for constitutive modelling are 

discussed 

• numerical simulations of boundary effects in triaxial tests are made 

1.4 PREVIOUS PUBLICATIONS RELATING TO T f f l S RESEARCH PROJECT 

Relating to this research project, some parts of the work has previously been published. 

The licentiate thesis 'Lerors mekaniska egenskaper' (written in Swedish; Eng. 

Mechanical properties of clays) was presented by the author in 1995 (Westerberg, 

1995). This licentiate work forms a basis for the current doctoral thesis. In the 

conference papers 'Behaviour and modelling of Swedish natural soft clays' (Axelsson, 

Yu, and Westerberg, 1994) and 'Elastic-plastic finite element analysis of an excavated 

slope in soft clay' (Yu, Westerberg, and Axelsson, 1994) minor parts of this 

investigation were pubhshed. The numerical simulations of end restraint in triaxial 

testing presented in Chapter 8, are based on the conference paper 'Analysis of 

boundary effects during triaxial tests' (Westerberg, Sheng, and Axelsson, 1997) and 

the journal paper 'Effects of end restraint and strain rate in triaxial tests' (Sheng, 

Westerberg, Mattsson, and Axelsson, 1997a), which are enclosed in Appendices E and 

D respectively. The same subject is discussed in the conference paper 'Numerical 

analysis of stress-strain inhomogeneities in a triaxial test specimen' (Sheng, 

Westerberg, Mattsson, and Axelsson, 1997b). 
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2 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND AND TERMINOLOGY 

2.1 C L A Y STRUCTURE 

2.1.1 Terminology 

The microstructure of a soil can be defined as the arrangement of its particles relative 

to each other. In the concept structure, Mitchell (1976) also includes forces of 

chemical or physical nature acting between the particles. Leroueil and Vaughan (1990) 

name soil materials as structured, i f they show components of strength and stiffness (of 

chemical or physical origin) which cannot solely be explained by classical soil 

mechanics concepts (such as the critical state theory). Further, a formerly structured 

soil which has been deformed by loading or remoulding is denoted destructured and a 

soil which has never shown properties of a structured soil as non-structured. In this 

thesis, the term structure refers to both the arrangement of particles and possible 

effects of chemical or physical nature. Moreover, in order to emphasise the properties 

of an 'undisturbed' natural clay, the concept structure is occasionally designated in situ 

structure or natural structure. 

2.1.2 Microstructural pattern 

The microstructural pattern of soft Quaternary, mainly illitic clays deposited in fresh, 

brackish and salt water, is characterised by irregularly arranged particles grouped in 

aggregates and connected by links or groups of small particles, Pusch (1971). Fresh 

water deposited clays are characterised by small macro pores (voids) and small, 

relatively porous aggregates, Fig. 2.1 a, while salt water deposited clays are 

characterised by large macro pores and large, dense aggregates, Fig. 2.1 b. 

In Fig. 2.2, the deformation and domain formation of an aggregated clay is shown, 

Pusch (1971,1976). I f an undisturbed clay (Fig. 2.2 a) is set under increasing pressure, 

the links, i.e. the particles in the weakest part of the microstructure, start to arrange 

themselves in a parallel way and domains are formed (Fig. 2.2 b). Domains are dense 

groups of parallel particles between intact aggregates and larger particles. For an 

increasing pressure, the domains are deformed and enclose larger particles and rigid 

aggregates (Fig. 2.2 c). For larger deformations, local failures occurring during the 

formation of domains, lead to a global failure of the soil volume, e.g. in the form of 

shear planes. 

Chemical processes (e.g. cementation, leaching, weathering, effects of pressure, 

temperature or time) or physical processes (e.g. drying, swelling, effects of pressure, 

temperature or time) which occur in situ or after soil sampling, might affect the 

mechanical properties of a clay. When natural clays were deposited during and after 
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the glaciation, their initial properties were formed by the environment (pressure, 

temperature, etc.) and the composition (minerals, particle size, pore water, salt content, 

etc.). 

Figure 2.1 Schematic clay particle arrangement (from Pusch, 1971). a) Clay deposited in 

fresh water, b) Salt water (marine) deposited clay. 
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Figure 2.2 Domain formation in aggregated clay (from Pusch, 1971). a) Uncompacted soft 

state, b) Initial state of domain formation due to triaxial pressure, c) Large 

curved domains caused by increased pressure. 1 denotes aggregate, 2 domain 

and 3 silt grain. 

2.1.3 Characteristics of soft structured clays 

Most natural soft clays show characteristic properties due to their structure. In general, 

a structured clay shows, i n comparison with a destructured or non-structured clay, e.g. 

a stiffer initial stress-strain response, higher deviator stress at failure, smaller strains to 

reach failure, and a more brittle behaviour, Fig. 2.3. Furthermore, the 'elastic' stress 

range increases for a structured clay, i.e. the yield curve expands. A n anisotropic 

structure e.g., gives rise to a natural yield curve centred approximately around the K0 -

line. For some natural soft clays, i t is possible to detect a distinct yield stress also in 

isotropic compression. From oedometer test results, i t is found that a structured clay 

can exist with a higher void ratio than a destructured clay at the same stress situation 

and that the structured clay shows a distinct preconsoUdation pressure. 

Leroueil and Vaughan (1990) have studied the effect of structure in different natural 

soils and weak rocks. They claim that the effect of structure is as important as the 

effect of initial porosity and stress history, in determining engineering behaviour. A 

structured clay can become destructured i f i t is deformed enough. The effects of clay 
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structure is best identified by comparing the behaviour of the structured clay with the 

behaviour of the same material in a destructured state. 

Figure 2.3 Stress-strain curves in undrained triaxial compression tests on structured 

(intact) and destructured natural clays (from Tavenas and Leroueil, 1985). 

Already in 1932, Arthur Casagrande stated: 

" do not disturb the natural structure of the clay; i f you do, no human being is able 

to restore its original strength " 

2.1.4 Assumptions concerning destructuration of structure 

In this work i t is assumed that the major break down of the structure occurs when 

effective stresses higher than the corresponding in situ preconsolidation pressures in 

the corresponding directions are applied. Thus, for effective stresses lower than the in 

situ horizontal and vertical preconsolidation pressures, it is assumed that specimens (of 

the Norrköping clay) substantially preserve their in situ structure. Moreover, with 

further increases in effective stresses, higher than the in situ preconsoUdation 

pressures, i t is expected that the destructuration of the structure continues. The 

structure may also be broken down by a shear failure. The validity of these 

assumptions is checked when discussing the experimental test results in Chapters 5, 6, 

and 7. 
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2.2 REPRESENTATION OF STRESS A N D STRAIN STATES 

2.2.1 Stress and strain variables 

In this subsection variables of stresses and strains, here used to describe the results 

f rom triaxial tests, are defined. For a comprehensive description and derivation of 

these variables, see e.g. Muir Wood (1990). In Appendix A, the calculations of stresses 

and strains from measured triaxial test data are presented, and in Appendix B the stress 

invariants p' and q and the strain invariants ep and eq, are derived for the triaxial 

case. 

In triaxial testing, an initially cylindrical soil specimen is subjected to loading. When 

calculating stresses and strains in such a specimen, i t is assumed that the specimen 

retains its cylindrical shape throughout the test and that an axial-symmetric stress state 

is acting. Hence, the major principal stress in axial compression tests (and the minor 

principal stress in axial extension tests) is acting axially on the specimen while the 

minor and the intermediate principal stresses (in extension tests the major and the 

intermediate principal stresses) are equal and acting radially. In triaxial testing, such a 

stress state is referred to as a triaxial stress state. As for the principal stresses, it is 

assumed that the directions of the principal strains are perpendicular to the surfaces of 

the specimen. In Fig. 2.4 the stresses acting on triaxial specimens and the deformations 

of the specimens are illustrated. Note that in soil mechanics compressive stresses and 

strains are defined as positive. 

a) b) 

Figure 2.4 Stresses acting on triaxial specimens (a) and illustration of deformation of 

triaxial specimens (b). 
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A triaxial stress state, as defined above, can be described by the stress variables: 

Ga axial stress (total axial stress) 

cr radial stress (total radial stress) 

u pore pressure 

a,, G2, o~3 principal stresses (major, intermediate, and minor) 

o'a = oa - u axial effective stress 

G'r=Gr—u radial effective stress 

q = al-G3 (= G'J -G'3) deviator stress (see Appendix B) 

p' = ^(G'J + G2 + G3) mean effective stress (including the 2nd principal 

stress; see Appendix B) 

t = (Gj - G3) (= - i ( G ' J - G3)j shear stress (maximum) 

s ' - \ (o"; + G3 ) mean effective stress (excluding the 2nd principal 

stress) 

The p'-q plane (known as the Cambridge stress plane) is most often used when 

constitutive modelling is considered and the s'—t plane (known as the M I T stress 
plane) quite often when experimental test results are presented. For these reasons, both 
types of stress variables and stress planes are used to represent triaxial test data in this 

thesis. 

Furthermore, a triaxial strain state can be described by the strain variables: 

-(hj-ho) 

£ a = —^ axial strain; h is the height of the specimen 
K 

-(dj-d0) 
er = —* radial strain; d is the diameter of the specimen 

do 

Sj, £2, e3 principal strains (major, intermediate, and minor) 

eq =—(Sj - e 3 ) deviator strain (see Appendix B) 

ep = e, + e 2 + e3 volumetric strain (see Appendix B) 

For triaxial loading in axial compression (Ga > Gr) the stress and strain invariants can 
be written as 

(2.1) 
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+20-;) 

e p = e a + 2 e r 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

and the ' M I T ' stress variables as 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

For triaxial loading in oxiaZ extension (ar > aa) the stress and strain invariants can be 

written as 

q = GT-<Ja (2.7) 

/ / = I (o - ;+2o- ; ) (2.8) 

eq=Z{£r-£a) (2.9) 

e p = £ a + 2 £ r (2.10) 

and the ' M I T ' stress variables as 

t = l(crT-Ga) (2.11) 

s' = ±(o-'a+a'r) (2.12) 

2.2.2 Representation of stress state 

The state of stress in a soil element can be represented in different ways, and is often 

graphically illustrated in diagrams. The stresses can either be illustrated at a given 

instant as a point in a stress space or, i f changes of stresses are of interest, by stress 

paths. 
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Results f rom triaxial tests are normally represented in a p'-q effective stress plane or 

in a s'-t effective stress plane when stress paths are studied. The main difference 

between these two planes of representing stresses, is that the intermediate principal 

stress is considered in the p'-q plane but not in the s'-t plane, see definitions in 

Subsection 2.2.1 above. The perhaps most common way of representing a specific 

stress state is by a Mohr stress circle in a Mohr stress plane. As an alternative, single 

stress points can be shown in e.g. the p'-q plane or i n the s'-t plane. 

I n Fig. 2.5, different stress planes are shown, where stress paths are drawn both in the 

p'-q plane (a) and in the s'-t plane (b), and a specific stress state is illustrated in 

the Mohr plane (c) and in the s'-t plane (d). In all diagrams, a straight Une is 

representing the failure state, and the strength parameters describing the slope and the 

intercept of the failure hnes are shown. In the p'-q plane, also the failure Une in 

extension is shown. The (undrained) effective stress paths, sketched in Figs. 2.5 a and 

b, illustrate the differences between the maximum peak values (line 1) and the end-of-

test values for the deviator stress (line 2) and the failure Unes which represent failure 

defined for the maximum deviator stress (or shear stress) and at large strains 

respectively. 

Figure 2.5 Representation of stress states in different stress planes and illustration of 

failure lines with corresponding strength parameters. 
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In Fig. 2.5 c, a failure stress state, corresponding to the effective principal stresses G\ 

and o'3, is represented by a Mohr circle and in Fig. 2.5 d by a stress point. In the s'—t 

diagram (d), is shown a "modified failure line", which is defined to go through the 

vertex of the stress circle. The stress state represented in Fig. 2.5 d is thus a particular 

point, at the vertex of the Mohr stress circle representing failure conditions and of the 

stress path in the s'-t plane (Fig. 2.5 b), which explains why the strength parameters 

(a, d) are the same in diagrams b and d. 

2.2.3 Strength parameters 

The failure lines in the different stress planes in Fig. 2.5 are defined by their strength 

parameters. Between the effective friction angle (j)', defining the inclination of the 

Mohr-Coulomb failure hne in the Mohr plane, and the inclination a of the 

corresponding failure hne in the s'-t plane the relation 

sin <()' = tana (2.13) 

holds ( in compression as well as in extension). The relation between the effective 

cohesion intercept c' i n the Mohr plane and the intercept d in the s'-t plane is 

(2.14) 
jl-tan2 a 

For the parameters defining the failure line in the Mohr plane and the p'-q plane 

respectively, the following relations in compression (aa > a r ) hold 

sin<b' = (2.15) 
V 6+M V ' 

(3—sintj)') 
c' = k±- - J * (2.16) 

ocostp 

and in extension (o~r > o~a) 

• ±, 3 M * 
sin$' = — — (2.17) 

6 - M 

j3+sin<b') 
c' = k i - - J i (2.18) 
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From Eqns. (2.15) and (2.17) it is seen that for the same value of the effective friction 

angle <j>' in compression and extension, different values are obtained for the slopes of 

the failure lines in the p'-q plane ( M and M * respectively). 

2.3 SOIL BEHAVIOUR ACCORDING TO THE CRITICAL STATE CONCEPT 

2.3.1 Critical state 

The concept of critical state (CS) is characterised by the final condition, ultimately 

reached in drained or undrained shear of a homogeneous soil specimen, at which the 

arrangement of the soil particles remains essentially randomised and shear continues 

without any further tendencies for volume changes in the soil mass. In the critical state 

theory, it is assumed that the whole soil volume is deformed as a continuum and, 

therefore the critical state is reached in all parts of the soil mass at the same time. 

Relatively large deformation is needed in order to reach a condition of critical state, 

especially for overconsolidated specimens, and thus i t is often not possible to reach 

such a state in most conventional triaxial apparatuses. 

Critical state is defined by the conditions 

é l - i L * o (2.19) 
deq deq deq 

which imphes that the changes of stresses (of p' and q) and of volume (of v) are zero, 

and that the deviator strain (eq) would increase unlimited (a condition of perfect 

plasticity). According to the critical state theory, a soil under shear deformation w i l l 

reach a condition of critical state at large strains which can be illustrated by the critical 

state hne (CSL) in the p'-q plane and in the p'-v plane, Fig. 2.6. 

The deformation in a specimen, may become concentrated to localised zones and the 

(clay) particles in this zone may be oriented in a parallel manner. I f this is the case, a 

residual value of the shear strength is obtained which is lower than the critical value 

for a homogeneous specimen. 
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q CSL 

v=l+e 

p ' = i 
* - l n p ' 

a) b) 

Figure 2.6 Illustration of the critical state line (CSL) and the normal compression line 

(NCL) in the p'-q plane (a) and in the lnp'-v plane (b), and definition of 

the parameters M, X, and K. 

2.3.2 Drained and undrained behaviour 

Drained and undrained behaviour can be treated together i n the critical state theory by 

considering both effective stresses and volume changes. Moreover, aspects such as 

overconsolidation ratio (or degree of compaction), drainage conditions (drained or 

undrained) and critical state are linked. Predictions of the response of a soil can 

therefore be done and described in e.g. the effective stress plane ( p ' - q ) and in the 

compression plane ( p - v ) . 

In Fig. 2.6 a, effective stress paths obtained f rom four idealised tests are outlined and 

the end states marked (o). Two of the tests are drained (dashed lines) and two are 

undrained (solid hnes). For each drainage condition, the conceptual behaviour of a 

normally consolidated clay and a heavily overconsolidated clay is shown. According to 

the critical state theory, the effective stress paths f rom drained and undrained tests on 

initially similar soil samples (void ratio, particle size distribution) strive towards the 

same critical state hne in the p'-q plane and the corresponding critical state Une in 

the p'-v plane. 

2.3.3 Parameters in the critical state theory 

With the mean effective stress represented in logarithmic scale in the compression 

plane (lnp'-v), it is assumed that the CSL and the normal compression line N C L are 

linear and parallel, and that the unloading-reloading hne (with slope K) is linear. 
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During isotropic consohdation, it is assumed that compression takes place along the 

normal compression line (NCL). 

In Fig. 2.6 the parameters M, X, and «rare illustrated. Here 

M=2f (2.20) 
Pes 

is the slope of the critical state line (CSL) in the p'-q plane, and qcs and p'^ the 

deviator stress and the mean effective stress respectively, at critical state. The slope of 

the normal compression hne (NCL) in the Inp' - v plane is given by 

Av 
A = (2.21) 

Aln p 

Thus, NCL is defined by 

v = N-Ålnp' (2.22) 

where N is the specific volume v for the NCL at p' = 1 (kPa). 

I f the slope of the critical state hne in the compression plane is also assumed to be X, it 

is determined f r o m 

v = r-Xlnp' (2.23) 

where T is the specific volume v for the CSL at p'- 1 (kPa). The slope of the 

unloading-reloading hne in the lnp'-v plane is given by 

Av 
K = (2.24) 

Aln p 

Thus, the unloading-reloading line can be formulated as 

v = vK-Klnp' (2.25) 

where v .̂ is the specific volume v for the particular unloading-reloading hne at p'= 1 

(kPa). 
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2.4 DEFORMATION MODES OF T R I A X I A L TEST SPECIMENS 

2.4.1 Classification of deformation modes 

In this subsection, common deformation modes of test specimens, most often 

developed in conventional triaxial compression and extension tests are described and 

classified. 

Triaxial compression tests 

Deformation modes of soil specimens developed at failure in triaxial compression tests 

might be classified into the four main modes sketched in Fig. 2.7, i.e. homogeneous 

deformation, barrel shaped deformation, deformation localised to a shear plane and 

combined deformation. (These four categories are referred to in the following 

chapters.) These deformation modes correspond to different types of failure 

mechanisms. 

a) Homogeneous b) Barrel shaped c) Shear plane d) Combined 

Figure 2.7 Classification of deformation modes at failure in triaxial compression tests. 

For a specimen with barrel shape (Fig. 2.7 b), it is assumed that the whole specimen is 

in a state of failure and that a large number of failure surfaces are developed; this can 

be regarded as a plastic failure within the whole specimen. When the specimen is 

deformed along one or more well-defined shear planes, localisation of deformation 

occurs (Fig. 2.7 c). This can be regarded as a brittle failure with plastic deformations 

developed in narrow zones. The combined deformation mode (Fig. 2.7 d) is a 

combination of an overall plastic failure and failure along one or more distinct shear 

planes, where e.g. the specimen first develops the barrel shape and then at larger 

strains develops shear planes. The combined deformation mode can result in many 

different deformation patterns depending on the degree of barrelling, number of shear 

planes developed, width of shear planes, etc. I f 'friction-free' ends are used, see 

Section 2.5 below, the specimen is free to develop radial straining also at the ends, 
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which leads to a 'more homogeneously' deformed specimen. At this experimental set

up, the specimen ideally remains cylindrical and a plastic failure with many failure 

surfaces develops (Fig. 2.7 a). (The homogeneous deformation mode (a) is to be 

regarded as a theoretical mode since conditions of perfect homogeneity hardly ever 

exist in practice.) A specimen might develop other deformation modes than those 

discussed above, e.g. a failure zone with a wider and more diffuse shear band. In 

Subsection 6.2.5, photographs are shown with specimens of the Norrköping clay which 

have developed the barrel shape or a single well-defined shear plane. 

Triaxial extension tests 

In extension tests, a waist normally develops at larger strains, Fig. 2.8. (In Fig. 6.31 in 

Subsection 6.3.3, a specimen which has developed a waist is shown.) Concurrently 

with the expansion of a specimen in the axial direction, the radial deformation tends to 

concentrate to the weakest zone of the specimen. Once this zone of local straining has 

developed, the strains w i l l be even more concentrated and a waist is developed. Well-

defined and flatter (in comparison with compression tests) shear planes sometimes 

develop and precede the development of the waist. 

Figure 2.8 Sketch of typical waist developed in triaxial extension tests. 

2.4.2 Representative stress and strain variables 

For a 'homogeneously' deformed specimen (Fig. 2.7 a), the stress and strain 

distributions can be regarded to be uniform within the specimen. The evaluated results 

based on measurements at the boundaries of the specimen, can thus be assumed to 

reflect the true constitutive properties and the calculated variables (e a , er, a a , or,u) 

to be representative of the mechanical behaviour. I f the specimen is deformed in a 

barrel shaped way without any distinct shear planes (Fig. 2.7 b), the results can also be 

described with the same variables (Muir Wood, 1990), provided reasonable area 

corrections are performed. 
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However, i f the deformation is localised to one or more narrow zones, the specimen 

can no longer be regarded as a continuum, and the theory of continuum mechanics is 

not that relevant. The mechanical behaviour of the specimen should then rather be 

described in terms of stresses acting on the shear plane (normal and shear stresses), and 

components of strain within the thin failure zone, or deformations across the failure 

plane. 

2.5 BOUNDARY CONDITIONS I N T R I A X I A L TESTING 

2.5.1 Introduction 

In triaxial tests performed with frictional ends, some type of filter stones covering the 

end surfaces or parts there of are used. Due to the friction between the specimen and 

the filter stones, or possible filters in between, inevitably non-uniform stress and strain 

distributions develop which might have significant effects on the mechanical 

behaviour. As an alternative, the fr ict ion can be minimised by using 'friction-free' 

ends, most often in the form of lubricated ends and layers of rubber membranes. In this 

section, advantages and disadvantages with frictional ends and 'friction-free' ends in 

triaxial testing are discussed. 

2.5.2 Frictional and 'friction-free' ends 

Different concepts for 'friction-free' triaxial testing have been proposed. The perhaps 

most commonly used method is based on the use of lubricated ends and rubber 

membranes, Rowe and Barden (1964). In Fig. 2.9 examples of this concept are given 

for different types of tests (from Head, 1986). However, this type of arrangement 

cannot provide a complete friction-free contact between the soil specimen and the end 

platens. Moreover, the radial strains must not be allowed to become so large that the 

membrane affects the deformation. I t is, however, important that the specimen can 

compress or expand also at the ends in order to achieve a 'more homogeneous' 

deformation. Other examples of 'friction-free' triaxial testing, based on concepts with 

grease and rubber membranes, have been suggested by Jackson (1963) and Jacobsen 

(1970). 

In a triaxial compression test performed with frictional ends, the stress state close to 

the ends is characterised by low shear stresses and high normal stresses, and by the 

development of 'dead zones', Saada and Townsend (1981), Börgesson (1981), 

Germaine and Ladd (1988), Fig. 2.10. 
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z o n e w i t h l o w s h e a r s t r e s s e s 

t ^ j z o n e w i t h h i g h s h e a r s t r e s s e s 

Figure 2.10 Stress concentrations and 'dead zones' in a triaxial specimen (from 

Börgesson, 1981). 

In Table 2.1 some arguments for and against the use of frictional ends and 'friction-

free' ends (lubricated ends) respectively, are summarised (after Germaine and Ladd, 

1988). There are mainly practical reasons to use frictional ends; the drainage goes 

faster, the method is more efficient and the equipment simpler. Frictional ends also 

stiffen the system which can be important when performing small strain measurements. 

However, there are several serious interpretation problems associated with frictional 

ends. The stress state in the 'dead zones' deviates f rom the stress state in the middle of 

the specimen which results in increasing axial strains (or shear strains) in the middle of 

the specimen and a significant change of the specimen geometry which might lead to a 

barrel shape. Furthermore, large differences might develop in shear induced pore 

pressures or volumetric strains between the middle zone and zones at the ends of the 

specimen. 
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Table 2.1 Arguments for and against frictional ends and 'friction-free' ends (lubricated 

ends) in triaxial tests (after Germaine and Ladd, 1988). 

Frictional ends Lubricated ends 
For Against For Against 

• Easy set-up •Non-uniform • Improves •More difficult to 
procedures stresses and strains uniformity at all assemble 

strain levels 
• Simple, efficient •Non-uniform excess • Reduces strain rate • Reduces small strain 

drainage pore pressure effects precision 
• Stiff apparatus for •Water migration • Reduces uncertainty •Increases time for 

axial strain in area correction consolidation 
measurement 

• Simple cell •Larger strain rate • Essential for studies 
geometry effects of large strain 

behaviour 
•Initiation of shear 
zones 

The non-uniform stress and strain distributions affect all soil materials at all strain 

levels. The degree of inhomogeneity induced by frictional ends, and the effects of this 

on the evaluation and interpretation of the results, depend on the soil stress history, 

type of test, purpose of the test and type of soil material. The effects of 

inhomogeneities on the results obtained in triaxial testing are, i n general, diff icult to 

quantify. 

Germaine and Ladd (1988) mean that "frictional ends create complex problems such 

that the data cannot be "corrected" to yield the true soil behavior for a simple element". 

Considering the interpretation problems caused by frictional ends, and on the other 

hand the practical difficulties with lubricated ends, Germaine and Ladd could not give 

a general recommendation. However, they provided some guidelines for triaxial testing 

of saturated cohesive soil. They suggested that 'friction-free' ends should be used for 

undrained tests when reliable results is required at large strains (axial strains larger 

than 15%) and to obtain representative pore pressures for heavily overconsolidated 

soils {OCR > 6). For drained tests, Germaine and Ladd (1988) mean that frictional ends 

seem not to significantly affect the effective stress failure envelope but could possibly 

cause local differences in volume changes within the specimen, especially for dilatant 

materials. 

Results f rom triaxial tests performed at N G I (Berre, 1981) indicate that end friction is 

of minor importance when normally consolidated and slightly overconsolidated soft 

clays are studied, except in cyclic tests. For heavily overconsolidated clay specimens, 

on the other hand, NGI recommend to use a 'friction-free' set-up, referring to the work 

by Jacobsen (1967) and Lee (1978). Lacasse and Berre (1988) recommend that 
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whenever possible, one should try to keep the test technique as simple as possible, for 

instance concerning end restraint. The reason they give for this is that using 'friction-

free' techniques can cause problems with specimen - membrane - end plate contact at 

each end of the specimen and with false deformations. 
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3 TEST EQUIPMENT 

3.1 DESCRIPTION OF THE TRJAXIAL EQUIPMENT 

3.1.1 The triaxial system 

General 

The triaxial equipment f o r soil testing at L T U , used in this study, is manufactured by 

GDS (1988). The equipment consists of a triaxial apparatus, digital controllers, a 

computer (PC), a printer and a plotter, Fig. 3.1. Control of test procedures as well as 

collection of test data are automatically handled with help of eligible tests in the 

computer programme. 

The design of the triaxial apparatus is based on the concept by Bishop and Wesley 

(1975), using hydraulics for application of loads and stresses, Fig. 3.2. With this type 

of apparatus, arbitrary stress paths can be apphed to the sample in the axial and radial 

directions, with the restriction that two principal stresses must be equal, and that the 

specimen is subjected to axial compression or extension. Thus, classic conventional 

tests as well as more advanced tests can be carried out. 

In the triaxial system, water is used as pressure medium in order to apply stresses to the 

test specimen. The cell pressure is applied f rom the cell fluid to the soil specimen via a 

rubber membrane on the lateral surface and via the top cap in the vertical direction. 

Axial loading is applied on the specimen by means of a piston fixed to the moveable 

base pedestal. The lower part of the piston is in contact with pressurised water i n the 

lower chamber, and the piston is sealed into the upper cell and the lower chamber by 

matching bellofram roll ing diaphragms. The piston moves vertically up and down in a 

hnear guide comprising a cage of ball bearings housed in a turret joining the cell to the 

base. Friction tests are performed before a test begins in order to correct for frictional 

losses in the piston, see Subsection 4.4.3. Drainage hnes are connected to both the 

bottom end and the top end of the specimen, in order to enable application of back 

pressure, provide drainage or for measurement of pore pressure. The membrane 

surrounding the specimen is made of natural latex mbber. I t is manufactured by 

Wykeham Farrance in England for triaxial specimens with 50 mm diameter, and has an 

average thickness of 0.34 mm. (In Section 6.6 corrections due to the influence of the 

stiffness of the membrane are discussed.) The filter stones used are either made of 

moulded sand (3.8 mm thick) or sintered brass (3.2 mm thick). The filter papers used 

are of such quality that upon wetting they become very soft and loose their stiffness. 



Figure 3.1 The triaxial equipment at LTU. a) Arranged for photography, b) Schematic 

layout (from GDS, 1988). 
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cylinder ^ - ^ ^ | | ^ | 

extension device 

topcap 

cell water 

cell chamber 

pedestal 

bellofram seal 
loading ram or piston 
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bellofram seal 

lower chamber 
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axial screw adjustment 

top piston 

filter stone 
specimen 
rubber membrane 
filter stone 

cell pressure inlet 

linear motion bearing 
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or pore pressure 
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Figure 3.2 Schematic layout of the hydraulic triaxial apparatus at LTU (after Bishop 

and Wesley, 1975). 

Digital controllers 

The triaxial system at L T U is equipped with four digital controllers for controlling the 

cell pressure (CP), the back pressure (BP), the lower chamber pressure (LP) and the 

pore pressure (PP), Fig. 3.3. These digital controllers are used to regulate or measure 

the liquid pressure and the liquid volume changes, except for the controller of the pore 

pressure which can only measure pressure. The controller for back pressure can be 

used for drainage (against a constant pressure) or to measure pore pressure. A digital 

controller consists of a microprocessor, a stepping motor with a gear box, and a 

hydraulic cylinder, Fig. 3.3. In the cylinder, the changes of pressure and movement of 

de-aired water in and out of the triaxial cell are obtained by movements of the piston 

which in turn is actuated by the stepping motor. Pressure is measured by a transducer 

and volume change by counting the steps of the stepping motor, where one step equals 

1 mm 3 . Pressure measurement is made with a resolution of 0.2 kPa and pressure is 

controlled within 0.5 kPa. The pressure range is 0-2000 kPa and the volumetric 

capacity 200 cm 3 . 

The digital controllers can either be computer controlled, in which case the computer 

programme communicates with the microprocessor via the standard IEEE-488 

interface, or be 'stand alone controlled', in which case they can be programmed 

through their own control panel to e.g. cycle pressure and volume changes or increase 

them linearly with respect to time. In 'stand alone mode' a controller can be used as a 

constant pressure source, a volume change gauge, a pore pressure measuring system, a 
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flow pump and a digital pipette. Control algorithms are built into the programmable 

memory to make the controller seek a target pressure or step to a target volume change. 

For the triaxial system used in this study, i t should be noted that calculated stress and 

strain variables are solely based on the measured pressures and volume changes of the 

water in the cyhnder of the digital controllers, see the following Subsections 3.1.2 and 

3.1.3. 

analogue feedback 

b) 

Figure 3.3 Digital controller at LTU. a) Photo, b) Schematic layout (from GDS, 1988). 

From the digital controllers, the water pressures and water flows are transmitted and 

led respectively to the triaxial apparatus in tubes of polyamide (manufactured by 

Legris) with an inner diameter of 4 mm and an outer diameter of 6 mm, which are 

relatively thick-walled and strain resistant (see Fig. 4.6 in Section 4.4). 
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Extension device 

For axial extension tests, i t must be possible to reduce the axial stress below the radial 

stress. For this, a special device is needed. In Fig. 3.4 the principle of the extension 

device is shown. A flexible rubber sleeve is placed around the top cap and a truncated 

conical fitting is attached to the top piston. A thin layer of vacuum grease is apphed to 

the inside of the flexible sleeve. After the cell has been f i l led with water, the top piston 

is slowly lowered which results in a f low of water out through its internal drainage 

line. After docking the conical f i t t ing becomes sealed by the flexible sleeve. A small 

negative pressure of approximately 5-10 kPa is then apphed by lowering the tube with 

the open end of the drainage hne, whereupon the drainage hne is closed. The negative 

pressure acts throughout the test to keep the conical f i t t ing sealed with the flexible 

sleeve. For this set up, the cell pressure is prevented to act vertically on the test 

specimen. For a conventional extension test, the top cap w i l l be fixed and the base 

pedestal moved downwards which enables an expansion in the axial direction. This 

described type of extension device was used for the CKoUE tests, see Section 6.3. 

drainage to apply suction 

axial screw adjustment 

cylinder top 

top piston 

mbber sleeve 

inlet for drainage or pore pressure 

filter stone 

specimen 

rubber membrane 

Figure 3.4 Principle of the extension device (after GDS, 1988). 
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Software 

The computer programme for the triaxial system contains a menu with different types 

of tests. Consolidation can be made with isotropic or anisotropic stresses and the shear 

phase as drained or undrained in either compression or extension. I t is also possible to 

perform more advanced test procedures with ^-consolidation and unloading (see 

Subsection 3.1.4), continuous hnear stress path, low frequency cyclic loading and 

permeability tests with constant rate of f low. A saturation procedure with check of the 

degree of saturation (pore pressure parameter B) is also available. A 'loop-round' 

facihty enables any series of tests to be sequentially carried out on the same test 

specimen with updated dimensions of height and diameter after each test. (In 

Subsection 4.4.3 a typical test procedure including pre-tests, consolidation phase, and 

shear phase, is described.) 

During testing, the computer continuously and at a frequency typically less than once a 

second, takes a set of readings of pressures and volumes of the digital controllers. I t 

then calculates different parameters and stores them as required and also presents some 

chosen parameters graphically on the screen. New commands are given to the digital 

controllers to keep the test on the chosen stress or strain path. During the sequence of 

testing, the printer also writes information about the indata for the test series (and to 

some extent results after individual tests) and the updated dimensions of the specimen 

after each test. 

3.1.2 Determination of axial and radial stresses 

To calculate the axial stress ca apphed to the specimen, static equihbrium of the 

loading ram (piston) is considered. Thus, the relationship obtained is 

a a W 
ca = LP- + C P ( \ - - ) - - (3.1) 

A A A 

where oa is the average axial total stress, LP is the pressure in the lower chamber, CP 

is the cell pressure (or the radial total stress o~ r), A is the current average cross-

sectional area of the test specimen, a is the effective area of the bellofram rolhng 

diaphragm (2940mm 2), W is the weight of the loading ram (piston) including the test 

specimen, the filter papers, the filter stones, and the top cap. (In Sections 3.3 and 6.6 

corrections of axial stress due to piston friction are discussed.) 

During testing the cross-sectional area of the test specimen A is continuously updated 

by the computer programme based on the height and volume changes of the specimen. 

(The initial diameter of the specimen was 50 mm in the tests in this study.) The 
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calculations of A are based on the assumption that the specimen keeps the cylindrical 

shape throughout the test, and thus 

0 \ + Ah/h0 

where A0 is the initial area, h0 and V0 are the initial height and volume respectively, and 

Ah(=hrh0) and AV (=Vj-V0) the height and volume changes respectively. In Appendix 

A calculations of stresses and strains based on measured values of pressures and 

volume changes of the digital controllers are presented. 

3.1.3 Determination of axial and radial strains 

The axial deformation of the test specimen is assumed to be equal to the vertical 

movement of the piston (loading ram) connected to the lower chamber, and thus 

indirectly measured, Fig. 3.2. A given volume change of water in the lower chamber, 

which is equal to the volume change in the cylinder of the digital controller, 

corresponds to an upward or downward movement of the piston. The specimen is f ixed 

to the upper end, i.e. the top cap is in contact with the top piston, both for the case of 

axial compression and axial extension. 

The radial deformation of the specimen is calculated f rom its changes of height and 

volume, with the assumption of a volumetrically equivalent right cylinder (see 

Appendix A ) , and is thus not measured directly on the specimen. 

3.1.4 Procedure for ^T0-consohdation and unloading 

The test procedure 'ÆTo-consolidation and swelhng' is intended to simulate a common 

in situ situation of consolidation, for which the horizontal (radial) deformation is zero. 

With this procedure, the in situ value of K0 for a natural clay can also be determined in 

the triaxial apparatus. The procedure was used during the consolidation phase in the 

tests CAU4 and CAU5, see Subsection 4.3.2. The test principle is that the volume 

change in the back pressure controller, i.e. the f low of water f rom the specimen, is kept 

equal to the volume change defined by the axial deformation multiplied by the initial 

cross-sectional area of the specimen. The specimen is assumed to be saturated and thus 

the diameter kept unchanged. The cell pressure is adjusted to keep the back pressure 

constant at the predetermined value. A constant rate of axial deformation is used 

during this procedure. 

In order to check that the chosen deformation rate is not too high, i.e. that unacceptable 

excess pore water pressures do not develop, the procedure 'automatic drained testing 
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rate' can be used. In this case the pore water pressure is measured at one end of the 

specimen (with the pore pressure controller) and a constant back pressure is applied at 

the other end (with the back pressure controller), Fig. 3.5. During the consolidation 

test, a criterion is used to l imit the maximum difference Au between the pore pressures 

at the ends. Either a l imi t value of pore pressure difference is chosen, e.g. 

Au = u-u0< 10 (kPa) (3.3) 

or a pore pressure difference normalised with respect to the current axial effective 

stress according to, e.g. 

Au 
< 0.05 (3.4) 

The test is terminated when the pre-set axial effective stress is reached or, i f 

subsequent swelling is wanted, when the required value at the end of unloading is 

reached. I f the pore pressure difference Au becomes too high, the axial deformation 

stops momentarily and resumes when Au has decreased (due to drainage) and the 

criterion is again fu l f i l l ed . Wi th this procedure an optimal deformation rate is used 

which gives practically drained conditions and a good control of effective stresses. On 

the other hand, i f two-sided drainage is used, the consolidation time is considerably 

reduced and thus time is saved. However, for this case, some experience is needed to 

select a suitable deformation rate. 

0"a u 0 (applied) 

pwp 

u (measured) 

Figure 3.5 Schematic representation of the distribution of the excess pore pressure in a 

top drained triaxial test specimen (from GDS, 1988). 
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3.2 IMPROVEMENT OF THE T R L \ X I A L EQUIPMENT 

The original triaxial equipment has been further developed and improved during the 

time for this study. Drainage and pore pressure measurements have been made possible 

at both ends of the specimen in compression and extension tests. Thus, drainage 

(against a back pressure i f wanted) can be allowed at one end and pore pressure 

measured at the other. Quick connections have been replaced by tube fit t ing 

connections (of type Swagelok), which has given a more secure and flexible system in 

which the water in the tubes can be led in alternative ways. 

3.3 VERIFICATION OF THE T R I A X I A L EQUIPMENT 

I t has been argued whether indirect measurements of the axial stress, i.e. the technique 

for the equipment used in this study, give rehable results or i f direct measurements 

using an internal force transducer should be performed, see e.g. Sheahan et al. (1990), 

Menzies and Hooker (1991), Kumbhojkar et al. (1991), and Sheahan et al. (1991). 

There seems to be different opinions whether the accuracy of the indirect technique is 

sufficient to ensure rehable values of the axial stress. In any case, when using a load 

cell i t is important to use a cell with a low range designed for measurements of small 

loads when soils of low strength, such as soft clays, are tested. 

The current triaxial cell at L T U uses the 6 k N range of axial force and the a/A ratio is 

about 1.5. Further, for the tests conducted in this study, the frictional loss F has been 

relatively small (0.5-2 kPa). These facts should ensure an acceptable accuracy of the 

axial stress. I n tests following a predetermined stress path, the digital controllers must 

be set under "volume" control in order to avoid fast and too high stress fluctuations. 

Evaluation of the results of the conventional triaxial tests performed in this study, i.e. 

the tests with constant radial stress and constant axial deformation rate, indicates that 

the absolute values of axial stress are relevant and consistent. This conclusion is based 

on comparison of the evaluated undrained shear strength and friction angle of the 

studied clay with strength parameters obtained f rom experimental data performed with 

other types of testing equipment (see Chapter 6), and comparison of reported triaxial 

test results on other similar natural clays. When studying the shape of the stress-strain 

curves and the effective stress paths around the peak values, a relatively distinct failure 

(softening) is also obtained. 

Concerning determination of axial strain, control and measurement of cell pressure, 

lower chamber pressure, back pressure, and pore pressure, and measurements o f large 

volume changes (see Subsection 3.1.1), the possible errors are considered to be of less 

importance. 
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Based on the discussion above, i t is believed that the quality of the results presented in 

this work are sufficiently accurate considering the purposes of the tests. However for 

future testing, an upgrade of the current system with an external low range load cell 

and an internal force transducer in order to verify and ensure the required resolution 

and accuracy of the measured or regulated axial stress would be desired. Comparison 

with the indirect method could then be made. 
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4 EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF THE NORRKÖPING CLAY 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter, the in situ conditions and properties of the investigated Norrköping clay 

are described. The experimental test program and triaxial test procedures are also 

described in detail. 

4.2 THE NORRKÖPING C L A Y 

4.2.1 Introduction 

The soil samples were taken f rom a test f ield with soft clay in the outskirts of the city 

of Norrköping, in south eastern Sweden, Fig. 4.1. This f ie ld has been used in different 

projects carried out by the Swedish Geotechnical Institute, SGI, e.g. for testing of 

geotechnical field equipment. Back ground data also used in this study, concerning the 

clay and the in situ conditions of the area, are taken f rom a project reported by Möller 

and Ahnberg (1992), in which a man-made slope was brought to failure. 

In this thesis, the examined clay f rom the test field in Norrköping is referred to as 'the 

Norrköping clay'. The clay is designated 'natural' (instead of 'undisturbed') since 

carefully taken field samples were used in this study. 

Figure 4.1 The location of the Norrköping test site (from Möller and Ahnberg, 1992). 
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4.2.2 In situ conditions and clay properties 

Soil profile and geotechnical properties 

Results f rom field vane tests and routine tests on natural samples of the Norrköping 

clay, taken with a St I standard piston sampler, in two holes down to 10.5m and 14m 

depth below the ground surface respectively, are shown in Fig. 4.2. The soil in the 

upper part of the profile, below an about 0.2m thick cover of top soil, consists of 

approximately 2m of grey clay with plant remains and root-fibres, where the uppermost 

part can be characterised as dry crust. From 2 to 4m depth, the soil consists of a grey 

post glacial clay which overlays a grey varved (and most likely) glacial clay, which 

also contains thin layers of silt f rom 7m depth. The transition f rom the post glacial 

zone to the glacial zone is diffuse. The clay deposit, which is about 14m deep, covers a 

transitional zone of loose non-cohesive soil above moraine or bedrock. The minerals of 

the Norrköping clay have not been determined, but the normal composition is with 

ilhte as the dominating clay mineral. The clays in this part of Sweden have generally 

been deposited in alternating fresh and brackish water. 

Figure 4.2 Results from routine tests on natural samples and field vane tests (from Möller 

and Ahnberg, 1992). 
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The geotechnical properties of the Norrköping clay are sununarised in Tables 4.1 and 

4.2. In this study, only the zone of the clay layer f rom 3 to 7m depth is investigated. 

The natural water content wN of the soil, in the fol lowing referred to as the water 

content, is slightly higher than the liquid limit wL i n the whole profile and both vary 

with depth due to the slightly different character of the clay in different layers, Fig. 4.2. 

The water content varies between 118 and 41 % and the liquid limit between 87 and 

33% between 2 and 14m depth, according to Möller and Ahnberg (1992). In Table 4.1, 

the water contents and the densities between 3 and 7m depth are given. The densities 

and water contents were determined on the clay specimens used in the triaxial tests 

(reported in Chapters 5 and 6) and the water content also on residues which were left 

over after trimming the specimens. There is a surprisingly small spread in the measured 

densities at the same level, especially at 6 and 7m depths. There is, however, a clear 

variation of the density with depth. From 3 to 5m depth the density increases, then 

decreases at 6m depth and slightly increases again at 7m depth. The water content is 

directly related to the density, i.e. the highest values of the water content were 

observed where the density is lowest (3m) and the lowest values where the density is 

highest (5m). There is a certain variation of the water content at the same depth, but the 

two methods referenced to in Table 4.1, give similar values. 

Table 4.1 Density and water content of specimens in triaxial tests on the Norrköping clay. 

Lowest and highest value, number of specimens/samples (in parenthesis), and 

average value (second line). 

Depth Density, Water content, Water content, 

below triaxial specimen triaxial specimen small sample 

ground P wN wN 

surface (t/m 3) (%) (%) 
(m) 

3.0 1.41 - 1.46(7) 107 - 125 (6) 97 -122 (5) 

1.44 115 109 

4.0 1.49- 1.59(9) 72-99(9) 75-111(7) 

1.53 87 86 

5.0 1.52- 1.60(16) 66-85(15) 72 - 91 (5) 

1.58 76 79 

6.0 1.48 - 1.51 (5) 96- 102 (5) 96 - 99 (4) 

1.49 99 98 

7.0 1.50- 1.52 (5) 92 - 94 (4) 83 - 95 (4) 

1.52 93 90 
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Table 4.2 Clay and silt content, plastic limit, liquid limit, and loss on ignition for the 

Norrköping clay. 

Depth Clay content Silt content Plastic Liquid Loss on 
below (%) (%) limit limit ignition 
ground wP (%) 
surface (%) (%) 

(m) 

3 74,79 25, 20 — 83 — 

4 — — 22 79 2.4 
5 61,63 37,35 25 68 4.4 
6 — — — 69 — 

7 73 no value given — 73 --

The grain size distribution of the soil was determined for samples f rom 3, 5, and 7m 

depths by sedimentation analysis and the pipette method according to the guidelines 

given by Stål and SGF's laboratory committee (1972). In Table 4.2 the amounts of clay 

and silt are given. Up to 2 % of the soil mass were particles larger than the silt fraction. 

The clay content of the Norrköping clay is high in comparison with other Swedish 

clays. 

The plastic limit wp was determined by duphcated tests on samples f rom 4 and 5m 

depth, according to Karlsson and SGF's laboratory committee (1974), and gave values 

in the normal range, Table 4.2. The loss on ignition, used as a measure of the organic 

content, was also determined by duphcated tests on clay f rom 4 and 5m depth. The 

measured values 2.4 and 4.4 % are of the same size as the normal correction factors 

(for bounded water) which have to be applied for a Swedish clay with a high clay 

content. Some of the samples contained sulphides, and to a different extent, and were 

coloured black in these zones. 

The void ratio e was calculated from the results of the isotropic triaxial compression 

tests, Section 5.2, through the relation 

e = — p s - l (4.1) 
m s 

where 

V total volume of soil specimen 

ms dry mass of soil 

Ps ( = m

sIVs) compact density, assumed to be 2.75 t /m 3 

Vs compact volume 
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For the specimens in these tests, the thus determined initial void ratios vary between 

2.3-3.0 which are relatively high values for Swedish inorganic clays, see Pusch and 

SGF's laboratory committee (1973). The in situ vertical permeability was 

approximately 10"9 m/s between 3 to 7m depth. 

In situ stresses and preconsolidation pressures 

The geostatic in situ stresses in the soil profile of the test field in Norrköping, 

according to Möller and Ahnberg (1992), are shown in Fig. 4.3. The overconsolidation 

ratio, OCR = o'vc /o'v0, varies between 1.25 - 1.45 between 3 to 8m depth. For deeper 

layers i t increases markedly. An explanation for this significant increase of the 

preconsolidation pressure o~'vc, may be that the deeper and more permeable layers, 

which are geologically older in comparison and have shorter distances to draining 

layers, have experienced a higher degree of secondary consolidation. 

Figure 4.3 In situ stresses and evaluated preconsolidation pressures as functions of the 

depth (after Möller and Ahnberg, 1992). 

The compression characteristics of the soil were investigated at SGI using CRS-

oedometer tests. In Table 4.3, the evaluated vertical preconsolidation pressure cr^ 

f rom the CRS-oedometer tests, the estimated horizontal preconsohdation pressure cr^, 

SPÄNNING ( kPa) 

1<H \ 
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and the in situ stresses (a' v 0, o'h0) are presented. (In this study it is assumed that the in 

situ yield stresses, i.e. the preconsolidation pressures, are highest in the vertical 

direction and lowest i n the horizontal, due to the horizontal ground surface.) The 

horizontal preconsoUdation pressure was calculated f rom the expression 

where the earth pressure coefficient at rest in normally consohdated state K0nc, was 

determined f rom the empirical relation (Larsson, 1977) 

£ O w = 0 . 3 1 + 0.71(w L -0.2) (4.3) 

where wL is the Uquid Umit in decimal number. 

The calculation of the geostatic in situ vertical effective pressure o~'v0 was based on the 

measured density of the soil and the level of the ground water table (located at 1.25m 

below ground surface) and hydrostatic pore pressures. The in situ effective horizontal 

pressure a'h0, was calculated f rom the empirical relation (Schmidt, 1967). 

< y ' k = K K 0 n c { ^ r m m (4.4) 

where <j>' was assumed to be 30°. The empirical relations (4.3) and (4.4) are based on 

empirical experience and they normally give reasonable values for Swedish inorganic 

clays. 

The evaluated undrained shear strength of the Norrköping clay, as determined by 

different methods, is presented and discussed in Section 6.4. The sensitivity varies 

between 11 and 24 between 2 and 14m depth (Möller and Ähnberg, 1992). 

To summarise, i t can be concluded that the Norrköping clay (according to the Swedish 

classification system, Karlsson and Hansbo and SGF's laboratory committee, 1984) 

between 3 and 7m depth can be characterised as a soft to very soft, shghtly 

overconsohdated, highly plastic, medium sensitive clay (with altemating content of 

thin layers of silt below 7m depth). It possesses anisotropic properties due to the in situ 

stress conditions and the in situ preconsoUdation pressures (and possibly also a 

significant structural anisotropy due to the mode of deposition of the clay). 
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Table 4.3 In situ data from 3-7m depth below ground surface and evaluated 

preconsolidation pressures and liquid limits for the Norrköping clay (after 

Möller and Ahnberg, 1992). 

Depth In situ K0 
In situ K0nc Pore water Liquid 

below stresses preconso pressure limit 
ground lidation in situ w i 
surface (kPa) pressures u0 (%) 

(m) 

(kPa) 

(kPa) 

3.0 28/30 0.94 33/43 0.76 17 83 
4.0 31/35 0.89 34/46 0.73 27 79 
5.0 30/40 0.77 33/51 0.65 37 68 
6.0 34/45 0.76 38/57 0.66 47 69 
7.0 40/50 0.80 44/64 0.69 57 73 

4.3 TESTPROGRAM 

4.3.1 Purpose of the triaxial tests 

General purpose 

The general purpose of the triaxial tests was to investigate the mechanical behaviour of 

a typical Swedish natural soft clay and, in particular, to create an experimental basis 

for a more general theoretical modelling of Swedish clays. 

The study focuses on the effects of the in situ structure of a natural clay on its 

mechanical behaviour. A n important assumption in this work is that for apphed 

effective stresses lower than the in situ preconsoUdation pressures, the structure of the 

clay w i l l substantiaUy be preserved. I t is also assumed that with increasing stresses, 

higher than the in situ vertical and horizontal preconsoUdation pressures, the structure 

w i l l break down and this process proceeds with further stress increases. 

Therefore, i n the triaxial cell, specimens were consoUdated for stresses corresponding 

to stress states both inside and outside the in situ natural yield surface of the clay, i.e. 

for stresses both lower and higher than the in situ preconsolidation pressures in the 

vertical and horizontal directions, and for both isotropic and anisotropic stress 

conditions. Furthermore, apart f rom the naturally overconsolidated specimens, 

specimens were overconsolidated by prestressing to stresses higher than the in situ 

preconsolidation pressures followed by unloading before being sheared. In this way, 
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the effects of the consohdation history and of the structure on the subsequent 

undrained or drained deviatoric loading can be examined. 

The response of the clay is studied in the 'elastic' and plastic ranges and up to large 

deformations. The study is focused on undrained behaviour and only a few drained 

tests were performed. 

Purpose of the undrained tests 

The specimens in the undrained tests were consolidated for stresses corresponding to 

stress states inside or outside the in situ natural yield surface, under isotropic or 

anisotropic stress conditions, and as natural or laboratory stress induced 

overconsohdated, see Table 4.4. The results of the different types of tests performed 

are discussed in detail and compared mainly with respect to: 

• qualitative and quantitative responses regarding 

- stress-strain-pore pressure relations 

- effective stress paths 

• undrained failure conditions f r o m studies of 

- effective stress paths 

- maximum values of deviator stress 

giving the soil parameters ( ( j ) ' , c' , M , k) 

• developed deformation modes of triaxial specimens 

- classification 

- influence on the results 

- significance for modelling 

• choice of soil parameters for constitutive models 

From the results of the K0 -consolidated undrained compression and extension tests, 

the shear strength is evaluated according to total and effective stress analysis, and the 

shear strength is discussed at length. In all the undrained tests, the recommended axial 

deformation rate was used (see Subsection 4.3.2) and therefore the effects of strain rate 

are not considered. 
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Purpose of the drained tests 

The purpose of the conventional drained tests was to examine: 

• qualitative and quantitative responses regarding 

- stress-strain-volume change relations 

- effective stress paths 

• drained failure conditions from studies of 

- effective stress paths, giving the soil parameters ( 0 ' , c',M, k) 

• the natural yield surface 

• choice of soil parameters for constitutive models 

In the drained tests, the axial deformation rate and drainage conditions were varied (see 

Subsection 4.3.2) and therefore the effects of these factors are considered. 

Purpose of the isotropic compression tests 

The drained isotropic compression tests were performed in order to determine: 

• qualitative behaviour at isotropic loading and unloading 

• compression behaviour in comparison with results f rom oedometer tests 

• soil parameters ( A , K) 

• axial and radial strains 

• plastic strain increments and flow rule 

It is of particular interest to investigate the behaviour of an (expected) anisotropically 

structured clay upon isotropic loading and unloading. 
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A3.2 Triaxial tests 

Test conditions 

Different series of triaxial tests have been conducted on specimens of the natural 

Norrköping clay. A l l samples were taken by ordinary vertical sampling in situ. In this 

study, samples taken from 3 to 7m depth below the ground surface (in the following 

referred to by depth) were examined. The tests were performed, by the author, during 

different periods in the years 1991-1994 on two different batches of samples. In Table 

4.4 all triaxial tests conducted on the Norrköping clay referred to in this thesis, are 

summarised. (Some tests have been excluded in this presentation, most often due to 

unreliable results or unsuccessful performance.) 

When the applied consolidation stresses (isotropic or anisotropic), on the specimen, in 

the axial and radial directions are lower than the corresponding in situ preconsolidation 

pressures, a stress state with natural overconsolidation is obtained. By laboratory 

stress induced overconsolidation is meant consolidation of specimens in the triaxial 

apparatus for stresses higher than the in situ preconsoUdation pressures, followed by 

unloading. When the apphed consolidation stresses are higher than the in situ 

preconsoUdation pressures (without subsequent unloading in the consohdation 

procedure) a normally consolidated state is obtained. The in situ stress state of a clay 

(sample) is referred to as in situ normally consolidated or in situ slightly 

overconsolidated. The overconsohdation ratio is designated 'tight' when the OCR = 1-

5 and 'heavy' when the OCR > 5. The term 'slight' means that the OCR = 1-1.5 and is 

used to emphasise that the clay is close to normally consolidated (OCR = 1). 

In Chapters 5, 6 and 7, the results from the tests are presented and discussed. (Each 

type of test, as grouped in Table 4.4, is described in a separate subsection/section, 

except for the isotropically and anisotropically consohdated undrained tests which are 

presented in a common subsection). The extension tests were all K0 -consolidated and 

then sheared in undrained conditions. In Tables 4.5-4.10, the conditions for each 

individual test are given. The consolidation stresses are those apphed to the specimen 

in the triaxial cell ( if not otherwise stated in the thesis) and should be distinguished 

from the in situ preconsoUdation pressures. Each specimen is referred to by the 

sampling depth in situ and the corresponding in situ preconsoUdation pressures. 
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Table 4.4 Triaxial tests conducted on the Norrköping clay and presented in this 

thesis. 

Type of test, 

abbreviation 

Number 

of tests 

Comments 

K0 -consolidated undrained 

compression, CK0UC 

KQ -consolidated undrained 

extension, CK0UE 

5 consolidated for in situ stresses at the 

corresponding depth; performed on 

specimens from 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7m depth 

5 consolidated for in situ stresses at the 

corresponding depth; performed on 

specimens from 3,4, 5,6, and 7m_depth 

Isotropically consolidated 

undrained compression, CIU 

1 specimens consolidated to normally 

consolidated state or for stresses lower than 

the in situ preconsolidation pressures 

Anisotropically consolidated 

undrained compression, CAU 

five specimens consolidated for K0NC 

conditions in normally consolidated range 

and one for K0 in naturally overconsolidated 

range 

Isotropically laboratory stress 

induced overconsolidated 

undrained compressionLCO/i7 

5 isotropically laboratory stress induced 

overconsolidation to different 

overconsolidation ratios (2 to 10) 

Isotropically or anisotropi

cally consolidated drained 

compression, CID, CAD 

Isotropic compression, C7 

specimens consolidated to normally 

consolidated state or for stresses lower than 

the in situ preconsolidation pressures 

stress controlled drained tests; isotropic 

loading for all specimens to normally 

consolidated state from which two specimens 

were unloaded and one of these two reloaded 

again  
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Table 4.5 Data for the K0 -consolidated undrained compression and extension tests. 

Test Depth Consolidation- In situ 

below ground surface stresses preconsolidation 

of the sample pressures 

(m) (kPa) 

(kPa) 

CKoUCl, CKoUEl 3.0 28/30 33/43 

CKoUC2, CKoUE2 4.0 31/35 34/46 

CKoUC3, CKoUE3 5.0 31/40 33/51 

CKoUC4, CKoUE4 6.0 38/45 38/57 

CKoUC5, CKoUE5 7.0 45/50 44/64 

Table 4.6 Data for the isotropically consolidated undrained compression tests. 

Test Depth Consolidation- In situ 

below ground surface stresses preconsolidation 

of the sample pressures 

(m) (kPa) 

(kPa) 

CIU1 5.0 8/8 33/51 

CIU2 3.0 28/28 33/43 

CIU3 5.0 40/40 33/51 

CIU4 5.0 50/50 33/51 

CIU5 5.0 58/58 33/51 

CIU6 3.0 80/80 33/43 

CIU7 5.0 100/100 33/51 
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Table 4.7 Data for the anisotropically consolidated undrained compression tests. 

Test Depth Consolidation- K0nc 

below ground surface stresses for the 

of the sample <i<y'a 

consolidation 

(m) (kPa) stresses 

CAU1 5.0 26/40* 0.65** 

CAU2 5.0 39/60 0.65 

CAU3 5.0 52/80 0.65 

CAU4 7.0 56/87 0.64 

CAU5 5.0 50/91 0.55 

CAU6 3.0 79 / 105 0.75 

* Slightly overconsolidated specimen (the other specimens are normally consolidated) 
** v 

Table 4.8 Data for the isotropically laboratory stress induced overconsolidated undrained 

compression tests. 

Test Depth Isotropic Overconsolidation 

below ground surface consolidation stress, ratio 

of the sample maximum —» final OCR 

(m) p'(kPa) 

COIU1 4.0 70h>35 2 

COIU2 7.0 150 - » 30 5 

COIU3 4.0 175 -» 35 5 

COIU4 3.0 315->35 9 

COIU5 6.0 2 0 0 - » 2 0 10 
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Table 4.9 Data for the isotropically or anisotropically consolidated drained compression 

tests. 

Test Depth Consolidation In situ Deformation Drainage 

below stress, preconsolidation rate conditions, 

ground isotropic or pressures (%/h) single or 

surface of anisotropic double 

the sample (kPa) (kPa) sided 

(m) 

CTD1 4.0 (30 ->) 10/10 34/46 0.06 double 

CTD2 4.0 (30->) 15/15 34/46 0.06 double 

CADI 5.0 31/40 33/51 0.06 single 

CTD3 5.0 40/40 33/51 0.08 single 

OLD4 * 147 / 147 * 0.1 single 

* Uncertain value. 

Table 4.10 Data for the drained isotropic compression tests. 

Test Depth 

below ground surface 

of the sample 

(m) 

Isotropic loading path 

CI1 3.0 loading —¥ unloading —» reloading 

CI2 4.0 loading 

CI3 6.0 loading 

CI4 7.0 loading 

CI5 7.0 loading —»unloading —» reloading 

Consolidation phase 

The consohdation phase was performed in different ways for the different test groups 

(Tables 4.5-4.9), depending on the desired stress path and final stress state. The K0 -

consolidated specimens, the CKnUC and CKoUE tests, were consolidated for the in situ 

stresses (see Table 4.5) according to the procedure described in Subsection 4.4.3. It 

should be noted that the radial consolidation stresses applied to the specimens from 5, 

6, and 7m depth became unintentionally slightly higher than the in situ horizontal 

stresses (given in Table 4.3), and approximately equal to the in situ horizontal 

preconsohdation pressures. According to the principles applied at the SGI, 

consolidation stresses higher than about 80% of the in situ preconsohdation pressure in 

the corresponding direction are normally not apphed when consohdating specimens of 

soft clays to in situ conditions. This in order not to risk giving the specimen increased 
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strength properties. However, in this work the in situ stresses were chosen to represent 

the in situ behaviour. 

For the CIU tests, specimens were isotropically normally consohdated (CrU5-CIU7), 

naturally overconsohdated ( C I U l , CIU2), or consolidated for stresses in the 

transitional zone of overconsohdated and normally consohdated state (CIU3, CRJ4). 

For the C A U tests, except for the test C A U l , the specimens were normally 

consohdated. For the tests C A U l , CAU2, CAU3, and CAU6, a predetermined stress 

path was followed, where the axial and the radial stresses increased linearly with time, 

from an initial isotropic stress state of 10 or 15 kPa up to the final stresses. This differs 

f rom the consohdation procedure for the ^-consolidated specimens. For the tests 

CAU4 and CAU5, the 'conventional' K0 -consolidation procedure was adopted, see 

Subsection 3.1.4, after the specimens initially had been isotropically consohdated for 

10 kPa. For the COIU tests, the specimens were consohdated for stresses much higher 

than the in sim preconsolidation pressures and then unloaded to different consohdation 

stresses and overconsolidation ratios. 

For the drained conventional tests, CID and CAD, the specimens in the tests C I D l and 

CID2 were first isotropically consohdated for a mean effective stress of 30 kPa and 

then unloaded to 10 and 15 kPa respectively, whereas the other specimens were 

consolidated directiy to the final stresses. 

Five drained isotropic compression tests (CU - CI5) were performed on specimens 

from 3, 4, 6, and 7m depth, see test procedures in Subsection 4.4.3. 

Shear phase 

In all the tests (except for the isotropic compression tests) the shear phase was carried 

out in the conventional way, i.e. with the cell pressure (radial stress) kept constant and 

with a constant rate of axial deformation. The undrained compression and extension 

tests were performed with an axial deformation rate of 0.6 %/h which is in accordance 

to Swedish (and Scandinavian) practice for testing of soft clays, Wiesel et al. and 

SGF's laboratory committee (1985). For the conventional drained tests, the 

deformation rate and the drainage conditions were varied, see Table 4.9. The 

recommended Swedish practice, Wiesel et al. and SGF's laboratory committee (1985), 

for the case of single sided drainage combined with filter paper to reduce drainage 

time, is to use an axial deformation rate of 0.06 %/h. 
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Investigations on other clays 

The author has also performed conventional triaxial tests on other inorganic Swedish 

clays. The results f rom these tests, together with other given references, have been 

included in this study in order to widen the generality of the discussion of certain 

aspects of the mechanical behaviour of soft clays. Three undrained compression tests 

on isotropically naturally overconsolidated or normally consolidated specimens were 

performed on the previously well examined Bäckebol clay (see e.g. Larsson, 1981a). I n 

two consulting projects, 'Södra Länken' (STs clay) in 1993 and 'Norra Länken' (STn 

clay) in 1995, clays from two different sites in the city of Stockholm were examined. A 

total number of 17 K0 -consohdated (for in situ stresses) undrained compression and 

extension tests were performed. 

4.3.3 Other experimental tests 

Two series of incrementally loaded oedometer tests, performed according to SGF's 

recommendations (Sällfors and Andréasson and SGF's laboratory committee, 1986), 

were performed on the Norrköping clay. Results f rom one of the two series are 

presented in Section 5.3. In order to also study the behaviour in the 'elastic' range, the 

specimens were unloaded f rom higher stresses and then reloaded again. The main 

purpose for performing these tests was to compare the response with the behaviour 

obtained f rom the isotropic compression tests. The corresponding soil parameters (m, 

X, M) were also determined. 

4.4 T R I A X I A L TEST PROCEDURES 

4.4.1 Preparation of test equipment 

In this and the next subsection, a description is given concerning the procedures used 

in this study for preparation of test equipment and for mounting of test specimens. 

Before any testing the triaxial system is serviced and calibrated. The equipment needed 

for preparation of a natural clay specimen is then gathered, Fig. 4.4. A suitable size of 

rubber membrane and the filter papers are cut out. The rubber membrane is mounted 

on the cylindrical membrane stretcher and the filter stones are de-aired and saturated in 

an ultrasonic bath. 

The triaxial apparatus is cleaned ( i f necessary) and the piston and the top piston are 

placed in suitable positions, see Fig. 3.2 in Subsection 3.1.1. Thin layers of vacuum 

grease are placed on the top cap and the top piston to minimise friction. A l l water 

tubes, connecting the digital controllers with the triaxial cell, are saturated. The 
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pressure transducers for cell pressure, back pressure and pore pressure are set to zero 

for the current atmospheric pressure. The transducer for lower chamber pressure is 

zeroed first when the specimen has been mounted on the base pedestal. The pistons in 

the cyhnders belonging to the digital controllers are placed in suitable positions 

depending on whether the water volume is expected to increase or decrease in the 

cylinder during testing. 

Figure 4.4 Equipment used to set up a natural clay specimen in the triaxial apparatus. 

1) sample tube with end caps 2) wire saw 3) aluminium foil 

4) cradle 5) vacuum grease 6) water bottle 7) rubber membrane 

8) membrane stretcher 9) filter stones 10) filter paper ll)o-rings 

12) cylindrical o-ring stretcher (closed and split) 

4.4.2 Mounting of test specimens 

When mounting a natural clay specimen in the triaxial cell, it is most important to 

avoid or at least minimise disturbance. To avoid influence of trapped air, water 

saturated conditions are striven for in the specimen as well as within the triaxial 

system. 
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In the first step, the clay sample is carefully extruded from the sample tube and the 

visually 'best' part of i t is chosen for the test. The sample is placed and cut in a cradle, 

and in this way a specimen with plane-parallel end surfaces and the diameter 50 mm 

and height 100 mm is obtained. Before mounting, the specimen is weighed together 

with the cradle in order to determine its density and, later on, its natural water content. 

In the next step, the specimen is l i f ted f rom the cradle using the aluminium fo i l , and 

placed on a saturated filter paper resting on a de-aired filter stone, which in turn rests 

on the base pedestal in the triaxial cell, Fig. 4.5. A filter paper and a filter stone are 

placed also on the upper end surface of the specimen. (So called frictional ends with 

filter stones were used in all performed triaxial tests, see Section 2.5.) When filter 

paper drains are used, they are first wetted and then placed on the lateral surface of the 

specimen. The filter paper drains were placed vertically in compression tests and, 

according to the recommendations given by N G I (Berre, 1981), i n spirals in extension 

tests. 

Figure 4.5 Mounting of a natural clay specimen in the triaxial apparatus. 

The rubber membrane, on the membrane stretcher, is now carefully attached to the 

specimen. Two o-rings are placed around the rubber membrane on the lateral surface 

of the base pedestal (the stage in Fig. 4.5). The top cap is mounted on the upper end 

surface of the specimen and once again water saturated conditions are striven for. Any 
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air appearing between the specimen and the membrane is to be removed by carefully 

stroking the membrane upwards with the fingers. I t is important to avoid air both 

inside and on the surface of the specimen. On the other hand, i f the specimen has 

access to water during the mounting process, there is a risk that the clay takes up 

excess water. Any surplus water on filter stones or filter papers must therefore be 

removed before they get in contact with the soil specimen. The upper pair of o-rings 

are then placed around the membrane against the top cap. Finally, the cell cyhnder is 

attached and the cell is f i l led with water and the air is simultaneously evacuated, Fig. 

4.6. After this, the system is set under computer control. 

Figure 4.6 Final set up of a clay specimen in the triaxial apparatus. 
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4.4.3 Test procedures 

Typical test procedure 

In this subsection, the typical procedure applied in the conventional triaxial tests 

(specified in Subsection 4.3.2) is commented upon. The consohdation phase is 

exemplified by the K0-consolidation, see Subsection 4.3.2. The tests were generally 

performed in the following steps: 

• friction test 

• application of initial stresses 

• pressure increase to selected back pressure 

• testing of degree of saturation 

• friction test 

• consolidation phase 

• shear phase 

A l l the steps preceding the consohdation phase, the pre-tests, were performed in almost 

all the triaxial tests. The consohdation and shear phases were performed in different 

ways depending on the type of test (see Tables 4.5-4.9). 

Pre-tests 

The friction test is performed in order to determine the frictional losses in the piston 

upon axial loading of the specimen, see Subsection 3.1.1 for description of the 

equipment. The frictional loss F is determined by moving the piston up and down, and 

the pressure difference (in kPa) in the lower chamber for the two conditions is noted. 

The frictional loss is defined as half the pressure difference. The frictional loss F is 

considered when the axial stress is calculated, see the discussion in Subsection 6.6.2. 

The frictional loss should not exceed 2.0 kPa, otherwise something is wrong with the 

equipment. The friction may vary with the level of cell pressure and the test should 

therefore be repeated for the stress interval used in the shear phase. 

An initial isotropic consolidation with low total and effective stresses was made in 

order to 'stabilise' the specimen and to obtain a well defined initial stress state. 

Normally, a cell pressure of 20 kPa and a back pressure of 10 kPa were used, i.e. an 

effective stress of 10 kPa was obtained. Alternatively, for the K0 -consolidated tests, an 

isotropic consohdation was made for half the in situ horizontal effective stress with a 

back pressure of 10 kPa. A normal consohdation time for the volume change of this 

first step to be completed was 2 to 8 hours. As a comparison, it can be mentioned that 

the NGI recommends first to apply a cell pressure equal to the (estimated) initial 
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negative pore pressure in the specimen and to let the consolidation proceed without use 
of back pressure, Berre (1981). 

The cell pressure and the back pressure are raised simultaneously to a certain 

pressure level in order to achieve full saturation of the soil specimen, but also to 

reduce the amount of possible entrapped air in the system (filter stones, tubes, cell). 

When the pressure is increased, the air is compressed and also the solubility of air in 

water is increased. Upon saturation, the cell pressure and back pressure are slowly 

raised in small steps, approximately 1 kPa, linearly with time f rom the initial to the 

f inal stresses, with the effective stresses held constant. As an example, the pressure can 

be increased to a level where both the in situ total and effective stresses can be 

simulated in the subsequent consohdation phase. In this study, back pressures of up to 

200 kPa have been used (in a few cases even higher back pressures have been used), 

depending on the B-test values obtained (see below). In general, the duration of the 

saturation phase is based on the time required to maintain a uniform pore pressure 

distribution, in order to avoid zones of temporarily high effective stresses. For a back 

pressure of 200 kPa, 12 hours should normally be sufficient. According to N G I 

(Lacasse and Berre, 1988), a back pressure of 100-200 kPa for drained testing and 200 

kPa for undrained testing of clays is sufficient to achieve a satisfying degree of 

saturation. For Swedish clays in general, a back pressure corresponding to the in situ 

pore water pressure should be sufficient since the soil skeleton is very compressible, 

the in sim degree of saturation is very high, and the ground water table is often close to 

the ground surface. With a lower pressure level used during testing, the accuracy of the 

stress control is increased and the risk for e.g. unwanted friction, diffusion, and 

leakage is reduced. 

The degree of saturation is checked by the so called B-test in which the pore pressure 

parameter B (=Au/ Aa) is evaluated. By increasing the cell pressure, say Aa = 20 

kPa, in undrained conditions and measuring the pore pressure response Au, B can be 

evaluated. For a J3-value equal to 1, the degree of saturation is assumed to be 100%. 

This principle is based on the assumption that the pore water is incompressible in 

comparison with the soil skeleton. According to N G I (Lacasse and Berre, 1988), B = 

90% seems to be sufficient for undrained static tests on soft clays, but that B = 95% 

should be striven for. 

Consolidation phase 

The consolidation in the triaxial tests was performed in different ways depending on 

the chosen stress state (isotropic, anisotropic, K0, etc.) and final stress level, see 

Subsection 4.3.2. Isotropic consohdation was performed by increasing the cell pressure 

while keeping the back pressure constant. In anisotropic consolidation, the tests were 
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either stress controlled, following a pre-determined stress path, or controlled according 

to the 'conventional' K0 -consohdation procedure (see Subsection 3.1.4). 

The consolidation phase is here exemplified by the procedure used for the K0-

consolidated tests (CKrJJC, CKoUE). The procedure is an alternative method to 

ordinary methods to consohdate specimens to K0 -conditions. It is a combination of 

the recommendations by SGF, Wiesel et al. and SGF's laboratory committee (1985), 

and the methodology used by NGI, Berre (1981), and is partly influenced by the 

possibilities offered by the equipment at L T U . 

Before the start of the anisotropic part of the consohdation, the following pre-steps are 

taken. First an isotropic stress state, corresponding to half the in situ horizontal 

effective stress and a back pressure of 10 kPa are applied. Double-sided drainage is 

used. After this, the saturation process is performed up to the in situ pore water 

pressure, while keeping the effective stresses constant, and then the B-test and the 

friction test are made. 

Now the anisotropic part of the consohdation phase can begin. A pre-determined 

effective stress path is shown schematically in the p'-q plane in Fig. 4.7, and a 

numerical example of consolidation times and stresses in the consecutive steps used in 

test CKoUC3, is given in Table 4.11. The anisotropic effective stress path starts at the 

isotropic stress state <y'r = a'a = a'h0 /'2 ((D), and then q and p' are increased (slope 

3:1) by increasing aa up to the level where o~'a = a'r / K0, while a'r is kept constant 

and equal to a'h0 f 2 (CD). The relation 0~'r / cr'a at this stress state ((D) is determined by 

the assumed (empirically calculated) in situ K0 value. For the remaining part of the 

stress path the ratio a'T / a'a is kept constant (the in situ K0 value) and the stress path 

terminates at the point where the in situ stresses (a'r = o'h0,a'a = G^O) ^ reached (®). 

The back pressure is kept constant and equal to the in situ pore water pressure, for the 

anisotropic part. 

Figure 4.7 Schematic description of the proposed effective stress path in the p'-q 

plane for consolidation of specimens to in situ stresses. 
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Table 4.11 Conditions for the anisotropic part of the stress path during the consolidation 

phase for the test CK 0UC3. 

Time Step Back Radial Axial Radial Axial 

(min) pressure stress stress effective effective 

ub stress stress 

(kPa) (kPa) (kPa) Or 
(kPa) 

< 
(kPa) 

180 

180 

216 

216 

216 

216 

216 

360 

360 

1 37 53 53 16 16 
180 

180 

216 

216 

216 

216 

216 

360 

360 

2 37 53 55 16 18 
180 

180 

216 

216 

216 

216 

216 

360 

360 

3 37 53 58 16 21 

180 

180 

216 

216 

216 

216 

216 

360 

360 

4 37 55 61 18 24 

180 

180 

216 

216 

216 

216 

216 

360 

360 

5 37 57 64 20 27 

180 

180 

216 

216 

216 

216 

216 

360 

360 

6 37 60 67 23 30 

180 

180 

216 

216 

216 

216 

216 

360 

360 

7 37 62 70 25 33 

180 

180 

216 

216 

216 

216 

216 

360 

360 

8 37 64 73 27 36 

180 

180 

216 

216 

216 

216 

216 

360 

360 
9 

10 

37 

37 

66 

68 

75 

77 

29 

31 

38 

40 

The time for the anisotropic part of the consolidation (® to (D) was 36 hours for the K0-

consolidated tests which is an ample time for consolidation up to in situ stresses for 

slightly overconsohdated clays with the specimen size and drainage conditions used. 

The steps between ® and © took 6 hours and between © and ® 30 hours. The two last 

(and relatively small) steps were applied for extra long time in order to reach stable 

conditions at the final effective consolidation stresses. 

Shear phase 

The shear phases were carried out under drained or undrained conditions. In the tests 

performed in this study, drainage was allowed at a constant back pressure in drained 

shear and the pore pressure was measured in undrained shear. The conditions for each 

of the tests are given in Subsection 4.3.2. 

In the drained tests with single sided drainage, the drainage took place at one end of 

the specimen against a constant back pressure (ub) and the pore pressure (u) was 

measured at the other end. For these tests, a corrected value of pore pressure of 

u =—u+—ul. (4.5) 
average 3 3 
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was used for calculating the effective stresses, see e.g. Head (1986). In order to 

achieve drained (or practically drained) conditions the excess pore pressure (u - ub) 

must be kept below a given value (see Subsection 3.1.4). 

The shear phase was terminated at a given axial strain or when the specimen was 

deformed into such a non-uniform shape that further straining was regarded to be 

meaningless. In the conventional triaxial tests, the radial stress (cell pressure) was kept 

constant and a constant rate of axial deformation applied. In some cases, i t would in 

principle be better to keep the axial stress constant and vary the radial stress, in order to 

better represent a particular in situ situation. The main reason to keep the radial stress 

constant is to obtain axial deformation control and thus allow for strain softening. I t 

also simplifies the test procedure. However, according to theoretical analyses of 

undrained tests, (Berre, 1981), there should be no greater difference in results whether 

the radial or axial stress is kept constant. 

Isotropic compression tests 

Stress controlled drained isotropic compression tests (CI1-CI5; Table 4.10) were 

performed on specimens taken from 3, 4, 6, and 7m depths. In two of the tests, 

isotropic unloading was also carried out in order to study the behaviour in the 'elastic' 

range. The magnitude and the belonging duration of each of the stress increments 

varied for the different tests. 

For the specimen from 3m depth, the stress increments were 10 kPa both in loading 

and unloading. By following the volume change, i.e. the f low of water into or out f rom 

the specimen, as a function of the square root of time, the load steps could be 

terminated at 95% and 99% degree of consohdation in loading and unloading 

respectively. This resulted in time steps lasting approximately 1 day (24 hours) for 

stresses lower than the in situ vertical preconsohdation pressure o~'vc, approximately 2 

days for stresses higher than a'vc, and approximately 1 day for unloading increments. 

The test on the specimen f rom 7m depth and its unloading branch was performed 

according to the same principles as for the specimen f rom 3m depth, but the stress 

increments were larger. 

The tests on the specimens from 4, 6, and 7m depths were performed without 

unloading with a manually operated pressure system. The stress increments in these 

tests varied in magnitude and the time for each increment was 24 hours. 

The accuracy of the measurements of volume changes is ± 1 mm 3 with the GDS system 

and approximately ± 34 mm 3 with the manual system, and for the pressure 

measurements ± 0.2 kPa for both systems. The accuracy of these measurements is 

regarded to be acceptable. 
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A back pressure of 200 kPa and double sided drainage was used in all isotropic 

compression tests. The changes of volume and height of the specimen was noted for 

each load step. The change of height was determined by carefully docking the top 

piston against the top cap and the accuracy of this technique was estimated to ± 0.05 

mm. From the measurements of changes of volume and height, the axial and radial 

strains could be calculated (see Appendix A ) . 
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5 COMPRESSION BEHAVIOUR OF THE NORRKÖPING CLAY 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter, results from isotropic triaxial compression tests and oedometer 

compression tests performed on the Norrköping clay are presented and discussed. The 

behaviour is studied in the normally consohdated and overconsohdated range, i.e. for 

plastic and elastic deformations. In Sections 4.3 and 4.4 the test conditions and the 

procedures for the tests were given. 

5.2 ISOTROPIC T R I A X I A L COMPRESSION TESTS 

5.2.1 Compression curve 

Results f rom isotropic triaxial compression tests on the Norrköping clay are shown in 

Fig. 5.1 a, with the mean effective stress p' in linear scale, and in Figs. 5.1 b and 5.2, 

with the mean effective stress in logarithmic scale. From these diagrams, i t is seen that 

the deformation is relatively small in the overconsolidated range, i.e. for p' lower than 

the in situ preconsolidation pressures c^. and o~'vc, but becomes relatively large in the 

normally consohdated range where the in situ preconsohdation pressures are exceeded. 

This behaviour, and the behaviour obtained f rom the oedometer compression tests (see 

following section), implies that large volume changes occur, i.e. a major break down of 

the stmcture takes place, when the preconsolidation pressures are exceeded. 

In both the normally consohdated and overconsolidated range (especially the reloading 

curve), the experimental curves are approximately hnear when the stress is plotted in 

the logarithmic scale. However, even in this case the compression curve bends at 

higher stresses. In unloading, the volumetric strain increases (swelling) for each load 

increment. A typical hysteresis is seen f rom the closed unloading-reloading curves. In 

the lnp'-v diagram, Fig. 5.2, four out of f ive curves approximately coincide in the 

normally consohdated state which suggests a relatively uniform material (void ratio, 

density) in the soil profde. The pattern concerning the swelling behaviour is similar to 

results previously reported for Swedish clays (e.g. Larsson, 1981a) and other natural 

clays, e.g. Mesri et al. (1978). 
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Mean effective stress, p' (kPa) 

7 . J O O 

Test and depth 
of sample 

3.0m 
4.0m 
6.0m 
7.0m 
7.0m 

(A) 
(B) 

30 

Figure 5.1 Results from five isotropic compression tests. Volumetric strain versus mean 

effective stress, a) Stress in linear scale, b) Stress in logarithmic scale. 
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In p' (natural logarithm) 

Mean effective stress, p' (kPa) 

Figure 5.2 Results from five isotropic compression tests. Specific volume and void ratio 

versus mean effective stress in logarithmic scale (natural logarithm). 

5.2.2 Determination of the parameters A and JC 

The normal compression hne NCL, expressing the compressibihty of the clay in the 

normally consohdated range, is characterised by its inclination X in the Inp' - v plane 

(see Section 2.3). When determining X, i t is assumed that this compression hne is 

straight. For the results in Fig. 5.2, A is defined for the first straight part of the curve 

after the in situ vertical preconsohdation pressure o'vc is exceeded, which is the part of 

the curve where the slope is steepest. This way of determining A is motivated by the 

fact that the experimental curve in the normally consolidated range is closest to a 

straight hne in this interval. This is also normally the most interesting stress interval in 

the normally consohdated range since i t is closest to the in situ vertical 

preconsohdation pressure o'vc and together with the 'elastic' range constitutes the 

working range for most engineering problems. (See the discussion in Subsection 1.2.2 

concerning 'elastic' range and traditional yield surface.) 

The unloading-reloading line, which expresses the compressibility of the clay in the 

overconsolidated range, i.e. in the elastic state, is characterised by its inclination K in 

the lnp'-v plane. Here KIS determined from the unloading part for the specimen from 

7m depth and by the secant modulus (a hne drawn in the middle of the hysteresis loop) 

for the specimen f r o m 3m depth. 
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For the four test results in Fig. 5.2 (specimen B f rom 7m depth excluded), the 

parameter X ranges between 0.72 and 0.79, which is a relatively small variation, with 

an average value Xme of 0.76. For the parameter K, the evaluated values are 0.058 and 

0.052 and thus the average value KME is 0.055. The determined values of X for the 

Norrköping clay are relatively high in comparison with other natural clays, see e.g. 

Graham and L i (1985) which can partly be explained by the high void ratio. 

Furthermore, X is here defined for the steepest part of the compression curve and valid 

for a hmited stress interval. (Considerably lower values of X are obtained i f larger 

stress intervals are studied.) The natural structure of the Norrköping clay contributes to 

a relatively brittle break down when the preconsohdation pressures are exceeded which 

gives rise to an initially steep slope of the compression curve in the normally 

consohdated range. 

The determined values of K are approximately of the same magnitude as reported for 

other clays and this value does not vary much between different clays. The ratio 

Kme/Xme - 0.07 is lower than for most natural clays due to the high value of X. 

However, Wong and Mitchell (1975) reported a K/X value of 0.03 for the natural 

structured Champlain Sea clay. 

5.2.3 Exponential compression modulus 

With the assumption of a straight compression hne NCL inclining X* in the In p' - ep 

plane, the tangential compression modulus Kp in the incremental relation 

dp' = Kpdep (5.1) 

becomes 

Kp = p'/X (5.2) 

i.e. the compression modulus is hnear in the mean effective stress p', yielding a 

logarithmic compression line in the p' - ep plane. 

However, from Figs. 5.1 and 5.2 i t was seen that even in the logarithmic representation 

of stress, the experimental compression curves bend at higher stresses in the normally 

consohdated range. Hence, the compression curve is not logarithmic (as assumed when 

determining X and X*) in larger stress intervals and a more general expression for the 

compression modulus must be utilised. Here the compression modulus 

Kp=misop](p'/p])1-' (5.3) 
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is adopted, see e.g. Janbu (1970). In Eqn. (5.3) mh0 is a modulus number (for isotropic 

compression) representing the slope (tangent modulus) of NCL for a certain chosen 

stress level, p'j a reference stress which usually is chosen to 100 kPa, p' the mean 

effective stress and a stress exponent. In the case ßiso = 0, Eqn. (5.3) takes the 

form (5.2) with miso = (1/A*). 

To determine the parameters and ß^, a curve-fitting procedure is used. I f the 

compression curve is bent in a diagram with logarithmic stress representation, then 

ß^^O- In order to provide validity for different compression curves and 

preconsohdation pressures, the stress level at which is to be evaluated should be 

related to the preconsohdation pressure. It is here proposed that the slope (m^) should 

be determined f rom the first straight part of the compression curve after G'VC is 

exceeded (in e.g. the logarithmic p' - ep diagram). I f this is done for the compression 

curves in Fig. 5.1 b, a relatively small variation of miso is obtained for the different 

curves (mls0 = 4.3-5.1). Hence, for the Norrköping clay (and possibly for other natural 

structured clays) an approximately constant value of is obtained independently of 

the preconsolidation pressure of the clay. 

The reference stress p'j, is proposed to be related to the in situ vertical 

preconsohdation pressure, i.e. 

P'j=< ( 5 - 4 ) 

After having evaluated m^, the stress exponent ßiso can be calculated from the 

relation 

Aep=. £ 
Pis, 

(5.5) 

by studying the experimental compression curve, where p'j = o~'vc for the corresponding 

depth, p'0 is a chosen stress equal to or higher than p'j, and p' is a chosen stress in the 

studied stress interval. (Eqn. (5.5) is obtained by integrating (5.1) for the general case 

of K according to (5.3).) 

In this way, the average values - 4.52 and ßho - -0.60 were obtained from two of 

the test results, for the two specimens from 4 and 6m depth. With these values and with 

p'0= p'j = o[c in Eqn. (5.5), the consohdation curve is predicted, Fig. 5.3. It is obvious 

that the exponential compression modulus in Eqn. (5.3) better represents the 

compression properties of the Norrköping clay than a compression modulus which is 

linear i n the stress, leading to a logarithmic compression line. 
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Depth of sample, 
experimental 
results: 

• • • • • 6.0m 
• • • • a 4.0m 

Predicted 

results: 

predicted (X*) 

predicted ( K p ) 

Parameters: 
m i s o =4.52 
jS l 9 O =-0.60 

Figure 5.3 Comparison of the parameter A* with the exponential bulk modulus Kp, in 

predicting the experimental compression curve in normally consolidated state 

(in a logarithmic diagram). 

5.2.4 Yielding 

Can an isotropic compression test be used to evaluate yield stresses in different 

directions in a clay specimen, e.g. the in situ horizontal and vertical yield stresses, i.e. 

the natural preconsolidation pressures? I f this is the case, valuable information can be 

obtained from a rather simple test procedure. 

With the in situ vertical (cr v ' c) and horizontal (crLJ preconsohdation pressures known, 

as evaluated from CRS-oedometer tests (see Section 4.2), and the assumption that the 

values are representative, the isotropic compression tests wi l l here be evaluated. This is 

made under the assumption that a significant increase in volumetric strain defines 

yield. From inspection of the results in Figs. 5.1 and 5.2, o'^, but not a^c, can be 

inferred for the specimen f r o m 4m depth, because at approximately p' = 35 kPa the 

deformation increases markedly. A bend of the curve at p ' = 55 kPa is seen for the 

specimen from 6m depth which may indicate an exceeding of a'vc. For the specimen A 

f rom 7m depth, both o"̂ . and o'vc can be inferred, because the compression curve 

shows two break points numerically corresponding to o~̂ c and G'VC respectively. (For 

the test results on the specimens from 3 and 7m (specimen B) depth, no breaking 

points are identified.) The breaking points of the curves are, however, not that distinct 

and conclusive. Another principle of evaluation therefore seems to be needed. 

In order to check i f additional information concerning yielding can be gained f r o m 

isotropic compression tests, the increments of total (elastic + plastic) axial and radial 

Mean effective stress, p (kPa) 
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strains, Aea and Aer respectively, were calculated, based on the changes in height and 

volume of the specimen for each load increment. It is also here assumed that a 

significant increase in strain for an increment of stress defines yield. In Fig. 5.4, the 

ratio between radial (horizontal) and axial (vertical) strains for each load step is plotted 

as a function of the mean effective stress at the start of each load increment. The in situ 

horizontal and vertical preconsolidation pressures, evaluated f rom CRS-oedometer 

tests at different depths are marked below the figure. The test results vary, but a 

common trend of the behaviour of the Norrköping clay could be estabhshed. A t 

stresses lower than 0"^., the ratio AerlAea is relatively high (1-8), after which it 

decreases when p' approaches o"^.. When a'^ is exceeded, the ratio AeTlAea 

strongly increases (2-6) until p' corresponds to o~'vc after which the ratio Aer/Aea 

markedly decreases. A t stresses much higher than o'vc the ratio Aer/Aea seems to 

reach a l imit state value of about 0.5. The results from the tests on the specimens from 

4 and 6m depth support this discussion well , while the specimens f rom 3 and 7m depth 

show a behaviour that suggests that they might, to some extent, be disturbed. 

Mean effective stress, p' (kPa) 

„0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 
L ? I I I I I I I I M I I I 11 1 I I I I j U I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 j I I I I I I I 1 I j I I I I 11 I i I I ) I I 11 M J I I I I M I I I I I I i I I 1 I 11 I I I I I I I I I I I I I 

I J iji i i o-'hc or a'n (solid and dotted lines respectively) 

3,4,6,3,7,4,6,7 (the lines correspond to these depths) 

Figure 5.4 Strain ratio versus mean effective stress for four of the five isotropic 

compression tests. 

In this way, the results f rom isotropic compression tests can, i f suitable small stress 

increments are applied, be used to detect the in situ horizontal and vertical 

preconsohdation pressures. Also the earth pressure coefficient at rest for normally 

consolidated soil, K0nc, can be estimated i f the total horizontal and vertical strains are 

studied. However, it is important to ensure good quality samples, i.e. 'undisturbed' 
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ones, in order to obtain meaningful evaluations. I f the total volume changes are 

studied, Figs. 5.1 and 5.2, the identification of the preconsohdation pressures are not 

that clear. I t should be emphasised that the first calculated value of stress, varies 

between 10 and 31 kPa for the tests reported here, and thus some valuable information 

concerning deformation at smaller stresses is missing. Furthermore, the values of t r^ 

and o'vc can vary for the individual test and, therefore, the values reported by SGI must 

be seen as average values which do have a natural variation. 

5.3 OEDOMETER COMPRESSION TESTS 

5.3.1 Oedometer curve 

Results f rom one of two series of incrementally loaded oedometer tests performed on 

the Norrköping clay are presented in Fig. 5.5. In all tests, the specimens were 

unloaded, after stresses higher than the in situ (natural) vertical preconsohdation 

pressure <j'vc had been reached, and then reloaded again. For some specimens, this was 

made in several cycles. Five out of six specimens were finally left at the constant 

vertical stress crv' = 320 kPa for 16-20 days in order to check the creep properties of 

the clay. 

For first time loading in the overconsolidated range, i.e. for stresses lower than the in 

situ vertical preconsolidation pressure a'vc, the crv' - e v response is relatively stiff. A t 

stresses corresponding to a'vc, the curve bends and large deformations develop. A t 

higher stresses, the oedometer curve is bent even in a logarithmic stress representation 

which indicates an significantly increasing stiffness of the clay. In unloading, the 

swelhng is relatively small in the first stress increments but increases significantly at 

lower stresses, say less than 40 kPa. The swelhng curve is highly non-linear in a linear 

diagram, Fig. 5.5 a, but approximately linear in a logarithmic diagram, Fig. 5.5 b. In 

reloading the oedometer curve is linear or slightly bent in the hnear diagram up to the 

(laboratory stress induced) preconsohdation pressure, where it joins the virgin 

compression curve. A typical hysteresis loop is obtained in unloading-reloading. For a 

constant load, i t can be seen that the specimens continue to deform with time because 

of creep. 

The results f rom the incrementally loaded oedometer tests show a qualitative 

agreement with the results f rom the isotropic triaxial compression tests, regarding both 

the shape of the stress-strain curve in the normally consohdated range and in the elastic 

range (unloading-reloading parts). This behaviour is similar to what is reported from 

other published oedometer test results on Swedish inorganic clays, see e.g. Larsson 

(1986). 
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a) b) 

Vertical effective stress, a'v (kPa) Vertical effective stress, a'v (kPa) 

Figure 5.5 Results from incrementally loaded oedometer tests on specimens from 3 and 5 

meters depth, for which unloading and reloading has been conducted, a) Stress 

in linear scale, b) Stress in logarithmic scale. 

5.3.2 Determination of the parameters X and K 

From the oedometer test results, the compression parameter X (see Subsection 5.2.2) 

can be evaluated f rom the relation 

X = 1-^ (5.6) 
m 

where e0 is the initial void ratio, and 

m- (J . /J 
4e„ 

is the modulus number for oedometer compression. The relation between m and X, 

Eqn. (5.6), is based on the assumption that K0nc is constant which normally is the case 

for loading of natural soft clays in the normally consolidated range. 
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From the test results in Fig. 5.5 as well as f rom results f r o m another test series (on 

specimens from 6 and 7m depth) not reported here, the value of m was evaluated to 4-7 

which is i n the lower range for Swedish inorganic clays. The same evaluation principle 

was used to determine the value of m as for X, i.e. the first straight part of the 

oedometer curve after o~'vc was studied. I f the initial void ratio is i n the range 2.3-3.0, 

see Fig. 5.2, a maximum value X^ = 1 . 0 and a minimum value X^ = 0.5, are 

obtained using Eqn. (5.6). The average value f rom the isotropic compression tests Xme  

= 0.76 is in the middle of this relatively wide interval. The average values, m = 5.5 and 

e0 = 2.65, gives X = 0.66 from the oedometer compression tests. 

The oedometer modulus M, defined as 

was evaluated for the naturally overconsohdated range, where it was assumed to be a 

hnear relation between the vertical effective stress and the vertical strain. For the 

incrementally loaded oedometer tests, M o c = 1.8-3.3 MPa (specimens f rom 3, 5, 6 

and 7m depths), values which are of the same magnitude as those evaluated f rom CRS-

oedometer tests, Möller and Ähnberg (1992). 

The parameter k has not been evaluated f rom the oedometer tests since K0 is stress 

dependent in unloading and no unique relation could be obtained between K and the 

corresponding swelling parameter evaluated f rom oedometer tests. As a rough 

comparison, it can be said that the slopes of the unloading-reloading curve and the 

virgin compression curve are approximately the same i f the results f rom the oedometer 

tests and isotropic compression tests are studied. 

(5.8) 
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6 SHEAR BEHAVIOUR OF THE NORRKÖPING CLAY 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter, results from the triaxial tests performed on the Norrköping clay are 

presented and discussed. In the discussion, references are also made to previous 

experiences of the behaviour of other soft clays. Especially, the results f rom the K0-

consolidated undrained triaxial compression and extension tests (Subsection 6.2.1 and 

Sections 6.3 and 6.4) are discussed in detail, because these types of tests are commonly 

performed when triaxial tests are used in geotechnical engineering projects. I n order to 

better fol low the discussion in this chapter, belonging information is found in Chapter 

4, where the in situ conditions and basic geotechnical properties of the Norrköping clay 

are presented (Section 4.2). Details concerning the purposes of the tests and the test 

program were given in Section 4.3 and the conditions for each individual test were 

presented in Tables 4.5-4.9. 

6.2 BEHAVIOUR UNDER UNDRAINED T R I A X I A L COMPRESSION 

6.2.1 ^-consolidated specimens 

In the experimental program on the Norrköping clay, f ive conventional .Ko-

consolidated undrained triaxial compression tests, CKoUCl-CKoUC5, were performed. 

In the triaxial cell, the specimens were consolidated to the in situ stresses at the 

corresponding depths, see Table 4.5. The specimens thus became naturally slightly 

overconsohdated since the in situ preconsohdation pressures are shghtly higher than 

the corresponding in situ stresses. 

The stress-strain-pore pressure relations obtained are shown in the diagrams in Fig. 

6.1. The initial deviator stress-axial strain response is relatively stiff and at very small 

axial strains the q - £a curve is approximately linear. With further straining, failure (as 

defined by the peak value q^ of the deviator stress) is obtained at an axial strain 

between 0.96 and 1.95%. Thereafter, a significant drop in the deviator stress takes 

place (a softening process) and at larger strains {ea > 15%) the change of deviator 

stress is small. (By 'softening' is here meant the gradual decrease in deviator stress 

which occurs in a strain-controlled test as the soil becomes weaker. This should be 

distinguished f rom 'plastic softening' which is associated with a contraction of the 

yield locus.) 

The axial effective stress a'a reaches its maximum value at an axial strain which is 

smaller than the axial strain corresponding to the maximum deviator stress, Fig. 6.2. 

The reduction of the axial effective stress after peak is explained by a high pore 

pressure increase due to contractant behaviour in this soft and only slightly 
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overconsolidated clay. By further straining, the loss of strength of the clay structure 

contributes to the reduction of the axial effective stress. According to Larsson (1977), 

the obtained maximum value of axial effective stress, when testing in situ normally 

consohdated and shghtly overconsohdated samples, is equivalent to the in situ vertical 

preconsolidation pressure o~̂  determined f rom oedometer tests. The results f rom the 

five CKqUC tests, give maximum values of a'a which are 0.5-7.5 kPa lower than the in 

situ vertical preconsolidation pressures (see Table 4.3 in Section 4.2) which quite well 

supports the relation to the oedometer-determined preconsolidation pressure. 

In Fig. 6.2 also the variation of the radial effective stress a'r and pore pressure u with 

axial strain are presented for two of the five tests. The radial effective stress decreased 

throughout the tests, while the total radial stress ar was kept constant (conventional 

triaxial tests) and the pore pressure continuously increased. 

The pore pressure increased rapidly at small strains, Fig. 6.1 b. After failure ( q ^ ) the 

pore pressure increase was significantly reduced and at larger strains the change of 

pore pressure was small. A t strains corresponding to failure, the pore pressure increase 

was between 73 and 88% of the increase at 10% axial strains for the five tests. The 

pore pressure parameter a (= Au / Ao~a) takes values between 0.53 and 0.79 at stresses 

corresponding to the maximum deviator stress. 

In the stress planes in Figs. 6.3 and 6.4, the effective stress paths are shown, starting 

from stresses corresponding approximately to the estimated in situ conditions. As the 

deviator stress q (or shear stress t) increases, the mean effective stress decreases 

somewhat, i.e. the initial pore pressure increase is large enough to force the initial part 

of the effective stress path to move to the left. This may be due to the fact that the 

radial effective stress is equal or very close to the horizontal yield stress 

(preconsolidation pressure) at the start of shear (see further the discussion in 

Subsection 6.2.7). The stress paths are relatively rounded in the vicinity of the peak 

deviator stress and thus do not indicate a distinct point of failure. (It should be noted 

that the indirect measurements used to determine the axial stress, see Section 3.3, may 

contribute to a smoother shape of the stress-strain curves and the stress paths.) At post-

failure axial strains, the stress paths are more or less straight and at large strains the 

stress states remain fairly unchanged. The shape of the obtained undrained stress paths 

is typical for a contractant natural soft clay. 
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Figure 6.1 Deviator stress and pore pressure changes versus axial strain for the K0 -

consohdated undrained compression tests (CK^UCl-CKoUC5). 

Different options exist i f an effective friction angle according to the Mohr-

Coulomb failure criterion, is to be determined from the stress paths in Fig. 6.4. The 

traditional way is to let the (assumed) straight failure hne be based on the maximum 

values of the shear stress and either go through origin or a point on the ordinate 

representing an effective cohesion intercept c'. In Fig. 6.4 the latter choice 

corresponds to the line defined by 0' = 30° and c' = 3.1 kPa. I f c' is assumed to be 

zero, <j>' takes the value 35.8° (not shown in the figure). According to Larsson (1977, 

1981a), the effective fr ict ion angle is relatively constant, ø ' = 3 0 ° , for most 

Scandinavian inorganic soft clays. The results in Fig. 6.4 support this statement. 
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Figure 6.2 Variation of a'a , a'r, q, and u with axial strain for the tests CK 0UC2 and 

CKoUC3. 

For <j)' = 30° also two other failure lines are drawn in Fig. 6.4. For the case of c ' = 0 

kPa it is seen that the failure hne is well on 'safe side', both at the state of maximum 

shear stress and at the stresses in the softening range. The failure hne given by (j>'= 30° 

and c ' = 2.0 kPa defines the lower limit of failure for the five stress paths. Similar 

results were reported by Larsson (1977) and Rankka (1994) for other Swedish soft 

clays. For the failure hnes determined above, the stress path from the test CKoUC2 was 

left out due to the different deformation mode developed (see the discussion in 

Subsection 6.2.5). 

I f a failure hne with <$>' = 30° is adopted, an intercept is obtained independently of the 

maximum or end-of-test values of shear stress. Larsson (1977) means that this is an 

effect of the chosen strain rate during undrained shear; with decreasing strain rate the 

intercept decreases and goes to zero. As w i l l be shown later in this chapter, the position 

of the failure line i n a stress plane is also dependent on the stress state (isotropic, 

anisotropic), the overconsolidation ratio, and the structure of the clay at the start of the 

shear phase. I t should be born in mind that the results and the conclusions presented in 

this subsection only refer to undrained tests on K0 -consolidated specimens (slightly 

overconsohdated) and that time dependent factors, i.e. effects of creep processes and 

strain rates, are not considered. 
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Figure 6.3 Effective stress paths in the p'-q- plane for the K0 -consolidated undrained 

compression tests, and the line defined by M = 1.20 (corresponding to an 

effective friction angle of <p' = 30°). 
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Figure 6.4 Effective stress paths in the s'-t plane for the K0 -consolidated undrained 

compression tests, and three failure lines. 

6.2.2 Isotropically and anisotropically consolidated specimens 

The stress-strain-pore pressure curves obtained f rom the conventional undrained 

triaxial tests on the isotropically consohdated specimens (CIU tests) of the Norrköping 

clay are shown in Fig. 6.5. The corresponding curves for the anisotropically (CAU 

tests) consohdated specimens, using different K0nc -values, see Table 4.7, are shown in 

Fig. 6.6. A l l q-£a curves show that significant undrained softening takes place, for 

normally consohdated as well as overconsohdated specimens. However, the degree of 

softening decreases with increasing overconsohdation ratio, see Subsection 6.2.6. At 

large strains a fairly constant value of the deviator stress is obtained for each test. The 

axial strain at failure, i.e. the peak value of the deviator stress, is smaller for the CAU 

specimens (e a = 0.32-1.71%) and larger for the CIU specimens (ea = 1.64-3.67 %) 

compared to the CKoUC specimens. This is a result of the current stress state at the 

start of undrained shear; the higher the shear stress at the start of shear the smaller the 

axial strain at failure. Furthermore, in a normally consolidated state yielding occurs 

initially which appears to lead to an earher failure. (See the discussion below.) For the 

C A U tests, the initial stiffness seems to increase (i.e. the slope of the q-£a curve 

becomes steeper) wi th increasing consolidation pressure. For these tests, the axial 

strain corresponding to the peak value of deviator stress appears to decrease with 

increasing consohdation pressure. 
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Figure 6.5 Deviator stress and pore pressure changes versus axial strain for the 

isotropically consolidated undrained tests (CIU1-CIU7). 

The pore pressure-axial strain curves in Fig. 6.5 b, show a relatively smooth transition 

f rom the pre-failure region to the post-failure region for the normally consolidated 

specimens. In the strain range studied, the excess pore pressure increases with 

increasing consolidation stresses. The major part of the pore pressure increase develops 

during straining up to failure. Thereafter, and especially at large strains, the change of 

the pore pressure is rather small. In the pre-failure region the pore pressure parameter a 

increases with increasing consolidation stresses which is seen in the shape of the stress 
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paths, e.g. Fig. 6.8, where the curve in the pre-failure region turns more towards the 

left (i.e. a higher decrease of the mean effective stress) the higher the consohdation 

stresses are. 
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Figure 6.6 Deviator stress and pore pressure changes versus axial strain for the 

anisotropically consolidated undrained tests (CAU1-CAU6). For comparison, 

the pore pressure response from four of the isotropically consolidated 

undrained tests has been included. 
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Mean effective stress, s' (kPa) 

Figure 6.7 Effective stress paths in the s'-t plane for the anisotropically and 

isotropically consolidated undrained tests, and the line defined by 

f = 3O°(c ' = 0kPa). 

A n effect of the overconsolidation ratio on the response of the soil and on the stress 

paths is shown in Figs. 6.8 and 6.9. The specimen with OCR = o-^/cr'acons = 51.5 / 8 = 

6.4 (CIUl ) , shows a tendency for dilatant behaviour. There is no notable pore pressure 

decrease during shear, Fig. 6.5 b, but on the other hand the pore pressure increase is 

small and becomes constant at a relatively small strain. Hence, the effective stress path 

is close to the total stress path, i.e. also the slope of the effective stress path is 

approximately 3:1 in the p'-q plane. After failure, the stress path obtained from the 

test C I U l changes in direction and the mean effective stress decreases which may be 

seen as a break down of the stmcture because of excessive shear strains, Fig. 6.9. (The 

behaviour obtained f rom this test can be compared with the response of the laboratory 

stress induced overconsolidated specimens shown later.) Relatively large axial strains 

are needed for this overconsohdated specimen to reach failure and the post-peak 

softening is small. The effect of the relatively low overconsolidation ratio of the 

specimen for the test CIU2 (OCR = 43 / 28 = 1.5) is more limited. The stress path in 

the s'-t plane turns shghtly to the right for the first part of the shear, but when 

yielding occurs i t follows the same pattern as the stress path obtained from the 

specimen wi th slightly higher consohdation stresses (test CIU3). 

For the CIU specimens, isotropically consolidated at stresses higher than the in situ 

vertical preconsolidation pressure, and hence in a normally consolidated state, a failure 

line based on the maximum values of the deviator stress corresponds to a friction angle 

of about 27-28° (c' = 0 kPa), and a failure line for the end-of-test values corresponds 

to </>' = 30° (c' = 0 kPa), Figs. 6.8 and 6.9. The shghtly overconsohdated specimens 

(CIU2, CIU3), on the other hand, show a stress state both at failure and at larger 

strains, well above the hne defined by (j)' = 30° (c' = 0 kPa). This demonstrates the 

effect on the undrained behaviour caused by destructuration of the natural clay during 
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the consohdation phase in the triaxial apparatus. Furthermore, the results f rom the CIU 

and C A U tests show failure lines which tend to be slightiy curved in the (studied) 

normally consohdated range, thus corresponding to a continuous reduction of the 

effective friction angle with increasing consohdation stresses. The non-linear failure 

hne, based on the peak strength, for the normally consolidated specimens may to some 

extent be explained by the increasing break down of the clay structure with increasing 

consohdation stresses. 

Mean effective stress, s' (kPa) 

Figure 6.8 Effective stress paths in the s'-t plane for the isotropically consolidated 

undrained tests, and the line defined by <p' = 30° (c'=0 kPa). 

The effective stress paths obtained f rom the normally consohdated specimens in the 

C A U tests, Figs. 6.7 and 6.10, differ f rom those f rom the normally consohdated 

specimens in the CIU tests. From the C A U tests, i t is found that the peak deviator 

stress is reached at relatively small strains, after which the stress path moves more or 

less horizontally (or shghtly declined) during some further stiaining. (The specimens in 

tests CAU4 and CAU5 have probably not reached the expected effective stresses 

during consohdation which explains the deviating shape of the initial part of the stress 

paths.) A t larger axial strains the stress paths of the normally consohdated specimens 

in the C A U tests pass above the hne defined by <j>' = 30° (c' = 0 kPa). The question 

then arises: How come this difference in location of stress paths for isotropically and 

anisotropically normally consohdated specimens? To explain this, the effect of 

yielding must be regarded, Larsson (1994). When the axial effective stress reaches its 

peak value determined by the in situ vertical preconsohdation pressure during 

undrained shear of in situ shghtly overconsolidated or normally consohdated samples, 

a type of yielding with large pore pressure changes and large shear deformations 

occurs. For the isotropically consolidated specimens, in comparison with those 

consolidated anisotropically, this type of yielding takes place at lower shear stresses 
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implying that large shear strains develop before failure. For the CAU specimens, the 

stress paths start at higher shear stresses and reach failure stresses at smaller changes in 

shear stress and deformation. Therefore, the structure of the clay is less destructured 

before failure for the C A U specimens. 

Mean effective stress, p' (kPa) 

Figure 6.9 Effective stress paths in the p'-q plane for the isotropically consolidated 

undrained tests, and the line defined by M = 1.20 (corresponding to <j>' = 30°). 

In Fig. 6.11, the stresses are normalised with respect to the in situ vertical 

preconsolidation pressure o~'vc for the overconsohdated specimens and with respect to 

the isotropic consolidation stress p'cons for the normally consolidated specimens. In the 

figure, Hvorslev failure hnes are drawn (hmin, h ^ ) . In the normalised stress plane, the 

shear strength at failure of overconsolidated specimens is represented by the Hvorslev 

failure hne. The point of critical state, i.e. where the Roscoe and Hvorslev lines meet, 

is here for naturally structured clays, proposed to be determined by the stress path f r o m 

a test where the in situ vertical preconsolidation pressure is just exceeded during the 

consohdation phase and thus represents a specimen with destructured behaviour. The 
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part of the stress path up to the point of critical state, f rom the test CIU4, thus 

represents the Roscoe hne. (For a detailed description of Hvorslev and Roscoe failure 

hnes, see e.g. Atkinson and Bransby, 1978.) 

Figure 6.10 Effective stress paths in the s' -1 plane for the anisotropically consolidated 

undrained tests, and the line defined by <p' = 30° (c' = 0 kPa). 

For the isotropically naturally overconsolidated specimens, a minimum value 

^ = 0 . 4 6 , and a maximum value /3TOK=0.62, of the Hvorslev hne are evaluated. These 

failure lines are both positioned above the failure lines for the isotropically laboratory 

stress induced overconsohdated specimens (h^^ 1.09, hmax= 1.20; see Fig. 6.16 in 

Subsection 6.2.3), even though the OCR is lower which most hkely is attributed to the 

higher strength due to the preserved in situ structure of the clay. (Concerning natural 

overconsolidation, laboratory stress induced overconsolidation, and normally 

consohdated specimens, see Subsection 4.3.2.) Furthermore, in the normaUsed stress 

plane for the CIU specimens, Fig. 6.11, i t is demonstrated that the maximum deviator 

stress decreases with increasing consohdation stresses for normally consoüdated 

specimens. This indicates that a normaUsation with respect to the consolidation stresses 

does not hold for specimens consohdated for stresses higher than the in situ vertical 

preconsolidation pressure, i.e. to a normally consolidated state. 

The results f rom the two tests (CRJ2, CIU3), for which the isotropic consohdation 

pressures were somewhat lower than the in sim vertical preconsolidation pressure, 

show that the stress paths, after the initial response, are similar to those of the K0 -

consohdated specimens, with a maximum value of the deviator stress above the hne 

defined by 0' = 30° (c' = 0 kPa), Figs. 6.8 and 6.9. 
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Figure 6.11 Normalised effective stress paths in the p' / a'c-q/ a'c plane for the 

isotropically consolidated undrained tests. In the diagram Hvorslev failure 

line is drawn (A r a n , h ^ ) for the isotropically consolidated undrained tests, and 

for the isotropically laboratory stress induced overconsolidated undrained tests 

(h =1.09 and h =1.20; see Subsection 6.2.3). 

For the anisotropically normally consolidated specimens, and the /^-consolidated 

specimens, the effective stress paths at large strains are positioned close to each other, 

Fig. 6.12. A l l three categories of tests, referring to different apphed consohdation 

stresses (K0, isotropically, anisotropically), result in approximately the same 

inclination of the stress paths (0 ' = 30°) for post-peak deviator stresses. This result is 

also independent of the developed deformation mode, see Subsection 6.2.5. The 

contribution to the undrained strength of the structure is evident when comparing the 

position of the failure hne at the maximum deviator stress for the K0 -consohdated 

specimens with the failure lines fo r the isotropically and anisotropically normally 

consohdated specimens for which the in situ preconsohdation pressures were just 

exceeded during the consohdation. However, the ^-consolidated specimens are 

overconsohdated in the vertical direction, although only slightly (OCR = o~'vc / <j'acons = 

1.27- 1.43). 
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Figure 6.12 Effective stress paths in the s'-t plane for the anisotropically consolidated 

and K0 -consolidated undrained tests, and the lines defined by 0' = 30°, 

c' = 0 k P a a n d ø ' = 30°, c'=3.1kPa. 

6.2.3 Isotropically laboratory stress induced overconsolidated specimens 

Results f rom the undrained triaxial tests on the isotropically laboratory stress induced 

overconsohdated specimens (COIU tests) of the Norrköping clay are shown in Fig. 

6.13. The results are consistent with the typical behaviour of lighdy and heavily 

overconsolidated laboratory prepared clay specimens, i.e. non-structured clays (see e.g. 

Atkinson and Bransby, 1978). (See Subsection 4.3.2 for designation of different 

overconsolidation ratios.) 

From the q - efl curves in Fig. 6.13, it is seen that peak values of the deviator stress is 

obtained at larger axial strains, £ a =1.18-6.01%, than for the naturally overconsohdated 

and normally consohdated specimens, see Subsections 6.2.1 and 6.2.2. In the vicinity 

of the peak value of the deviator stress, the q - e a curves bend gently. The magnitude 

of the post-peak reduction of the deviator stress varies between the tests. A t large 

strains, the deviator stress becomes relatively constant. 

After an initial increase, the pore pressure in the heavily overconsohdated specimens 

decreases, corresponding to dilatant behaviour of the specimens, Fig. 6.13 b. A t larger 

strains, the pore pressure changes dechne. The peak deviator stress occurs at a 

significantly larger axial strain than that corresponding to the maximum pore pressure. 

This indicates that the specimen wants to increase in volume (dilate) at significantly 

smaller strains than those needed to reach the maximum deviator stress. The only 

lightly overconsohdated specimen, with OCR = 2, shows a continuously increasing 

pore pressure which indicates a contractant behaviour, i.e. the OCR is not high enough 

to cause dilatant behaviour. For the specimen with OCR = 9, a behaviour very similar 

to what is normally observed f rom tests on laboratory prepared clay specimens is 
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obtained, where both the deviator stress and the pore pressure show maximum (peak) 

values and then approximately constant values at large strains. 

Axial strain, ea (%) 
2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 

6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 

Axial strain, £ a (%) 

a) 

b) 

Figure 6.13 Deviator stress and pore pressure changes versus axial strain for the 

isotropically laboratory stress induced overconsolidated undrained tests 

(corui -coru5). 

In the p'-q plane, Fig. 6.14, the first part of the stress paths rises approximately 

vertically, i.e. the mean effective stress remains fairly constant. When the reference 

failure hne, defined by M - 1.20 ($>' = 30°), is reached, the stress paths bend o f f to the 

right, corresponding to an increase of the mean effective stress, for three of the five 

tests results. The end-of-test stress state seems to be defined by M = 1.20 (and the 
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intercept k = 0) for all test results. For the hghtly overconsohdated specimen (OCR = 

2), failure occurs approximately on this hne, the stress path then moves slightly above 

this failure hne and turns to the left because of increasing pore pressure and decreasing 

mean effective stress. 

100 

Mean effective stress, p' (kPa) 

Figure 6.14 Effective stress paths in the p'-q plane for the isotropically laboratory stress 

induced overconsolidated undrained tests, and the line defined by M = 1.20 

(corresponding t o ø ' = 30°). 

I f the results of the isotropically laboratory stress induced overconsohdated test COIU1 

(destructured clay) are compared with the isotropically naturally overconsohdated tests 

CIU2 and CIU3 (structured clay), i.e. tests on three specimens which were all hghtly 

overconsolidated and approximately had the same consohdation stresses, different 

positions of the failure lines are obtained, see e.g. Figs. 6.9 and 6.14. The Hvorslev 

parameter takes the values = 1.09 and = 1.20 for the results of the COIU 

tests, Fig. 6.16. For comparison, the stress path and the critical state point, f rom the 
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isotropically normally consolidated test CIU4 are included in Fig. 6.16. (See also Fig. 

6.11 in Subsection 6.2.2 and the belonging text.) 

Mean effective stress, s' (kPa) 

Figure 6.15 Effective stress paths in the s'-t plane for the isotropically laboratory stress 

induced overconsolidated undrained tests, and the line defined by $' = 30° 

(c '=0kPa) . 

The laboratory stress induced overconsolidation results in a failure hne in the p'-q 

plane, corresponding to the peak values of the deviator stress, which hes above the one 

for the normally consolidated specimens (see Subsection 6.2.2), Fig. 6.14. The effects 

of the destructuration of the clay, the process occurring when the preconsohdation 

pressures are exceeded during consolidation in the triaxial apparatus, results in a higher 

inclination of the Hvorslev line and thus in a lower shear strength in comparison with 

the results f rom the isotropically naturally overconsolidated specimens, and by a lower 

end-of-test strength (friction angle) i n comparison with the results f rom the K0-

consolidated undrained tests. 

The effect of overconsolidation was also investigated by studying the undrained shear 

strength . For undrained triaxial compression tests on Swedish clays the empirical 

relation 

=033a'cOCR-025 (6.1) 

was suggested (Larsson, 1982; Skrecikornmissionen, 1995) which relates 

preconsohdation pressure o'c and overconsolidation ratio OCR (-G'c /c'v0) to 

undrained shear strength. With OCR = 1, this relation becomes rJX
mp = 033a'c which 

is the empirical relation proposed for in situ normally and shghtly overconsolidated 

clays (see Section 6.4). In Fig. 6.17, normalised shear strength, evaluated from the tests 
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on isotropically laboratory stress induced overconsolidated specimens and isotropically 

consoüdated specimens, is shown as a function of l/OCR. The CIU test results were 

normaUsed with respect to the in situ vertical preconsoUdation pressure for the 

overconsohdated specimens and the COIU test results with respect to the maximum 

consolidation stress, see Tables 4.6 and 4.8. In Fig. 6.17 the empirical relation (6.1) is 

shown. 

Test and OCR/isotropic 
consolidation stress 

6 
Normalised Mean effective stress, p'/ p'a 

Figure 6.16 Normalised effective stress paths in the p'/ p* -q/ p' plane for 

isotropically laboratory stress induced overconsolidated undrained tests. In the 

diagram Hvorslev failure line is drawn (hmm, A™*)-

For the normally consoUdated specimens (tests CIU4-CIU7), OCR = 1, one value of 

the undrained shear strength is situated above the empirical curve, one on the curve, 

and two below it. However, in these tests the normalised shear strength decreases with 

increasing preconsohdation pressure (which is seen in Fig. 6.11). A l l three values of 
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the undrained shear strength from the tests on the naturally overconsohdated specimens 

(tests CIU1-CIU3) are situated above the empirical curve. For the stress induced 

overconsohdated specimens (tests COIU1-COIU5), one value of the undrained shear 

strength is situated on the empirical curve, two values below, and two values much 

below. The results in Fig. 6.17 show that the normahsed undrained shear strength of 

the naturally overconsolidated specimens is higher than what is to be expected 

according to the empirical relation (6.1), and lower or much lower than normal for the 

laboratory stress induced overconsohdated specimens. 

From the discussion in this subsection it can be concluded that the contribution to the 

undrained shear strength, in the meaning of evaluated strength f rom a total stress 

analysis (x^ ) as well as f rom an effective stress analysis (<p', c'), of the 'intact' clay 

structure is significant. However, the effect of the structure reduces when the clay is 

consolidated for stresses higher than the in situ preconsolidation pressures. 

To sum up regarding structure: f rom the results discussed in this section (6.2) and in 

Chapter 5, it is clear that the Norrköping clay shows characteristics of a structured clay 

(see Subsection 2.1.3). The importance of not exceeding the in sim preconsolidation 

pressures during the consohdation procedure in laboratory testing, and thus 

maintaining the natural clay stmcture 'intact', has been pointed out. 
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Figure 6.17 Normalised undrained shear strength versus IIOCR from the compression tests 

on the isotropically laboratory stress induced overconsolidated specimens and 

the isotropically consolidated specimens. In the diagram the empirical 

re la t ionxT 9 = 0.33CJ'COCR-02S is drawn. 
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6.2.4 Comparison of effective strength parameters 

In Table 6.1, the evaluated effective strength parameters {<j>' ,cf), according to Mohr-

Coulomb's failure criterion 

T = c' + cr'tan<l)' (6.2) 

from the conventional undrained triaxial compression tests on the Norrköping clay, are 

summarised. (See also the graphical representation of the Mohr-Coulomb failure hnes 

in the stress plane in Fig. 2.5.) The strength parameters are specified at the maximum 

and end-of-test values of deviator (or shear) stress, where end-of-test values refer to an 

axial strain of about 15-20%. Different categories of tests are grouped in the table 

depending on the stress state (isotropic or anisotropic) and the overconsolidation ratio 

apphed in the consohdation phase. By 'intercept' is meant a value c' higher than zero 

and 'no intercept' that c' is equal to zero. Based on the conclusions of the previously 

presented results, 0' is set to 30° when a value of c' is evaluated. When c' = 0, <j>' 

may take values different f rom 30°. 

From the results of the undrained compression tests, Table 6.1, at the state of maximum 

deviator stress, i t can be concluded that 

- the failure hne has a cohesion intercept for naturally overconsolidated specimens 

(independently of stress state) and laboratory stress induced heavily 

overconsolidated specimens 

- laboratory stress induced hghtly overconsohdated specimens yield <p' = 30° and 

c ' - O 

- normally consohdated specimens result in 0' < 30° (c ' = 0 ) independently of the 

consohdation stress state (<j)' decreases with increasing consolidation stress, i.e. 

the failure envelope is curved) 

From the end-of-test values of the deviator stress, i t can be concluded that 

- the failure line has a cohesion intercept for naturally overconsohdated and 

anisotropically normally consolidated specimens 

- (p' ~ 30° ( c ' = 0) for isotropically normally consohdated and isotropically 

laboratory stress induced overconsolidated specimens 

To summarise, i t can be concluded that 

- the critical state is roughly defined by </>' = 30° and c' = 0 

- the in situ structure of the natural clay gives rise to an increased strength, 

i.e. a cohesion intercept is obtained for naturally overconsohdated specimens at 

both maximum and end-of-test values of the deviator stress 

- the recommended strain rate for undrained shear tests (0.6 % / h), results in a 

cohesion intercept of the failure line based on the peak values of the deviator 

stress for naturally overconsolidated specimens but not for normally consolidated 
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or isotropically laboratory stress induced lightly overconsohdated specimens. 

This indicates a dependence on the applied consohdation stresses of the response 

during shear and if , as a consequence, the in situ structure of the clay is to some 

extent broken down or not during the consolidation phase. 

The last conclusion, imphes that an intercept of the peak failure hne obtained for 

undrained shear not only depends on the chosen strain rate, but also on the apphed 

consohdation stresses, i.e. whether the in situ preconsolidation pressures are exceeded 

or not. For laboratory stress induced specimens a high overconsolidation ratio is 

needed in order to obtain an intercept. When comparing the normalised strength 

envelopes for the isotropically naturally overconsohdated and isotropically laboratory 

stress induced overconsohdated specimens, Figs. 6.11 and 6.16, i t is seen that the 

contribution to the strength of the structure of the clay is significant. 

Table 6.1 Evaluated effective strength parameters 0' (friction angle) and c' (cohesion 

intercept) for undrained compression tests with different stress states and 

overconsolidation ratios at the consolidation phase. 

Stress state and overconsolidation Effective strength parameters at 

at consolidation phase 

maximum shear stress end-of-test shear stress 

K0 -consolidation 

- naturally slightly overconsolidated intercept 

ø ' = 3 0 ° 

intercept 

ø '=30° 

Isotropic consolidation 

- naturally overconsolidated intercept 

</>'=30° 

no intercept 

ø ' < 3 0 ° 

intercept 

<p'=30° 
no intercept 

ø '=30° 

- normally consolidated 

Anisotropic consolidation 

- naturally overconsolidated intercept 

ø ' = 3 0 ° 

no intercept 

ø ' < 3 0 ° 

intercept 

ø '=30° 

intercept 

f=30° 

- normally consolidated 

Isotropic laboratory stress induced 

overconsolidation 

- lightly overconsolidated (OCR < 5) no intercept 

</>'=30° 

intercept 

p=30° 

no intercept 

ø '=30° 

no intercept 

ø '=30° 

- heavily overconsolidated (OCR > 8) 
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The failure hne given by </>' = 30° (c ' = 0), can be taken as the critical state line (CSL) 

for the Norrköping clay, since it corresponds to the conditions where the stresses (u, 

o'r, o~'a) no longer change. The effective friction angle 0' = 30° thus describes the 

critical state which is obtained when the clay is sheared to large deformations under 

undrained (or drained) conditions. According to Larsson (1981a), the friction angle 

corresponding to the residual state is 30° for most Scandinavian inorganic clays. 

Furthermore, the effective stress paths for all undrained tests, at large strains, are 

approximately parallel with the failure line ø ' = 3 0 ° , and independent of the 

deformation mode. 

6.2.5 Deformation modes 

The types of deformation modes developed at the end of shear, for the triaxial 

specimens of the Norrköping clay tested in undrained compression, are presented in 

Table 6.2. In Table 6.3 a summary of developed deformation modes is presented, also 

including results f rom the author's tests on two other Swedish soft clays, f rom the 

Stockholm area and from Bäckebol at Gothenburg, in order to widen the discussion 

(see Subsection 4.3.2).Three main categories of deformation modes have been chosen 

to classify the type of deformation obtained in the tests: barrel shape, crossing shear 

planes (normally two dominating shear planes, with different degree of barrelling 

deformation), and single shear plane, see Fig. 2.7 in Section 2.4. The vertical hnes in 

Table 6.3 give the number of specimens displaying the specific mode and a horizontal 

hne means that no specimen displayed this mode. 

Table 6.2 Deformation modes developed at larger strains in the undrained compression 

tests on the Norrköping clay. 

Test Deformation mode at end of test Test Deformation mode at end of test 

CKoUC 1 single shear plane CAUl barrel shape (no shear plane) 
CKoUC2 cross, shear plane + barrel shape CAU2 barrel shape (no shear plane) 

CKoUC3 single shear plane CAU3 barrel shape (no shear plane) 
CKoUC4 single shear plane CAU4 single shear plane 

CKoUC5 single shear plane CAU5 barrel shape (no shear plane) 

CAU6 barrel shape (no shear plane) 

CIUl single shear plane COIU1 cross, shear plane + barrel shape 
CIU2 single shear plane COIU2 single shear plane 
CIU3 barrel shape (no shear plane) COIU3 barrel shape (no shear plane) 
CIU4 barrel shape (no shear plane) COIU4 cross, shear plane + barrel shape 
CIU5 cross, shear plane + barrel shape COIU5 single shear plane 

CIU6 barrel shape (no shear plane) 

CIU7 barrel shape (no shear plane) 
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Table 6.3 Summary of deformation modes developed at larger strains in undrained 

compression tests. 

Stress state and overconsolidation 

at consolidation phase 
Deformation mode at end of test 

(vertical lines denote number of 

specimens) 

Barrel Crossing Single 

shape shear planes shear plane 

Norrköping clay 

K0 -consolidation (CKoUC tests) 

- naturally slightly overconsolidated — 1 M i l 

Isotropic consolidation (CIU tests) 

- naturally overconsolidated 

- normally consolidated 

Anisotropic consolidation (CAU tests) 

- naturally overconsolidated 

- normally consolidated 

Isotropic laboratory stress induced 

overconsolidation (COIU tests) 

- lightly overconsohdated (OCR < 5) 

- heavily overconsolidated (OCR > 8) 

1 — I I 
I I I 1 — 

m i — i 

i i i 

— i i 
Stockholm clay (STs) 

K0 -consolidation 

- naturally overconsolidat. (0CÄ = 1-2) | | | | | | 

Bäckebol clay 

Isotropic consolidation 

- naturally overconsolidated 

- normally consolidated I I — 
Note: the isotropically naturally overconsolidated specimen (CIU3) which developed the barrel skape 

was normally consolidated in the radial (horizontal) direction. 

From the results shown in Table 6.3, i t can for the undrained compression tests be 

concluded that 

- specimens consohdated at stresses inside the initial natural yield surface, i.e. 

those naturally overconsolidated, most often develop distinct shear planes and for 

the Norrköping clay most often a single shear plane 

- specimens consohdated at stresses outside the initial natural yield surface, i.e. 

normally consohdated, mainly develop the barrel shape 

- laboratory stress induced overconsolidated specimens most often develop one or 

two distinct shear planes 
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Hence, an 'intact' stmcture of a natural clay, i.e. as long as the in situ horizontal and 

vertical preconsohdation pressures are not exceeded, contributes to a more brittle 

response of the specimen which is then likely to develop distinct shear planes. The 

locahsation of deformation to distinct shear planes for laboratory stress induced 

overconsolidated specimens are probably caused by dilatancy effects. A barrel shaped 

specimen, and thus 'more homogeneously' deformed, is most likely to develop i f the 

natural clay structure has been broken down by exceeding the in situ preconsohdation 

pressures during the consolidation phase. 

For the K0 -consohdated undrained compression tests on the Norrköping clay, the 

deformation of the specimens was inspected visually. In these tests, where four 

specimens developed a single shear plane and one specimen two shear planes, the 

development of distinct shear planes was faintly visible at axial strains of 3.5-5 % 

which are significantly larger than those corresponding to the maximum deviator 

stress. At axial strains less than 2 %, the specimens remained cylindrical without 

visible bulging. Fully developed shear planes, in the sense of shear plane through the 

whole specimen, were observed at axial strains between 10 and 20 %. The specimen 

with two crossing shear planes (test CKoUC2, in which the shear planes were faintly 

visible at ea ~ 6 %) showed a relatively high maximal deviator stress compared to the 

four specimens with single shear plane. I t also yielded larger strains to failure and 

showed stress-strain-pore pressure curves with more rounded shapes. The radial 

effective stress at the end of the test was very close to zero, probably due to the 'more 

homogeneous' deformation which allows the pore pressure to increase more and also 

'more homogeneously' in the whole specimen. 

In the stress-strain-pore pressure curves f rom the undrained compression tests, a 

relatively strong reduction of the deviator stress after failure and a faster decrease of 

the pore pressure change were noted for the specimens developing distinct shear planes 

(e.g. the tests CITJ5 and CAU4). In the case of a single and distinct developed shear 

plane, further deformation and stress changes mainly takes place along this plane. The 

pore pressure measured at the ends of the specimen may therefore differ significantly 

f rom the pore pressure along the shear plane. 

In Fig. 6.18, a specimen with a distinct shear plane is shown. A cut, approximately 

perpendicular to the shear plane, is shown to the right. The shear band (shear plane) 

was close to hnear in the cut and its width was estimated to 0.5-1.0 mm. This was 

found to be a normal width of the shear band when the Norrköping clay developed a 

shear plane in the triaxial tests. The inclination of the shear plane for the specimen in 

Fig. 6.18, i.e. the angle defined by the shear plane and the horizontal plane, was 

measured to about 50°. For three other specimens which developed a single shear 

plane, the average angle of the shear planes was 53° (see discussion in Section 6.4). 

For specimens developing a single and distinct shear plane, no obvious barrel shape 

was observed. 
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Figure 6.19 Norrköping clay specimen developing a barrel shape during an undrained shear 

test (test COIU3). Small cracks and folding tracks from the mbber membrane 

can be seen on the specimen surface. 
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I t is interesting to note that, independently of the deformation mode, a common critical 

state was obtained ( ø ' = 3 0 ° ) for the isotropically normally consohdated and 

isotropically laboratory stress induced overconsohdated specimens. 

A l l the triaxial tests were conducted with 'frictional ends' which, to some extent, may 

have affected the results. (See Section 2.5 for a general description of the use of 

different end conditions.) From the test results, i t can be stated that the 'frictional ends' 

did not necessary cause bifurcation of deformation in the form of shear bands (shear 

planes). Instead, the 'intact' structure of the clay seems to be the main cause for the 

distinct shear planes developed. On the other hand, the developed barrel shapes were 

certainly caused by the end restraint, Fig. 6.19. However, at a relatively small 

barrelling and a relevant area correction it may be assumed that the stress and strain 

fields within the specimen can be regarded as relatively homogeneous and fairly 

representative of the constitutive properties of the clay. (See further the discussion on 

specimen homogeneity in Chapter 8). 

6.2.6 Undrained softening 

In order to quantify the reduction of the deviator stress after peak in undrained triaxial 

compression tests (Subsections 6.2.1-6.2.2), i.e. the undrained softening, the softening 
parameter 

0 = 9* (6.3) 

is introduced. Here is the peak value and qm is the deviator stress (in unit kPa) 

corresponding to a given axial strain after peak. Furthermore, a normahsed softening 

parameter, 

^ = < W - < 7 s , ( 6 4 ) 

Peons 

is also defined, where p'cons is the mean effective stress after consohdation, i.e. at start 

of the shear phase. In Fig. 6.20 the softening parameter 6 and in Fig. 6.21 the 

normahsed softening parameter 6p. are plotted as functions of p'cgns. Here, qm was 

determined at an axial strain of 15% and for the tests which were terminated at axial 

strains less than 15%, the q - ea curves were extrapolated. Results f rom tests on clay 

f rom Stockholm (STs) and Bäckebol (BB), see Subsection 4.3.2, are included. For the 

Norrköping clay, the laboratory stress induced overconsolidated specimens are not 

considered, but some points included (foTp'cgns= 160 and 200 kPa) f rom tests not 

reported elsewhere in this thesis (see Test conditions in Subsection 4.3.2). 
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Figure 6.20 Softening parameter 6 versus effective consolidation stress p'cons for 

undrained triaxial compression tests. 
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Figure 6.21 Normalised softening parameter 8p- versus effective consolidation stress p'cons 

for undrained triaxial compression tests. 

From Fig. 6.20, i t is seen that the softening parameter (6.3) is moderate at low 

consolidation stresses, after which it increases with increasing consolidation stress and 

reaches a maximum value at consohdation stresses approximately corresponding to the 

in situ vertical preconsohdation pressure. Thereafter, Q decreases and at higher 

consolidation stresses it appears to asymptotically approach some limit value. 
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From Fig. 6.21 it may be concluded that the normahsed softening parameter (6.4), 

could be expressed as an exponential function in the consohdation stress 

6p. = 5 8 . 2 6 e " ° 0 1 0 7 p ^ (6.5) 

The parameter values in Eqn. (6.5) are obtained by a regression analysis for the 

Norrköping clay only. The values of the Stockholm clay and the Bäckebol clay appear 

to fal l into the same pattern of undrained softening as the Norrköping clay, Figs. 6.20 

and 6.21. A significant softening is also obtained i f an axial strain of 5% is used to 

define qm (not shown in the results), but the relation to the consolidation stress p'cons 

is not as pronounced as for 15% axial strain limit. 

In Figs. 6.22 and 6.23 the normahsed softening parameter 

Q = q»u* lea ( 6 6 ) 

is presented as functions of p'cons and 1/OCR respectively. In the figures only results 

f rom tests on the Norrköping clay are included. In Fig. 6.22 i t can be seen that the 

normahsed parameter 6q varies in a similar way with consohdation stress as the 

softening parameter 9 (compare with the results in Fig. 6.20), with a maximum of 

softening at consohdation stresses approximately corresponding to the in situ vertical 

preconsohdation pressure. In Fig. 6.23 the dependence of overconsohdation ratio on 

the undrained softening is shown. The normahsed softening 6q is quite consistent for 

the shghtly overconsohdated specimens and varies between 0.35 and 0.45. Thus, in the 

post-peak region, up to 15% axial strain, the Norrköping clay looses its undrained 

shear strength by 35-45%. 

To summarise, for the Norrköping clay i t can be concluded that in undrained 

compression tests 

- undrained softening eventually takes place to some degree, independently of the 

stress state (isotropic or anisotropic) and the overconsolidation ratio at 

consolidation, and also independently of the developed deformation mode at 

larger strains 

- on naturally overconsohdated specimens, the magnitude of the softening, i.e. of 

the decrease of deviator stress, is significantly dependent on the consohdation 

stresses 

- a maximum of softening is obtained for consohdation stresses approximately 

corresponding to the in situ vertical preconsolidation pressure 

The undrained softening of normally consohdated and shghtly overconsolidated 

specimens under pore pressure increase, i.e. a contractant behaviour, cannot be 
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explained by e.g. the critical state theory. The softening process is explained by the 

break down of the structure and may also be affected by bifurcation of deformation in 

the form of e.g. shear bands in the test specimens (see Subsection 6.2.5). 

Also the KQ -consolidated undrained extension tests on the Norrköping clay show a 

pronounced softening. For the Stockholm clay (STs) however, softening was not 

observed in extension tests which may be due to a lower plasticity (plasticity index, 

liquid l imit) and a higher silt content compared to the Norrköping clay. 
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Figure 6.22 Normalised softening parameter 0q versus effective consolidation stress p'cm 

for undrained triaxial compression tests on the Norrköping clay. 
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Figure 6.23 Normalised softening parameter 8q versus l/OCR for undrained triaxial 

compression tests on the Norrköping clay. 

6.2.7 Initial effective stress paths - a discussion 

The initial effective stress paths obtained in undrained triaxial compression tests on 

naturally shghtly overconsolidated specimens of the Norrköping clay, move to the left, 

i.e. the mean effective stress is decreasing, case A in Fig. 6.24. Some results f rom 

similar tests on other in situ slightly overconsohdated clays, e.g. Rankka (1994), show 

an initial stress path moving (shghtly) to the right, case B in Fig. 6.24. A conceptual 

model which describes the developed stress paths for different drainage conditions and 

overconsolidation ratios for soft clays, was suggested by Larsson and Sällfors (1981). 

In this model, the initial undrained stress path moves vertically or shghtly to the right 

for an in situ slightly overconsohdated clay consohdated for in situ stresses. (In triaxial 

compression, a stress path represented in the p'-q plane moves more to the left in 

comparison with the same stress path represented in the s'—t plane.) 

Based on a hmited investigation of a few Swedish soft inorganic clays, two hypotheses 

are here formulated to explain the different types of initial undrained stress paths. In 

Table 6.4 the clays considered are hsted. 
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Figure 6.24 Initial effective stress paths for naturally slightly overconsolidated specimens in 

undrained triaxial compression, A for decreasing and B for increasing mean 

effective stress. 

Table 6.4 Type of initial stress path for some Swedish soft inorganic clays. 

Name of clay 

(abbreviation) 

Stress path 

shape 
Reference Additional information 

Norrköping clay 

(NK) 

Lilla Mellösa clay 

(LM) 

this thesis fresh/brackish water deposited* 

wN =75-115% 

Larsson (1977) fresh/brackish water deposited* 

w„ = 70-85% 

Stockholm clay 

(STn) 

Stockholm clay 

(STs) 

Gothenburg area 

clays  

(GBa) 

A Consulting project 

'Norra Länken' in 

1995 

B Consulting project 

'Södra Länken' in 

1993 

B Rankka (1994) 

fresh/brackish water deposited* 

wN = 50-70% 

fresh/brackish water deposited* 

wN = 35-55% 

salt water deposited* 

w„ = 50-90% 

* Most likely all the clays are fresh or brackish water deposited, except for the Gothenburg 

area clays which are salt water deposited. It is assumed that the STs clay has a relatively low 

void ratio due to the low natural water content. 
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Rankka (1994) reported results f rom undrained triaxial tests on clays f rom different 

deposits in the Gothenburg area (Hede, Lil la Edet, Lärje, and Partille), Table 6.4. The 

soil properties of these clays can be regarded to be similar since the geological origin is 

the same. Concerning the two clays from the Stockholm area, see Subsection 4.3.2, all 

samples were hghtly overconsohdated (OCR = 1-2) in situ and the specimen were 

reconsolidated to in situ stresses in the triaxial cell. Hence, both clays should show a 

contractant behaviour, i.e. a significant pore pressure increase at undrained triaxial 

compression. 

The question thus arises: 

Why do the initial effective stress paths for naturally slightly overconsolidated 

specimens, from different clay deposits, take different routes in undrained triaxial 

compression? 

Hypothesis l a : 

The initial effective stress path depends mainly on the microstructure and the void 

ratio of the clay. 

Hypothesis l b : 

The stress path A is obtained for a clay deposited in 

- fresh/brackish water and having a high void ratio 

and the stress path B for a clay deposited in 

- salt water independent of void ratio 

or i n 

- fresh/brackish water and having a low void ratio 

The data given in Table 6.4 concerning the properties of the studied clays, support the 

hypotheses l a and l b . 

I f the void ratio (alternatively water content for saturated specimens) of a clay is high, 

the compressibihty in drained loading is normally high due to the low strength of the 

soil skeleton. A high drained compressibility corresponds to a high pore pressure 

increase under undrained shear of a contractant soil. Therefore, the initial pore pressure 

increases with increasing void ratio and the initial part of the undrained stress path 

moves more to the left. 

According to the triaxial test results given in Table 6.4, lower pore pressures develop 

in the initial part of undrained shear for a salt water deposited clay in comparison with 

a fresh/brackish water deposited clay with the same void ratio. This may be explained 

by the arrangement of particles forming the microstructure. Concerning soft illitic 

clays, marine clays have larger and denser aggregates and larger voids compared to 

fresh/brackish water clays, see Section 2.1 and Figs. 2.1 and 2.2. Moreover, the links 

connecting the aggregates appear to be longer in a marine clay. 
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A soil wi th flocculent structure, such as a salt water deposited clay, is less 

compressible than the same soil with dispersed structure for pressures less than the 

preconsolidation pressures, Mitchell (1976). In general, a fresh/brackish water 

deposited clay has a more dispersed stmcture than a salt water deposited clay. A lower 

compressibility of the microstructure at smaller deformations, for a salt water 

deposited clay, may thus explain the lower pore pressures initially developed. On the 

other hand, the longer links in a salt water deposited clay may entail weaker strengths 

of the links. I f this is the case, the compressibihty at smaller deformations are higher in 

a salt water deposited clay since it is mainly the links, and not the aggregates, which 

initially break down upon loading (see Fig. 2.2). However, the triaxial test results given 

in Table 6.4 support the former explanation. 

There also exists other theories for explaining the initial shape of the undrained stress 

path. Graham and Houlsby (1983) mean that a small deviation from the p' -constant 

stress path for undrained testing in the 'elastic' range, should be interpreted as a strong 

indication of anisotropic 'elastic' properties. They formulated constitutive relations for 

an 'elastic' cross-anisotropic (transverse isotropic) material and concluded that an 

undrained stress path moving to the left is attributed to a stiffer behaviour horizontally 

than vertically and the opposite for a stress path moving to the right. From the results 

of the drained isotropic compression tests on the Norrköping clay, Section 5.2, i t was 

found that the horizontal deformations were larger at stresses lower than the in situ 

horizontal preconsolidation pressure and, consequently, in the 'elastic' region the soil 

was stiffer in the vertical direction. Hence it follows that the stiffness, in this sense, 

does not explain the initial undrained stress path for the Norrköping clay. A 'structure' 

parameter should rather be involved to explain and to model the pore pressure 

developed, perhaps not only in the 'elastic' range, but also in the plastic range. 

I t should be emphasised that by 'elastic' range for a natural clay is here meant stress 

states with vertical and horizontal stresses lower than the in situ vertical and horizontal 

preconsohdation pressures respectively. When the in situ vertical and horizontal 

preconsohdation pressures are reached or exceeded, the plastic range is entered. Recent 

experimental investigations of soil behaviour (see Subsection 1.2.2) have revealed that 

the range of true elasticity is much smaller than that defined by the in situ 

preconsohdation pressures. Therefore, for a soft compressible clay like the Norrköping 

clay, i t is not surprising i f the compressibihty rather than the 'elastic' stiffness should 

govern the development of the pore pressure. 

However, there is, in general, an uncertainty whether the observed initial undrained 

stress path actually is wholly representative for the behaviour of a natural soil 

(Larsson, 1997). When comparing the behaviour of different clays, factors like strain 

rate, permeability, and stress plane to represent the results, can often be disregarded 

when they are similar or the same. However, factors like sample disturbance, time for 
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consolidation, diffusion or leakage, etc., might influence the stress path and thus 

mislead the interpretation. Most often, a certain degree of OCR, say 1.3, is needed to 

obtain a stress path moving to the right. In some tests, the horizontal preconsolidation 

pressure might be exceeded during the consolidation phase (due to the difficulty to 

determine it exactly), also when the specimen is overconsohdated in the vertical 

direction. Another question is whether the effect of creep contributes to a higher pore 

pressure increase. I t has been established that a higher water content (void ratio) 

increases the creep effects, e.g. Mesri (1973) and Larsson (1986). A n undrained 

effective stress path e.g. moving to the left could also e.g. be caused by a low OCR, 

disturbance of sample, too short time for consohdation, diffusion, leakage, and low 

strain rate. 

I t is difficult to estimate the influence of these 'uncertainties' on the results obtained 

for the tests reported in Table 6.4. The number of clays studied in this investigation are 

quite few. Therefore, the validity of the two hypotheses need to be further explored. 

6.3 BEHAVIOUR UNDER UNDRAINED T R I A X I A L EXTENSION 

6.3.1 jBTo-consolidated specimens 

Shear curves obtained f rom five performed K0 -consohdated undrained triaxial 

extension tests on the Norrköping clay, CKoUEl-CKoUE5, are shown in the q — £a 

diagram in Fig. 6.25 a. In the diagrams with results f rom extension tests, regions of 

compression (o* a> 0%) and extension (o%> o~a) are separated and tensile strains are 

represented by negative values. A t axial strains less than 0.25%, the initial deviator 

stress-axial strain response corresponds well to the results f rom the CKoUC 

compression tests, both f rom a qualitative and quantitative point of view. However, the 

q - ea curves for the extension tests, start to bend, i.e. become less steep, at a shghtly 

smaller axial strain. Failure, defined by the peak deviator stress, is obtained at larger 

strains (ea = 1.8-3.2%; tests CKoUE2-CKoUE5) than in the compression tests. Beyond 

the peak, softening takes place, but not as distinctly, and not of the same magnitude, as 

for the compression tests. Still , this demonstrates a significant break down of the 

structure, taking place also under extension. At large strains, the deviator stress 

changes very little. Qualitatively, the CKoUC compression and CKoUE extension tests 

show similar responses in the investigated strain range. When comparing the undrained 

shear strength (see Section 6.4), i t is found that extension tests give lower values in 

comparison with the compression tests, i.e. the clay shows anisotropy in undrained 

shear strength. 
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Figure 6.25 Deviator stress and pore pressure changes versus axial strain for the K0 -

consolidated undrained extension tests (CKoUEl-CKoUE5). 

At the start of undrained shear, in this particular mode with decreasing vertical stress, 

the pore pressure decreases and reaches a minimum value at relatively small strains 

(e a =0.22-0.86%, tests CKoUE2-CKoUE5). Thereafter it increases and becomes 

approximately constant at large strains, Fig. 6.25 b. The initial pore pressure reduction 

is caused by the decrease of the total mean stress (oa decreases and 0% is kept 

constant). Concurrently with the extension of the specimen in the axial direction the 

axial stress decreases and already at small strains the radial stress becomes higher than 

the axial stress. In the radial direction compressive strains develop already at small 

axial strains which results in increasing deviator strains. Since the specimens were 

consohdated at radial effective stresses equal to or slightly less than the in situ 

horizontal preconsolidation pressures, only small increases in effective stress were 

needed for reaching the preconsohdation pressure. The increase of pore pressure, after 
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the initial decrease, is partly due to the increasing deformation in the horizontal 

direction which results in a break down of the structure, and partly due to the fact that 

yielding with larger plastic strains starts when the horizontal preconsolidation pressure 

is reached. The specimen f rom 3 m depth shows deviating results. In Fig. 6.26, the 

variation of stresses (a'a, o~'r, o a - o r , u ) with the axial strain is shown for two of the 

extension tests. 

-26 - 2 4 - 2 2 - 2 0 - 1 8 - 1 6 - 1 4 - 1 2 - 1 0 - 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 0 

Axial strain, ea (%) 

Figure 6.26 Variation of stresses (a'a, a'r, oa-or,u) versus axial strain for the tests 

CKoUE4 and CKoUE5. 

Three of the five extension tests show similar effective stress paths throughout the 

whole strain range, Figs. 6.27 and 6.28. The mean effective stress decreases 

continuously during shear and, as mentioned above, the deviator stress-axial strain 

response shows softening behaviour. In Fig. 6.28, also three failure hnes are drawn 

with the same friction angle 0' = 30° but with different cohesion intercepts c'. The 

line with c' = 0 is a reference line and the hne with c' = 3.8 kPa a failure hne on the 

'safe side'. The failure hne with c' =7 .1 kPa is based on the peak values of the shear 

stress f rom the results for the specimens from 6 and 7m depth. This failure line seems 

to be representative also for the end-of-test state of deformation and as an average 

failure hne for all five extension tests. I f the failure line is based on the peak values of 
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the shear stress for the specimens from 6 and 7m depth, the alternative sets of strength 

parameters 0' = 47.9° with c' = 0 or 0' = 35.3° with c' = 4.9 kPa are obtained. 

Mean effective stress, p' (kPa) 

Figure 6.27 Effective stress paths in the p'-q plane for the K0-consolidated undrained 

extension tests, and the line defined by M* = 0.86 (corresponding to an 

effective friction angle of <j>' = 30°). 
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Test and depth 

Mean effective stress, s' (kPa) 

Figure 6.28 Effective stress paths in the s'-t plane for the K0 -consolidated undrained 
extension tests, and three failure lines. 

6.3.2 Comparison between undrained triaxial extension and compression tests 

The results from the K0 -consohdated undrained compression and extension tests 

indicate a failure hne in extension which corresponds to a higher friction angle 

compared to that obtained f r o m the compression tests, (p^ ~ (1.2-1.3)0^ . 

Alternatively, i f the friction angle is assumed to be constant, 0' = 30°, an intercept is 

obtained in the extension tests which is 2-2.5 times higher than that obtained in the 

compression tests. Mayne (1985) summarised test results f r o m a large number of 

different clays and concluded that for undrained shear tests the evaluated friction angle 

is normally higher for extension, ø^ ( = (1.0-1.5)0' . Saada et al. (1994) point out 

that 0' varies with the direction of the main principal stress and with possible 

anisotropy. (The undrained shear strength of the Norrköping clay is lower in 

extension than in compression tests, see Section 6.4.) 

In Figs. 6.29 and 6.30, the ^-consolidated compression and extension tests are 

represented in stress planes normalised with respect to the in situ vertical 

preconsolidation pressure at the corresponding depth for each sample. I t can be 

observed that the normalised effective stress paths coincide relatively well , especially 
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for the compression tests, which motivates a normalisation of stresses with respect to 

o'vc. The spread in the normalised stress paths in extension may be due partly to 

different values of K0nc i n the natural soil, partly to a possible shght exceeding of the 

horizontal preconsolidation stress during consohdation. 

Normahsed Mean effective stress, p' / o~'Vi 

Figure 6.29 Normalised effective stress paths in the p' /a'vc-q/ a'vc plane for the K0 -
consolidated undrained compression and extension tests (CKoUC l-CKoUC5 

and CKoUEl-CKoUE5 respectively). 
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6.3.3 Deformation modes 

For the K0 -consohdated undrained triaxial extension tests on the Norrköping clay, the 

specimens developed a significant waist at large strains. In Fig. 6.31 a specimen (of 

Stockholm clay, see Subsection 4.3.2) which has developed a waist is shown. For one 

of the specimens, test CKoUE4, two crossing shear planes were observed visually 

before or at the start of the 'necking'. A t an axial strain of about 3%, both shear planes 

were only faintly visible. Results f rom the CK 0 UE4 test gave, in comparison with the 

other extension tests, a relatively high maximum undrained shear strength and the most 

significant softening of all five tests. During the extension tests, the waist could be 

faintly visible at ea = 3-5% and observed as a distinct localised deformed zone at sa = 

7-10%. This means that the specimens failed for a peak deviator stress before the waist 

was visible and that the specimens therefore can be regarded as fairly cylindrical at 

failure. However, once the waist is developed the largest deformations take place in 

this zone and the axial stress w i l l be underestimated, see Subsection 6.6.2. 
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For the five ^-consolidated undrained triaxial extension tests on Stockholm clay 

(STs), the waist was faintly visible at ea = 4-5% and clearly developed at ea = 6-9%. 

However, for this clay, no distinct peak of the deviator stress was obtained. 

Figure 6.31 A specimen of Stockholm clay which has developed a typical waist in an 

undrained triaxial extension test. 
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6.4 UNDRAINED SHEAR STRENGTH 

6.4.1 Introduction 

In this section, the undrained compression (active) and extension (passive) shear 

strengths, based on the results from the ^-consolidated compression (CKoUC 1-5) 

and extension (CKqUEI-5) tests respectively, are discussed. These tests were chosen 

for evaluation of undrained shear strength, since the specimens were consohdated for 

the in situ stresses and thus the behaviour representative of the in situ properties, see 

Subsection 4.3.2. The undrained shear strength was evaluated according to total as well 

as effective stress analysis, Fig. 6.32. With the Mohr-Coulomb failure theory, the shear 

strength is evaluated in a plane which is inclined 45±0 ' /2° to the horizontal plane 

when effective stresses are studied, and 45° when total stresses are studied (<j)= 0 is 

assumed). 

The shear strength according to total stress analysis was evaluated as half the 

deviator stress at failure, i.e. = (q^/ 2) = ^ (<r ; ' - o - j ) , Fig. 6.32. The shear 

strength t f according to effective stress analysis was analytically calculated for the 

stress state at failure ( q ^ ) corresponding to the tangential point between the Mohr-

Coulomb failure hne and the Mohr stress circle, Fig. 6.32. In the effective stress 

analysis, no intercept ( c ' = 0) was used to locate the failure hne. The extension shear 

strengths, T'£ and %f, were evaluated in the same way as the corresponding 

compression shear strengths. 

In principle, the behaviour of clays is better described by effective stresses than total 

stresses, also for undrained conditions, see e.g. Muir Wood (1990). On the other hand, 

effective stress analysis of geotechnical f ie ld problems requires calculations of 

developed pore pressures, and this far no rehable methods to predict pore pressures 

exist. For this reason the total stress analysis is still used in undrained situations. Thus, 

for undrained conditions, total stresses are still regarded when the undrained shear 

strength is used in hand calculation methods. Therefore, the shear strength according to 

an effective stress analysis was determined and compared with the shear strength 

obtained by an total stress analysis. During the 1970's and later on, Ladd (1985) among 

others argued that the undrained shear strength should be evaluated according to 

effective stress analysis as the shear stress at failure in the plane according to Mohr-

Coulomb or in the actual failure plane. However, this proposal did not become 

estabhshed. 

The variation of the shear strength with depth is here of particular interest. It is 

expected that below the zone affected by the dry crust, the undrained shear strength 
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increases with depth since the in situ vertical o'vc and horizontal preconsohdation 

pressures o"^, as well as the overburden pressure increase with depth (see Table 4.3 in 

Section 4.2). The compression strength is expected to be higher than the extension 

strength for the studied depths because a'vc is higher than a'^. The results wi l l be 

compared to previous proposed empirical relations regarding normalisation of 

undrained shear strength with respect to the in situ vertical preconsolidation pressure. 

6.4.2 Results 

In Fig. 6.33, the evaluated undrained shear strength in compression ( T ^ M P ) and 

extension ( T ^ ) according to total stress analysis, as well as the shear strength in 

compression (rc

]f

omp) and extension ( t f ) according to effective stress analysis, are 

shown as functions of the depth. The empirical relation t'^'" = Q33a'vc (with the in 

situ vertical preconsohdation pressure at the corresponding depth used, Table 4.3) for 

triaxial compression tests suggested for Swedish clays by Larsson et al. (1984), is 

included in Fig. 6.33, and also a 'design' shear strength T * " , based on results from 

fall-cone tests, f ield vane shear tests, and direct shear tests, performed at the SGI, 

Möller and Ähnberg (1992), see Fig. 6.34. When normalising the shear strength, Figs. 

6.35 and 6.36, the in situ vertical preconsolidation pressure at the corresponding depth 

was used. 
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Figure 6.33 Different calculated values of the shear strength versus depth below ground 

surface (3-7 m) for the K0 -consolidated undrained triaxial compression and 
extension tests. 

The undrained shear strength evaluated as TJ"p increases with depth, except for the 

specimens f rom 4 and 5m depth. The shear strength xjmp is approximately constant 

down to 5m depth, after which i t increases markedly down to 6m and only slightly 

further to 7m depth. The common trend for the test results on the Norrköping clay f rom 

SGI, Fig. 6.34 (fall-cone, f ield vane shear, and direct shear tests), is that the shear 

strength increases significantly between 5 and 6m depth, and stays constant (or even 

decreasing with depth) at 6 and 7m depth. At 3-5 m depth, however, the results varies 

with depth for the different methods, Fig. 6.34. 

The results f rom the direct shear tests performed at SGI, Fig. 6.34, give the same 

variation of the undrained shear strength from 3 to 7m depth as the results obtained in 

this study based on triaxial compression tests (xcpmp). When comparing the different 

test methods, it appears that the triaxial test and the direct shear test give the most 

consistent and rehable values of the undrained shear strength. (It should be born in 

mind that different experimental tests and in situ loading give rise to different 

deformation modes as well as stress and strain paths which, especially for an 

anisotropic soil, can result in a relatively large spread of the evaluated values of x^.) 

The variation of T £ 7 and x}omp with depth is qualitatively similar to that of Tdim, Fig. 

6.33. The empirical relation xc^iri quite well predicts the strength xc^p. This is also 

seen in Fig. 6.35 where results f rom tests on other Scandinavian natural clays are 

included, Larsson et al. (1984). In the figure, however, i t can be noticed that for 
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compression the normahsed undrained shear strength appears to increase with 

increasing liquid hmit wL. For wL > 75%, the undrained shear strength may be 

underestimated and for wL < 75% it may be overestimated i f the empirical relation 

x™pm = 0.33o"4 is adopted. Therefore, an empirical relation 

xp /c'vc = 0.273+0.00077w t (6.7) 

is proposed for the undrained shear strength in compression, where wL is given in 

percentage. Eqn. (6.7) is based on a hnear regression analysis, and should hold for in 

situ slightly overconsohdated and normally consohdated soft inorganic clays, Fig. 6.36. 

Concerning extension tests, the results show that the undrained shear strength x'£ 

decreases from 3 to 5m depth, after which it markedly increases, Fig. 6.33. For x'f the 

strength increases with depth. 

Figure 6.34 Undrained shear strength of the Norrköping clay evaluated from laboratory 

tests and field vane tests (from Möller and Ahnberg, 1992). 
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Figure 6.35 Undrained shear strength versus vertical preconsolidation pressure and liquid 

limit. The results from the triaxial tests on the Norrköping clay have been 

supplemented with results from other Scandinavian inorganic clays (after 

Larsson et al, 1984). 

At two depths, x^ is as high as xcpp (or even higher) which is unexpected. A t the 

other three investigated depths, the quantitative difference is quite large, x^ / xc

}°l

mp = 

0.78 in average. The normahsed shear strength values ( T ^ / o~'vc), 0.33 for the five 

compression tests and 0.26 for the selected three extension tests, should be compared 

to the values for Scandinavian clays reported by Larsson (1980); 0.33-0.34 in 

compression tests and 0.21-0.26 in extension tests. For a wide range of soft clays 

outside Sweden an average value of x^ / a'vc = 0.32 in compression, was reported 

(Jamiolkowski et al., 1985; Mesri, 1989). The relatively high values of x^ for the 

Norrköping clay, compared to what is earher reported, may be due to the relatively 

high apphed radial effective stresses during consolidation. 

The inclination of the shear plane, when only one dominating shear plane was 

developed, was measured for four of the specimens f rom all different types of tests 

(see Subsection 6.2.5). The average value (for the four specimens) of the angle defined 

by the shear plane and the horizontal plane was 52°, an angle in between the one 

suggested by the total stress analysis (45°) and the effective stress analysis (60°, i f 

<j>' =30° assumed), see the discussion above. In the triaxial tests performed, however, 
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boundary effects may have affected the shear planes developed including the 

orientation of them (see Subsection 6.2.5). 
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Figure 6.36 Undrained compression shear strength versus vertical preconsolidation 

pressure and liquid limit, and suggested empirical relations. 

I f the undrained shear strength, evaluated from the triaxial test results, is determined by 

an effective stress analysis i n comparison with a total stress analysis, the values 

(xjmp, x f ) are closer to what is expected. Firstly, both the compression (x c

f°
m p) and 

extension ( x f ) strength increases with depth and, secondly, the numerical difference 

between them is significant at all depths. These results support that effective stresses, 

in comparison with total stresses, better describe the strength of soils. Saada et al. 

(1994) e.g. mean that saturated clays also during undrained conditions should be 

regarded as frictional materials. The rehabihty of undrained strength parameters, 

evaluated according to total stress analysis (and used in geotechnical calculations), can 

therefore to some extent be questioned. Perhaps the traditionally used total stress 

analysis, with the strength parameter x^, should be replaced by an effective stress 

analysis, with the strength parameter x (x = c' + o' tanfy') also for undrained 

situations, provided that the pore pressures can be determined. 
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6.5 BEHAVIOUR UNDER DRAINED T R I A X I A L COMPRESSION 

6.5.1 Isotropically and anisotropically consolidated specimens 

Results f rom five conventional chained triaxial compression tests on the Norrköping 

clay are shown in Figs. 6.37-6.41 (see also Table 4.9 in Subsection 4.3.2). The 

consohdation stresses clearly affect the following shear responses, and three different 

types of behaviour are identified. At lower consolidation stresses, and for the lightly 

overconsohdated specimens in tests C I D l and CID2, yielding and failure almost 

coincide. Due to the naturally overconsolidated state of the specimens in these tests, 

the response of the soil up to failure is mainly 'elastic' (see Subsection 6.2.7 

concerning 'elastic'). After the maximum deviator stress is reached, Figs. 6.37 and 

6.38, the q - £a curves reveal an almost perfectly plastic response of the soil. (The 

specimens maintain the homogeneous cyhndrical shape in all f ive tests, although 

failure, in the meaning of a peak value of deviator stress, is reached in at least one 

test.) 

For the specimens in the tests CID3 and C A D I , a hardening process takes place after 

6-8% of axial strain and the deviator stress then increases significantly. Since the 

specimens in these two tests are consohdated at stresses in the vicinity of the natural 

yield surface, yielding starts at small strains. (In Subsection 7.4.1 yield stresses 

evaluated f rom the tests C I D l , CID2, C A D I , and CID3, are presented and an 

experimental yield curve sketched.) Failure, in the sense of a peak stress, is not 

obtained. For the test C A D I there is no tendency to either a peak failure or reaching of 

an asymptotic upper limit of the q - £a curve. There is neither an indication that the 

volume change w i l l terminate at ea = 25%, implying that a critical state is not reached. 

This behaviour is explained by the continuous consolidation which occurs concurrently 

with the increase of the stresses. 

The q - sa curve for the specimen normally consohdated for higher stresses, test CID4 

in Fig. 6.37, can be considered to consist of three parts. The first part is fairly hnear 

and indicates an initial stiff response. In the following part, the curve strongly bends 

and then becomes approximately linear. In the third part, at axial strains larger than 

6%, the slope of the curve slowly dechnes. The clay specimen in this test was highly 

destructured at start of shear due to the high isotropic consohdation stresses and 

yielding occurred throughout the shear test without failure. For all five specimens, the 

initial deviator stress-axial strain response was relatively stiff. 
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Figure 6.37 Deviator stress and volumetric strain versus axial strain for the conventional 

drained tests. 

In Fig. 6.39, the change of the axial effective stress a'a and the development of the 

excess pore pressure Au at the undrained end of the specimen are plotted against the 

axial strain for some of the drained tests. A strong similarity between the a'a - £a curve 

in the figure and the typical isotropic compression and oedometer compression 

responses can be observed (see Figs. 5.1 and 5.5). The excess pore pressure, in the test 

C A D I measured at one end of the specimen, is almost zero. Due to the normally 

consolidated state, and perhaps to some extent to a somewhat higher deformation rate, 

positive excess pore pressures, with a maximum value at £ a = 5-10%, develop in the 

tests CID3 and CID4. The higher excess pore pressure in the test CID4 may depend on 

the higher consolidation stress in this test and the belonging lowered void ratio and 
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permeability. Based on these results, the tests C I D l and CID2 were performed with 

double sided drainage, with the assumption that the pore pressure inside the specimen 

should deviate very httle f rom the back pressure apphed at the ends. For the tests 

where single sided drainage was used ( C A D I , CID3, and CID4), the radial effective 

stress in the specimen was not constant as desired, but varied with the distribution of 

the excess pore pressure, see Subsections 4.3.2 and 4.4.3. 
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Figure 6.38 Deviator stress versus axial strain for four of the five conventional drained 

tests. 

I f the in situ vertical preconsohdation pressure a'vc is evaluated from the a'a - Ep 

curve, in the same way as for the CRS-oedometer tests (Sällfors, 1975), as Larsson 

(1981a) proposed, the values G'VC~ 45 kPa for the test C A D I and cr^- 52 kPa for the 

test CID3 are obtained. I f the start of the pore pressure increase at the undrained end is 

assumed to indicate the point where 0"v'c is exceeded, a value of aL.= 53 kPa at 

£ a =1 .2% is obtained for the test C A D I . As another alternative evaluation, the ea - e p 

curve can be studied and a break point searched for. For the test CID3, a value of 

o"yC=57 kPa at ea= 1% is obtained in this way. According to Möller and Ahnberg 

(1992), a'vc~ 51 kPa f r o m CRS-oedometer tests on specimens from 5.0 m depth (see 

Section 4.2). I f an average value of the preconsohdation pressure evaluated in the three 

different ways is calculated, the value G'VC~ 52 kPa is obtained which is close to the 

one determined by the CRS. The different methods, used to identify o~[c, give 

somewhat varying numerical values and illustrate the difficulty in unambiguously 

defining the preconsohdation pressure, or, more generally, a yield stress. Furthermore, 

subjective considerations of the person evaluating the results may also affect the 

evaluation. 
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Figure 6.39 Pore pressure changes and axial effective stress versus axial strain for three of 

the five conventional drained tests. 

A l l tested specimens showed a contractant behaviour. The comparably smaller volume 

changes in the tests C I D l and CID2 are explained by the fact that the stress paths 

mainly move in the 'elastic' region. In the test C I D l with OCR = 4.6, the results 

showed softening and a reduction of the volume change corresponding to an axial 

strain shghtly before the maximum deviator stress. For all test specimens, the rate of 

volume change decreases with further straining, but also at large strains large volume 

changes take place. 

In the stress plane, a failure hne, corresponding to <j>' = 30° ( c ' = 0 kPa), and defining 

the critical state, is indicated f rom the results, Figs. 6.40 and 6.41. However, critical 

state is far f rom being reached at the end of shear for the five tests, as volume changes 

are still taking place. The parameters <p' = 30° and c'= 0.03 o'c were suggested to 

describe the drained shear strength of Swedish overconsohdated clays, Larsson et al. 

(1984). The tests on the two naturally overconsolidated specimens ( C I D l and CID2) 

results in one shghtly lower and one shghtly higher value compared to this empirical 

relation. The failure hne in drained shear for naturally overconsohdated specimens of 

the Norrköping clay, may be located below the corresponding failure hne for naturally 

overconsohdated specimens in undrained shear, see Subsection 6.2.2. I f this is the 

case, the overconsohdated effective stress failure hne is not unique. However, the 

critical state hne appears to be defined by 0' = 30° ( c ' = 0 kPa), independently of 

drainage conditions. 
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Figure 6.40 Effective stress paths in the p'-q plane for the conventional drained tests and 

the line defined by M = 1.20 (corresponding to (j)' = 30°). 
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Figure 6.41 Effective stress paths in the s'-t plane for the conventional drained tests and 

the line defined by <j>' = 30°. 

Larsson (1981a) reported similar results f rom drained triaxial tests on clay f rom 

Bäckebol, where the specimens were consohdated for axial and radial stresses lower 

than the in situ vertical and horizontal preconsohdation pressures respectively. Wong 
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and Mitchell (1975) studied a cemented Champlain Sea clay and concluded that 

extremely large volumetric strains (up to £ p = 50%) were required to reach a 

completely destructured state. Crawford (1959) sheared normally consohdated 

undisturbed Leda clay up to ea = 20%, and got similar results (q - ea, AV / V0 - ea) as 

in test CID4, with the exception that the q - ea curve after i t strongly bends remains 

approximately hnear up to the end-of-test strain. 

Creep effects are believed to affect the soil response by excess pore pressure 

development in undrained shear and by larger volumetric compression and larger shear 

deformations in drained shear. Creep effects appear at all strain rates and i t is difficult 

to generalise the influence on the soil behaviour. However, creep effects can most 

hkely not result in increased strength or higher evaluated friction angles. 

6.6 CORRECTIONS TO T R I A X I A L TEST D A T A 

6.6.1 Introduction 

In order to obtain relevant results f rom triaxial tests, corrections to the measured data 

are often necessary. However, i t is not always obvious what factors should be 

considered and neither how corrections should be made. For a relevant correction, the 

deformation mode of the specimen and the deformation pattern of the membrane 

surrounding the specimen should be continuously observed during testing. The 

deformation mode is most often referred to one of the two types 'barrel shape' or 

'single shear plane', see Section 2.4. Depending on which deformation mode that is 

assumed, the corrections for e.g. specimen area and stiffness of the membrane w i l l be 

different. 

6.6.2 Discussion 

Which are the possible corrections and how can they be calculated? In Table 6.5 the 

most common corrections to triaxial test data are hsted, after Head (1986). The 

comments given in Table 6.5 refer to the tests performed in this study. 

For the triaxial test results presented in this study, corrections were applied for area 

change of the specimen, stiffness of the membrane, and friction of the piston for axial 

loading. Other corrections were considered to be of no or minor importance for the test 

results. 

In a few tests, filter paper side drains were used. These were placed vertically for 

compression tests and, according to the recommendations given by N G I (Berre, 1981), 

in spirals for extension tests. The filter paper used becomes very soft upon wetting and 
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looses the stiffness. For these reasons, the influence of the filter paper was assumed to 

be negligible. 

Table 6.5 Corrections to triaxial test data (after Head, 1986). 

Type of correction Comments 

Area corrections of the specimen One of the deformation modes 'barrel shape' 

or 'single shear plane' is assumed 

One of the deformation modes 'barrel shape' 

or 'single shear plane' is assumed; the 

absorption and the diffusion through the 

mbber membrane can be taken into account 

when calculating volume changes (not 

considered)  

One of the deformation modes 'barrel shape' 

or 'single shear plane' is assumed; the 

influence of side drains which are placed 

according to practice and softens upon 

wetting can be neglected  

Corrections of axial stresses due to piston Frictional losses arise in the piston when 

friction axial load is applied  

Volume changes in back pressure line Expansion of pressure line due to pressure 

increase can cause volume changes (not 

considered)  

Volume changes in cell pressure line during Normally not of interest to consider changes 

saturation, consolidation and shear of volume of the cell water  

Pipeline pressure losses To be considered in permeability tests  

For correction of the cross-sectional area of the specimen and of the membrane 

stiffness, i t was assumed that the specimen remained straight cylindrical or barrel 

shaped throughout the interval studied. However, as was shown previously in this 

chapter, the deformation was sometimes localised to one or more distinct shear planes. 

(The deformation modes developed in the tests are presented in Subsections 6.2.5, 

6.3.3, and 6.5.1.) It is diff icult to quantify the effects of the membrane stiffness and to 

calculate the effective area of the specimen when the deformation localises to a shear 

plane. The strain corresponding to the change from a homogeneous (or barrel shaped) 

to a locahsed state is also diff icul t to identify because of the gradual transition between 

these two states. To do this the deformation process must be observed. For the tests 

reported in this study, it has been tried not to include the strain interval in which the 

stretching of the membrane is significant, i.e. the situation after locahsation of 

deformation to distinct shear planes appears. 

Corrections of axial and radial stresses due 

to stiffness of the membrane and corrections 

of volume changes 

Corrections of axial and radial stresses due 

to side drains (filter paper) 
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Area corrections 

During triaxial testing with the equipment described in Section 3.1, the cross-sectional 

area of the specimen is continuously corrected by the computer program under the 

assumption that the specimen retains its cylindrical shape. The updated cross-sectional 

area is obtained through 

A = Y ^ L = A 0

l + A V / y o (6.8) 
h0+Ah l + Ah/h0 

where Ag is the cross-sectional area, h0 is the height and V0 is the volume of the 

specimen at the start of the test. Further, Ah denotes the change of the height and AV 

the change of the volume, see also Subsection 3.1.2. 

For undrained triaxial compression tests, a barrel shape gradually develops with 
increasing axial strain (provided that a single shear plane is not developed). This leads 
to a corrected cross-sectional area of the equivalent right cylinder which is larger than 

the area at the ends of the actual specimen but smaller than the area at its mid height, 

Fig. 6.42. Therefore, the computed axial stress aa is larger than the axial stress in the 
middle part of the specimen where the largest deformations take place. 

The undrained compression test CAU2 can be taken as an example of the axial stress 

distribution. After the test was terminated (at ea= 18%), the specimen had developed a 

typical barrel shape in quite a symmetrical way. The cross-sectional area of the intact 

specimen was then measured. The diameter at the mid height, where the radial 

expansion was largest, measured 59.0 mm which corresponds to an area of 2734 mm 2 . 

I f this area is used to calculate aa, in comparison with the equivalent area 2350 mm 2 

(diameter 54.7 mm), the difference in axial stress is Aaa = oe

a

qu = 3.4 kPa, or 

13% compared to the current axial effective stress a'a = 26 kPa. With increasing axial 

strain, the difference o~equ - o1^ increases as the barrel shape becomes more and more 

significant. 

According to La Rochelle et al. (1988), the area correction in Eqn. (6.8) is accurate 

enough as long as the specimen is barrel shaped. Germaine and Ladd (1988) 

recommend to use the cross-sectional area at the mid height when a barrel shape 

develops. At larger strains, these different principles may lead to significant 

differences in the calculated axial stresses which should be considered. 

In extension tests, where the specimen extends in the axial direction, a waist is most 

often developed, Fig. 6.42. For this deformation mode, the equivalent area w i l l be 

larger than the area in the zone where the waist develops, i.e. the zone where the 

largest deformations take place, and thus the axial stress is underestimated. 
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Figure 6.42 Assumed equivalent shape (area) compared to real shape. 

Membrane corrections 

The rubber membrane, surrounding the lateral surface of the specimen, may contribute 

to the stiffness of the specimen both in triaxial compression and extension. In this 

study, the results f rom the triaxial tests have been corrected for the stiffness of the 

membrane according to the expression, 

itdnM_ 
= .-^0<~memea (kPa) (6.9) 

proposed by Bishop and Henkel (1962). Here 

A 

initial diameter of the specimen (mm) 

'stiffness modulus' of the rubber membrane, experimentally determined 

to 0.38 N/mm (= 1100 kPa for Young's modulus) 

axial strain (in decimal number) 

cross-sectional area of the specimen (mm 2) at ea 

The triaxial compression and extension tests in this study, drained as well as undrained 

tests, were all corrected according to (6.9). The corrected axial stress Aaa is 

subtracted in compression and added in extension to the calculated axial stress. With 

d0 = 50 mm and = 0.38 N/mm, the correction Aoa in undrained shear is about 

-1.5 kPa at ea = 5% and -4 kPa at ea = 15% for compression tests and about +1.5 kPa 

and +5.5 kPa at the corresponding strains in extension. These values are not to be 

neglected for low values of deviator stress or at larger strains. 

Depending on how the membrane is deformed, the contribution to the measured axial 

and radial stresses are different. La Rochelle et al. (1988) performed an extensive study 

on the influence of the membrane for the two cases of deformation; barrel shape and 
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deformation along a single shear plane. I f the membrane acts smoothly against the 

specimen, an interaction is assumed (the membrane acts as a shell), and the influence 

of the axial stress is important to consider. However, i f the membrane is folded an 

increase of the radial stress is obtained and i t is the radial stress that has to be 

corrected. For the case of folding, the magnitude of correction of stresses is smaller. La 

Rochelle et al. (1988) also included a correction of the radial stress due to the pressure 

that the membrane creates upon mounting. This correction is small and can often be 

neglected. The Bishop and Henkel correction, Eqn. (6.9), assumes an interaction 

between the soil and the membrane and that the specimen remains straight cyhndrical. 

There seems to be different opinions regarding the appropriate method for correcting 

axial and radial stresses due to membrane stiffness. According to the standard 

procedure at NGI, Berre (1981), the correction of the axial stress is of the same size as 

that according to the Bishop and Henkel method. However, Head (1986) suggests 

lower values based on a compromise of many proposals. La Rochelle et al. (1988) 

mean that the correction according to Bishop and Henkel shghtly underestimates the 

necessary correction of axial stress and they also point out the importance of observing 

the deformation pattern of the specimen and the membrane during testing. For the tests 

performed in this study only the axial stress was corrected. 

For the drained tests on the Norrköping clay, Section 6.5, folding of the membrane was 

observed at larger strains, say 5-10% axial strains. Therefore, a too high reduction of 

the axial stress may have been applied at larger strains. The suggestions given by La 

Rochelle et al. (1988) concerning the situation when the membrane folds, lead to a 

correction of the radial stress (an increase) but not of the axial stress which results in a 

decrease of the deviator stress and an increase of the mean effective stress. For 

comparison, the triaxial tests could also be analysed without any correction of the 

membrane stiffness in order to study the possible differences in results. However, such 

comparisons were left out in this study. 

Friction corrections 

The axial force (or pressure) apphed to the specimen must be corrected because of the 

frictional losses in the piston in the mechanical system (GDS, 1988; see Section 3.3 

and Subsection 4.4.3). Thus, the axial stress in the specimen is corrected according to 

the expression 

Aoa =^-(±F) (kPa) (6.10) 
A 

where 
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a effective area in lower chamber 

A updated cross-sectional area of the specimen 

F frictional loss, in terms of pressure losses in the lower chamber; positive in 

extension and negative in compression (kPa) 

For the triaxial tests in this study, the frictional pressure loss F has varied between 0.5 

and 2 kPa which approximately correspond to values of Aaa between 0.8 and 3 kPa. 

This is in agreement with the limits given by the manufacturer (GDS, 1988). It is 

important to keep the frictional loss small and to correct for it, especially for the low 

deviator stresses developed when testing soft clay. 

The first calculated value of axial stress for the shear phase of the isotropically 

consohdated specimens in this study, are in general not ful ly representative of the axial 

stress acting on the specimen. Due to frictional losses the cell pressure is not fully 

transmitted to the lower chamber. Furthermore, before the upward movement of the 

piston begins (compression test), the axial force is transmitted f rom the cell to the 

lower chamber and this is reversed when the upward movement has started. The first 

increment of axial stress (calculated for the situation just before the piston movement 

starts) was not corrected for this and therefore the initial value of deviator stress (or 

shear stress) is for some tests represented below the zero value in the stress-strain and 

stress path diagrams. 

6.7 SOURCES OF ERRORS 

6.7.1 Introduction 

In advanced laboratory tests on soils, such as triaxial testing, several sources of errors 

are often present. I t is important to identify these possible errors and to try to avoid or 

minimise them. In order to achieve rehable results, the equipment (mechanics, 

electronics) must be maintained and regularly serviced and cahbrated, well estabhshed 

testing procedures must be used and careful documentation during testing must be 

done. In addition, the appropriate corrections to the triaxial test data, see Section 6.6, 

must be apphed. 

Errors in measurements might be divided into the three main categories: mistakes, 

systematic errors, and observational errors, Head (1986). Mistakes are errors caused by 

the operator, such as wrong zero setting o f the instrument, misreading, and errors due 

to accidental movement of the equipment. Systematic errors are present when the test 

starts, e.g. errors in the instruments used, wrong procedure used by the operator, and 

neglecting important pre-tests. Observational errors are due to numerous small effects 

which are beyond the control of the operator, such as instable electronics causing 

fluctuations of measured data. 
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In the following discussion, sources of errors pointed out above w i l l not be treated 

further. Instead, other factors which might influence the experimentally determined 

mechanical response of the studied clay w i l l be discussed. In general, the influence of 

different factors on the results is highly dependent on the type of test and on what 

particular parameter or behaviour is to be evaluated. For the tests performed in this 

study, the accuracy of measurements of stresses has in general been more emphasised 

than the measurements of strains and volume changes, since the study was more 

focused on stresses than on strains. However, the stress-strain relations have also been 

of particular interest. In Section 3.1 the accuracy and the principles for measurements 

of pressures, volumes and deformations were discussed. 

6.7.2 Discussion 

When transporting the soil samples f rom the Norrköping area to Luleå, the sample 

tubes have been carefully encased in special boxes, and taken as hand-luggage by 

flight or transported by car. To reduce the disturbance of the clay, great effort has been 

taken to avoid vibrations, impacts and negative temperatures. 

The samples have been stored in a cold-storage room at the temperature 4-5 °C for 

different time periods (up to 2 years before being used). No effects caused by storage 

time were revealed at determination of the water content upon preparation of 

specimens. However, i t is difficult to judge whether the storage time could have 

influenced the mechanical properties of the soil, e.g. a strength increase or decrease, 

caused by stress relaxation or chemical processes. (Hypothetically, two or more 

sources of errors could also neutralise each other, and their individual effects are 

hidden since the resulting soil response is not significantly affected. A disturbance of a 

sample upon sampling in situ can e.g. be compensated by chemical reactions while the 

sample is kept in the sample tube.) 

No X-ray analysis was made on the soil samples. When selecting the test specimens, 

the samples were studied by ocular inspection and visually inhomogeneous samples or 

samples of inferior quality were discarded, e.g. where fissures or silt layers were 

visible. For the samples used, the 'best' part of the material in each tube was chosen 

according to experience. 

The Norrköping clay was taken by a field crew from SGI using a Swedish standard 

piston sampler, St I . This type of sampler was developed in an extensive research 

program performed by the SGI (Kallstenius, 1958, 1963) and has proved, in 

comparison with samplers f rom other countries, to give good quality samples (Holm 

and Holtz, 1977, Larsson, 1981b, Larsson, 1999). The f u l l dimension of the sample in 

the sample tube, 50 mm in diameter, has been used in the triaxial tests. There is always 
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a risk that the sample may become disturbed at sampling, in handling or during the 

preparation procedure in laboratory, especially in its peripheral zones. However, when 

the specimen is reconsohdated in the triaxial apparatus to in situ stresses, the effects of 

possible disturbances are reduced. 

The triaxial tests have been conducted at room temperature (about +20°C) without 

special arrangements to keep the temperature constant, but the temperature has not 

varied more than a few degrees (±2°C). Upon variation of the temperature, water 

changes its volume which, in a saturated and closed system, leads to pressure changes. 

However, in all triaxial tests performed in this study, a back pressure was applied and, 

most often, the cell pressure was set under pressure control which eliminated possible 

pressure changes caused by temperature changes. While the shear phase most often has 

been strain controlled in the axial direction, the axial stress could have been affected 

by larger temperature changes, as well as the pore pressure under undrained conditions. 

Any effects on the results caused by temperature changes have not been noted. The 

influence of the temperature (+20°C), compared to the average temperature in situ 

(about +7°C in Norrköping), on the mechanical properties for the types of tests 

performed and the clay investigated, is beheved to be small. (The influence of the 

temperature was not investigated in this study, but the results do not reveal any 

noticeable effects. According to Leroueil (1996) a small effect on the behaviour is 

possible i f a soft clay is tested in room temperature instead of in situ temperature in 

that the preconsohdation pressures become lower and hence the yield surface smaller.) 

Possible variations of the atmospheric pressure with time have been eliminated by zero 

setting of all pressures at start of the tests. 

As a measure of the disturbance of a specimen, the volume changes for reconsohdation 

up to the in situ stresses can serve. These volume changes increase with increasing 

degree of disturbance. In comparison with Norwegian clays, Lacasse and Berre (1988), 

which in general have lower values of water content than the Swedish clays, the results 

do not reflect any particular disturbance. 

Volume changes can occur due to adsorption of water of the rubber membrane and due 

to migration of water between the cell water and specimen. These possible effects are 

assumed to be negligible for the type of tests performed here. 

There are also other factors which may influence the results of the tests, such as the 

salt water contents in the pore water and the cell water respectively, but this issue has 

not been considered in this study. 

The results f rom the triaxial tests reported in this thesis, show, in general, qualitatively 

and quantitatively good agreement with previously reported results f rom testing of 

similar clays. It is therefore unlikely that any major sources of errors have affected the 

results. 
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7 CONSTITUTIVE MODELLING OF THE NORRKÖPING CLAY 

7.1 INTRODUCTION 

Guided by the findings in Chapters 5 and 6, the issue is now to outline a constitutive 

model able to rnhnic the most essential compression and shear characteristics of the 

Norrköping clay. In this chapter, merely a conceptual model is discussed and some 

governing equations formulated within the framework of the f low theory of plasticity 

for hardening/softening materials. 

In the following Section 7.2, the issue of soil modelhng and theory of plasticity is 

addressed with focus on natural soft clays. In Section 7.3 the basic soil parameters of 

the Norrköping clay, as determined in Chapters 5 and 6, are summarised and soil 

parameters for constitutive models are discussed. In Section 7.4 an experimental yield 

curve for the Norrköping clay is sketched and experimental plastic strain increments 

determined. The conceptual modelhng o f the compression and shear characteristics, 

especially the influence of the natural structure, is discussed in Section 7.5. Finally, in 

Section 7.6, a constitutive model of the Norrköping clay is outhned. 

7.2 SOIL M O D E L L I N G A N D THE THEORY OF PLASTICITY 

The argument for modelhng soils within the framework of the f low (or incremental) 

theory of plasticity is that i t well captures the obvious non-reversible deformation of 

soils. Furthermore, hardening and softening as well as contractancy and dilatancy can 

be modelled. The non-linear volumetric and deviatoric deformation of soils is easily 

handled by the incremental nature of this theory. 

The incremental theory of plasticity is based on four fundamental assumptions: (1) the 

decomposition of the strain increment into an elastic and plastic part; (2) a yield 

surface defining the current elastic l imit i n the stress space; (3) a hardening/softening 

mle determining the change of the yield surface as a function of the plastic strain; and 

(4) a plastic potential function on which a f low rule is based determining the growth in 

plastic strain. In Appendix C, the basic equations of the theory of plasticity are 

recapitulated. 
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7.3 SOIL PARAMETERS FOR THE NORRKÖPING C L A Y 

7.3.1 Determined parameters 

In order to characterise the Norrköping clay, as well as to model its stress-strain 

behaviour, values of certain soil parameters need to be determined. In Table 7.1 some 

experimentally evaluated parameters are given, together wi th their definition and 

determination. The parameters M, X, K, G', v, are used in the well-known Cam clay 

model, see Section 2.3 and e.g. Muir Wood (1990). The average value and an 

estimated range of variation of the parameters are given. 

The clay samples studied in this work were taken f rom 3m to 7m depth. In Section 4.2, 

it was described that the basic geotechnical properties of the Norrköping clay vary 

somewhat with depth (see Tables 4.1 and 4.2). However, the average values given in 

Table 7.1 are beheved to be representative for the studied region of depth, although 

there might be some variation with depth of these parameters as well. On the other 

hand, an estimated range of variation of the parameters, based on natural variation and 

variation with depth, is given. 

Basically, the parameter M is defined by the failure condition at critical state. 

However, i f M instead represents the slope of a failure hne defined by the peak values 

of the deviator stress, this hne may have an intercept k with the tj-axis (see the results 

from the undrained tests reported in Subsections 6.2.1-6.2.3). For the £ 0 -consohda ted 

undrained triaxial compression tests e.g., the intercept k was evaluated to 6.4 kPa 

(corresponding to c' = 3.1 kPa) for M = 1.20. The value M = 1.20, corresponding to 

<p' = 30°, is regarded to be representative for the Norrköping clay both at critical state 

and peak strength conditions. This value is based on the undrained triaxial compression 

tests and, at the critical state conditions, supported by the drained triaxial compression 

tests (Section 6.5). It is typical for most Swedish soft clays. The values of the evaluated 

effective strength parameters (j)' and c' are summarised in Subsection 6.2.4 for the 

undrained triaxial compression tests, and reported in Sections 6.3 and 6.5 for the 

undrained triaxial extension tests and drained triaxial compression tests, respectively. 

The parameter X, defining the slope of the normal compression hne in a lnp'-v plot, 

has been evaluated from isotropic triaxial compression tests and from oedometer 

compression tests. In Sections 5.2 and 5.3 the evaluation and pertinent principles and 

the relevance of the obtained results are discussed. The evaluated values of the 

Norrköping clay are high in comparison with Å-values reported for some foreign 

natural glacial clays. However, as was pointed out in Section 5.2, the normal 

compression curve of the Norrköping clay is slightly curved in the lnp'-v plane, Fig. 

5.2. Hence, the value of X depends on the stress interval for which it is evaluated. Here, 

the parameter X is taken to represent the slope of the first part of the compression curve 

in the normally consolidated range. The brittle structure and the high initial void ratio 
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is likely to contribute to a relatively steep slope of the compression curve in the first 

part of the normally consohdated range. From the oedometer test results, an estimated 

average value and a relatively large interval for X are given (see discussion in 

Subsection 5.3.2). 

Table 7.1 Experimentally evaluated soil parameters for the Norrköping clay. 

Parameter Definition Experimental 

evaluation 

Average value 

[estimated interval] 

M slope of failure line in 

p'-q plane (compression) 

M = Aq/Ap' 1.20 

[1.10-1.30] 

k intercept with g-axis for 

failure line in p'-q plane 

(compression) 

q when p' - 0 see text 

X slope of normal 

compression line NCL in 

lnp'-v plane 

X = Av / A In p' isotropic tests: 

0.76 

[0.70-0.80] 

also see text 

oedometer tests: 

0.66 

[0.5-1.0] 

miso 
parameter in the relation 

Kp=misop'J(p'/p'j)'-&° 

in log p' - ep plane 

miso=Alogp'/Aep 
4.52 

[no value given] 

Ho see above ( rø^ ) by curve fitting -0.60 

[no value given] 

K slope of unloading-

reloading line in 

lnp'-v plane 

K = Av/ Aln p' 0.055 

[0.04-0.07] 

V Poisson's ratio 

(ratio between elastic radial 

and axial strain) 

v = -Aer/Aea 
0.36 (test) 

[see text] 

0.33 (empirical) 

G' elastic shear modulus 

(initial slope of q — eq 

curve in elastic range) 

G' = Aq/3Aeq 

see text 

„ext , comp ratio between undrained 

shear strength in extension 

and compression 

?fu=<3max/2 0.78 

[see text] 
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The curved compression curves in the logp'—Bp diagram (or lnp'-v) show that the 

isotropic compression of the Norrköping clay is not a hnear function of the logarithm 

of the mean effective pressure, especially not for higher mean effective pressures. 

Instead it would be more appropriate to use the exponential expression (5.3) for the 

compression modulus, and the values of and ßiso given in Table 7.1. 

The parameter TC, defining the slope of the unloading-reloading hne in a lnp'-v plot, 

was evaluated f r o m isotropic triaxial compression tests, Subsection 5.2.2. I t should be 

noted that different values of fcis obtained i f the experimental curve is not straight in 

the semi-logarithmic diagram, as for the cases in Fig. 5.2. However, the experimental 

variation of Kis small. See further the discussion in Subsection 7.5.4. 

The Poisson ratio v was determined f rom a single drained deviatoric loading-unloading 

test on the Norrköping clay reported by Westerberg (1995). However, i t is known that 

V varies with increasing deformation, e.g. f rom 0.1 to 0.2-0.4, see e.g. Hardin (1978). 

There exist several empirical relations to determine v for soils, e.g. 

V = (1 - sin$') / (2 - s m f ) which gives v = 0.33 for 0 ' = 30°. The value 0.36 for v 

is only to be considered as an example of possible values. 

Under the assumption that deviatoric unloading and reloading take place under hnear 

elastic conditions, the elastic shear modulus G' should have a constant value. 

However, studies have shown that G' can only be regarded as constant at strains less 

than 0.001 %, see e.g. Atkinson and Sällfors (1991). Hence, only such small strain 

could be considered to be recoverable and considered as truly elastic. Disregarding this 

fact, the K0 -consohdated undrained triaxial compression tests were evaluated as hnear 

elastic and G' then took values between 1.5-4 MPa. The choice of value for G' is a 

question of definition and type of application. For prediction of triaxial tests, a value 

evaluated f rom such tests is perhaps the most suitable, and for calculation of small 

deformations of a soil mass in situ, a significantly higher value of G' should be more 

representative for the stiffness of the soil. Furthermore, the shear modulus is also 

dependent on e.g. the mean effective stress, the void ratio and the overconsohdation 

ratio. 

The ratio of undrained shear strengths was determined from the ^-consolidated 

undrained triaxial compression and extension tests, see Section 6.4. The different 

values of undrained shear strength obtained in compression and extension reflects the 

influence of the direction of loading in the stress space, i.e. the dependence on the third 

stress invariant. 

There is, inevitably, a spread in the results f rom experimental testing due to natural 

variations of the properties of the soil samples used (apart f rom the possible sources of 

errors due to sampling, mounting, experimental testing procedure, etc.). I t is desirable, 

even though not economical, to conduct as many tests as possible on specimens from 
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different depths and to determine representative values and estimated maximum and 

minimum values. The variation of the magnitude of a parameter can e.g. be used as 

limit values when performing optimisation procedures on constitutive or FEM level, 

see the following subsection. 

7.3.2 Methods to determine parameters - a discussion 

For the purpose of characterising a certain soil through a constitutive model, 

parameters contained in that model are to be determined based on experimental tests. 

These parameters can either be determined through direct evaluation of the 

experimental response curves (like those evaluated in the preceding subsection) or 

through some 'trial and error' curve-fitting procedure (or as a combination of both 

methods). In the latter case, some type of optimisation routine can be adopted to 

objectively and effectively f ind the values of the parameters, see e.g. Mattsson et al. 

(1998). The main idea of an optimisation procedure, graphically described, is to 

minimise the difference between experimentally obtained and numerically calculated 

response curves. As an output of the procedure, optimised parameter values are 

obtained. 

Below arguments are stated for and against the two different strategies described 

above, concerning the determination of parameters for constitutive models, where the 

optimisation routine is chosen to represent the curve-fitting procedure. This is not an 

attempt to produce a complete hst of arguments but more the author's way of looking 

at the discussion of parameters. 

Arguments for experimental (and partly subjective) evaluation of individual 
parameters: 

• The parameters may be evaluated directly from a test which defines their physical 

meaning, e.g. the parameters X and sr. 

• Also characterises the soil in numerical values, e.g. for comparison with other soils. 

• Also gives parameters for 'simple' models used today, e.g. for settlement or stability 

calculations. 

• Parameters for constitutive models, i f an optimisation procedure is not used. 

• Initial values for parameters in an optimisation procedure. 

• Limit values for parameters in an optimisation procedure. 

• May be relatively easy, fast and cheap. 

Arguments against experimental evaluation of individual parameters: 
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• May have hmited validity, due to a variation of the parameters with the test 

method or stress / strain path or due to determination in certain points or states. 

• Involves subjective judgement. 

• Demands special tests. 

• The parameters might be sequential, i.e. some parameters are based on previously 

determined ones. 

Arguments for the use of optimisation (objective) procedure for evaluation of 

individual parameters: 

• I t is based on the stresses and strains in every point for each test, and thus better 

describes the general behaviour. 

• I t most likely improves the range of stress and strain paths in which the model is 

valid. 

• A n optimal solution faster. 

• I t may be used also for non-traditional test results. 

Arguments against the use of optimisation procedure for evaluation of individual 

parameters: 

• The constitutive model must qualitatively capture the stress and strain paths used 

for the optimisation. Otherwise it is not useful. 

• The properties of the chosen constitutive model affect the parameter values more 

than for individual evaluation. 

• Knowledge concerning constitutive models and optimisation procedures is needed. 

• A requirement is that the constitutive model and the optimisation routine are 

programmed and compatible. 

Concerning the first mentioned point in "for experimental evaluation", the parameters 

can be regarded as material parameters. I f optimised values are used, based on results 

f rom a broader stress / strain space, they are to be regarded as model parameters. For 

this reason, the general name parameter is used in this subsection (or soil parameter in 

the preceding subsection). The use of the physically related parameters looses 

attraction when the intention is to have representative values for different loading 

cases. However, i t is possible that a parameter value wi l l be approximately the same 

and perhaps also more or less constant, independently of the evaluation principles. It 

should also be pointed out that both strategies to determine parameters, 'experimental' 

and 'optimisation', are based on experimental test results, and thus related to the 

physical properties of the soil. 
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When using an optimisation procedure, i t is important to be able to judge whether the 

parameters should be active or not. As an obvious example, parameters involving 

plastic straining should be locked for a simulation in the elastic range. The 

mathematical procedure used in the optimisation program, including formulation of an 

objective function and an optimisation strategy, may affect the values of the optimised 

parameters. A possibility is also, of course, to lock parameters determined according to 

the 'experimental procedure' and use the optimisation procedure to determine the 

remaining parameters in the constitutive model, i.e. combine the two strategies. 

The number of tests required for a sufficient judgement of the characteristics of the 

studied soil are normally different between the two strategies and different f rom case 

to case. Thus, the costs and the demands on the significance of the results is a matter of 

consideration. However, i t can be concluded that experimental testing, in laboratory or 

in situ, must be performed independently of the strategy to determine the parameters. 

Moreover, the number of parameters in a constitutive model should be striven to be 

based on a physical ground and to be as few as possible. 

7.4 EXPERIMENTAL Y I E L D SURFACE A N D PLASTIC POTENTIAL 

7.4.1 Yield curve 

A n experimental yield curve (locus) for the Norrköping clay is sketched in the 

normalised sttess plane, Fig. 7.1. It is based on relatively few points in a hmited part of 

the sttess space. The yield curve drawn is to some extent supported by the knowledge 

of earher established yield curves for other similar natural clays, e.g. Wong and 

Mitchell (1975) and Axelsson et al. (1994). In the figure, a reference failure hne M = 

1.20 and the lines representing the minimum and maximum values of K0nc (see Table 

4.3 in Section 4.2) are also drawn. 

The yield points on the locus in Fig. 7.1 were determined from two isotropic 

compression tests and four conventional drained triaxial tests, referred to above in 

Sections 5.2 and 6.5 respectively. The yield points obtained from the isotropic 

compression tests on the specimens f rom 4m and 6m depth, were determined by 

studying the strain ratio Aerl Aea as a function of the mean effective stress p'. Yield 

was defined when the in situ horizontal preconsolidation pressure crL_ was exceeded 

(the chosen p' at yielding is the average value between two plotted load increments in 

Fig. 5.4, Subsection 5.2.4). The two yield points close to the reference failure hne were 

evaluated at 2% axial strain which approximately corresponds to the strain where the 

o'a - ea curve bends of f significantly (tests C I D l and CTD2). This imphes that yielding 

occurs just before failure (see Larsson, 1981a). The two yield points close to the K0nc -
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lines were determined by a corresponding break point in the a'a-ep relation (tests 

C A D I and CID3). 

Normahsed Mean effective stress, p' / o'vl 

Figure 7.1 Initial natural yield curve for the Norrköping clay. 

The yield curve sketched in Fig. 7.1 should be regarded as an indication of the 

boundary of the traditional 'elastic' range. (See also the discussion concerning 

'elastic' range in Subsection 1.2.2.) The initial yield curve of the natural clay is 

approximately centred around, or slightly above, the hne representing K0nc = 0.65 

which indicates an initial K0 -anisotropy of the clay. A similar normahsed yield curve 

with respect to the in situ vertical preconsohdation pressure was found f rom tests on 

specimens of a natural Winnipeg clay taken at different depths, Graham et al. (1983). 

Moreover, the yield stresses evaluated for the Norrköping clay relatively well f i t into 

the model proposed by Larsson (1977), in which the yield surface is determined by the 
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Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion and the in situ preconsolidation pressure in the vertical 
and horizontal directions. 

7.4.2 Plastic strain increments and plastic potential 

For experimental examination of the f low rule and determination of the plastic 

potential surface, the plastic strain ratio dep / dep

p can be studied, see e.g. Muir Wood 

(1990). By introducing this ratio as the dilatancy angle 

tanß = dep /d£p

p (7.1) 

finite values are always obtained. In Fig. 7.2, a draft of the plastic strain increments 

dep and dep and the dilatancy angle is shown in principle. 

q 

P' 5eP 

Figure 7.2 Stress ratio T] = q/ p', plastic strain increments and dilatancy angle ß. 

The increments in total volumetric and deviatoric strain can, according to the 

assumption in the f low theory of plasticity, each be divided into an elastic and a plastic 

strain increment 

d£p=dep+dep

p (7.2) 

deq=dee

q+dep (7.3) 

(The definitions of eq and ep and the relations to ea and e r are given in Chapter 2, 

and basic equations of the theory of plasticity are presented in Appendix C.) 

In order to examine the flow rule and the plastic potential surface for the Norrköping 

clay, the plastic strain increments were determined f rom the performed isotropic 
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compression tests. Under the assumption of a hnear compression curve and linear 

unloading-reloading curves in a senn-logarithmic lnp'-v plot, the parameter ratio 

K/' A = 0.07 was determined (Section 5.2). Hence, the strain increment relation 

Aee

p=0.07A£p (7.4) 

was obtained. From the three unloading-reloading branches in Fig. 5.2, the average 
incremental relation 

Aee

q=0.17A£e

p (7.5) 

between elastic deviatoric and elastic volumetric strains was computed. The individual 
values were 0.08, 0.18, 0.26. Eqns. (7.4) and (7.5) in Eqns. (7.2) and (7.3) respectively, 
give the volumetric and deviatoric plastic strain increments 

Aep

p=0.93Aep (7.6) 

Aep = Aeq-0.01Aep (7.7) 

The dilatancy angle ß, computed from the plastic strain increments obtained f rom four 

isotropic compression tests on the Norrköping clay (from the depths 3m, 4m, 6m and 

7m; Section 5.2), corresponds to stress points p'^ 0, q = 0 in the p'-q stress plane. 

The value of ß, computed in the first step, is based on the very first load increment for 

which the specimen yields in the sense that a'vc is exceeded. In Fig. 7.3, the dilatancy 

angle is given for the stress state corresponding to the beginning of each stress 

increment. A l l four tests show the same development of ß with increasing stress. The 

first stress increment, at the start of yielding, results in a negative value of ß which 

varies between -1.5 and -6.5°, i.e. at the point where the yield locus intersects the p' -

axis the plastic strain increment vector deviates (downwards) f rom the p' -axis with 

this angle; deviatoric plastic strain is obtained for isotropic loading which indicates a 

plastic anisotropy of the compressibihty (possibly related to K0). Graham et al. (1983) 

reported an initial ß value between -6 and -16° for the case of an isotropic stress path 

for the natural anisotropic Winnipeg clay (K0 = 0.64). The corresponding values for 

the anisotropic Champlain Sea clay were -13 to -15°, Wong and Mitchell (1975). The 

results also indicated that the value of ß approached zero for increasing isotropic 

stresses. 

For the second stress increments in the tests on the Norrköping clay, ß took a positive 

value (ß = 0-4°) in all tests and for the third stress increment, ß decreased shghtly and 

again took a negative value for three of four tests. For further stress increments, ß 
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stayed positive, and the tendency was that ß increased shghtly with increasing stress 

level and appeared to stabilise at higher stresses. At stress increments in higher stress 

ranges, ß may be underestimated, since the slope of the compression curves dechnes, 

(Fig. 5.1), and the K / X ratio increases (dep

p decreases). 

Figure 7.3 Dilatancy angle ß for continuous isotropic compression in the plastic range for 

the Norrköping clay. 

Based on an average value of ß for the second and third stress increment, the clay may 

appear to behave isotropically. However, for all test results, ß is negative for the first 

stress increment and positive for the last stress increments. This obviously reflects the 

presence of an initial structural (natural) anisotropy of a clay which, under increasing 

stresses, is broken down and turned to a stress induced isotropy or anisotropy. 

7.5 CONCEPTUAL MODELLING OF THE NORRKÖPING C L A Y 

7.5.1 Isotropic compression and strain hardening 

Compression characteristics 

The isotropic compression characteristics of the Norrköping clay were addressed in 

Chapter 5 and parameter values recapitulated above in Section 7.3. I t was concluded 

that the first part of the compression curve in the normally consolidated range was 

fairly straight in a Inp' — Ep plot and could thus be represented by the expression (5.2) 
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for the compression modulus. The latter part of the compression curve is, however, 

curved in this plot why the exponential expression (5.3) for the compression modulus 

would be to prefer with the parameters of and ß^, Table 7.1. Concerning 

isotropic compression in the overconsohdated (elastic) region, see Subsection 7.5.4. 

Isotropic strain hardening 

Virgin isotropic compression leads to plastic volumetric strains and an increase of the 

isotropic preconsohdation pressure p'c. The latter is often taken to govern the size of 

traditional yield surface. For isotropic compression, an isotropic hardening rule could 

be formulated as 

dp'c = Hdep

p (7.8) 

where H is the plastic hardening modulus obtained as 

(7.9) 
H KP K; 

where KP is the 'total' compression modulus and KP the compression modulus in the 

elastic range, see Appendix C. 

7.5.2 Deviatoric straining 

Drained shear 

The drained shear response of the natural Norrköping clay, as evaluated f rom 

conventional drained triaxial compression tests, was examined in Section 6.5. For 

specimens consohdated to stresses lower than the in situ preconsolidation pressures, 

the q - ea curve displays non-linear response from the start of shearing (Fig. 6.38). 

The tangent shear modulus of the initially steep curve gradually decreases to a value 

close to zero or even takes a slightly negative value, indicating softening. However, in 

continued shearing of slightly overconsolidated specimens, the soils starts to harden 

again which process should continue until a final l imit state, critical state, is reached, 

beyond the examined strain range of about 25%. Specimens consohdated for stresses 

much lower than the in situ preconsohdation pressures show an almost perfectly plastic 

response for further straining after failure. The specimens display volume decrease 

throughout the tests performed, i.e. a critical volume is not reached, Fig. 6.37b. 

For specimens consolidated for stresses considerably higher than the in sim 

preconsohdation pressures, the initial structure is broken down during consohdation. In 
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this case, the q - ea curve display no plateau but increasing hardening ongoing until a 

l imit deviator stress is reached, again beyond the examined strain range, Fig. 6.37. 

Undrained shear 

The undrained shear response of the natural Norrköping clay was investigated by 

conventional undrained triaxial compression (and extension) tests on specimens 

consohdated to stresses shghtly lower than the in situ preconsolidation pressures. The 

undrained q - ea curve in compression, reflects an initial stiff response of the clay and 

peak failure at small strains for a deviator stress above the critical state hne CSL, Figs. 

6.1 and 6.3. The peak failure is followed by strain softening. A t large shear strains 

critical state is approached. Throughout the compression shear test, the response is 

contractant, i.e. a pore pressure increase takes place and the effective stress path moves 

to the left in the p'-q plane (Fig. 6.3). The pore pressure increase is significant in the 

pre-failure range but moderate in the post-failure range, Fig. 6.1b. 

For specimens consohdated at stresses considerably higher than the in situ 

preconsolidation pressures, the q — £a curve still displays peak failure, and at larger 

strains compared to the shghtly overconsolidated specimens, but now for a deviator 

stress below the CSL, Figs. 6.5-6.10. 

7.5.3 Structure effects and structure locus 

The initial stiff response and a peak strength higher than the critical deviator stress 

obtained in undrained tests are attributed to the strength of the initially 'undisturbed' 

structure of the natural clay. In continued shearing, a destructuration takes place, 

reflected by the plateau of the drained shear curve and the strain softening displayed by 

the undrained shear curve. Such a destructuration cannot be captured by a classical soil 

model, like the Cam clay, which do not predict softening for a normally consohdated 

or slightly overconsohdated soil. 

Considering the 'traditional' yield surface, the size of which is defined by e.g. the in 

situ vertical and horizontal preconsohdation pressures, it was observed that specimens 

consolidated within this surface showed stiffness and strength which could be referred 

to the structure of the soil, while specimens consolidated outside this surface more 

behaved as a destructured clay. Hence, the yield locus in the p'—q plane, on which a 

stress point representing the in situ preconsolidation pressure is situated, reflects the 

properties of the structured clay. This locus is rather a limit locus than a yield locus as 

inelastic strains are produced long before it is reached. In the following, this locus wi l l 

be referred to as the stracture locus. 
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7.5.4 The elastic range 

'Volumetric swelling and reloading 

The swelling hne, obtained by unloading in the triaxial isotropic compression tests, 

was plotted in a p'-£p diagram as well as in a logp'-£p diagram (and in a lnp'-v 

diagram), Fig. 5.1. In the former plot, the swelling hne merely bends upward while it 

becomes an almost straight hne in the latter plot indicating a logarithmic swelhng 

governed by the tangential compression modulus 

Ke

p=vp'/K (7.10) 

where K is the inclination of the swelhng hne in the senti-logarithmic Inp' - v plot, 

Table 7.1. 

However, in reloading, the curve is rather hnear in the p'—£p plot than in the semi-

logarithmic plot. Hence, reloading seems to take place linearly elastic governed by a 

constant compression modulus K°. 

When modelhng this response, i t seems reasonable to assume that the swelhng and 

reloading branches coincide and that they form a straight hne either in the lin-hn plot 

or in the lin-log plot. The former case is the most appealing as the volumetric response 

than takes place linearly elastic. In a more refined elastic model, swelling and 

reloading are separated the former governed by a constant value of K and the latter by 

a constant value of Kp. 

Deviatoric elastic response 

The deviatoric elastic response was investigated by drained stress-driven unloading-

reloading tests, Westerberg (1995). In Fig. 7.4, a typical unloading branch 1-2-3, 

followed by a reloading branch 3-4-5, is shown. The part 1-2 of the unloading branch 

is quite hnear and approximately parallel with the part 3-4 of the reloading branch. 

Based on the inchnation of these parts, the elastic shear modulus 

G' = ^ - (7.11) 
3Å£q 

is observed to range between 5 and 20 MPa in the different unloading-reloading cycles 

and tests. 
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It is noticed that the last part 2-3 of the unloading branch starts to deviate f rom the 

straight line 1-2, possibly indicating some type of hysteresis effect, i.e. a plastic 

anisotropy. It is also noticed that the reloading branch starts to deviate from the straight 

hne 3-4 at 4, before the deviator stress at point 1 is reached, i.e. the state from which 

the unloading started. Due to the curvature, the reloading branch does not coincide 

with the unloading branch. Nevertheless, in a first attempt of modelhng, it could be 

justified to assume that the reloading branch coincides with the unloading branch. Thus 

the whole unloading branch 1-2-3 is assumed to represent hnear elastic response. 

Further, reloading is assumed to take place linearly elastic up to the very point 1 f rom 

which the unloading started. In Section 7.6 this matter w i l l be further addressed. 

Deviator strain, e 

Figure 7.4 Typical deviatoric unloading-reloading behaviour in a stress-driven 

drained test. 

Inelastic response 

For clays, the range of true elastic response is shown to be much smaller than that 

defined by the traditional yield surface. Whether the behaviour within this yield surface 

should be considered as elastic or partly inelastic, could be a question of definition. In 

a more refined model an inner yield surface, defining the true elastic range is 

introduced within the traditional yield surface, see below in Subsection 7.6.5. 

The Norrköping clay displays an anisotropic inelastic response as isotropic 

compression tests performed in the overconsolidated range give rise to radial strains 

significantly higher than the axial strains. Hence, the soil is stiffer vertically (axially) 
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than horizontally (radially), which corresponds to a < 1 in the anisotropic elastic 

matrix proposed by Graham and Houlsby (1983). 

7.5.5 Failure conditions 

In undrained shear, failure occurs for different deviator stresses depending on the 

direction of loading in the stress space. Thus, undrained failure should be a function of 

the third stress invariant. For a shghtly overconsohdated specimen, the undrained shear 

strength is higher in compression than in extension (rr°
mp > T^') but the friction angle 

is lower (ty'comp< 0«,)- Moreover, depending on the stress state after consohdation, the 

Mohr-Coulomb failure hne is obtained at different positions. I f the consolidation 

stresses are lower than the corresponding preconsohdation pressures, i.e. the stmcture 

substantially preserved, failure occurs at deviator stresses above the failure line defined 

by (j)'= 30° ( c ' = 0). For consolidation stresses in the normal consohdation range a 

failure line below 0' = 30° ( c ' = 0) is obtained. Thus, for undrained shear, different 

failure hnes should be activated in a model depending on applied consolidation 

stresses, i.e. whether they are higher or lower than those stresses corresponding to the 

natural yield surface. The results f rom the tests on the Norrköping clay suggests that in 

a model the friction angle could be kept constant (0' = 30°) and the cohesion intercept 

c' used to account for the influence of structure and anisotropy. A t larger strains, 

critical state is defined by 0' = 30° ( c ' = 0), obtained from undrained and drained tests. 

7.6 CONSTrrUTIVE M O D E L OUTLINED 

7.6.1 Introduction 

According to the discussion in the preceding sections of this chapter, a constitutive 

model of the Norrköping clay should be able to mimic the related specific properties of 

the structured clay as well as the process of destructuration and the properties of the 

destructured clay. In this section, an expression for the anisotropic structure locus is 

proposed and a hardening/softening rule formulated capturing the softemng and the 

fading anisotropy due to destructuration caused by large straining. Furthermore, an 

additional yield surface is introduced, the movement of which mimics the translation 

f rom an initially fu l ly elastic state to a ful ly plastic state at the limit locus - structure 

locus. 
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7.6.2 The structure locus - an anisotropic l imi t locus 

A starting point for simulating the experimental structure locus in Fig. 7.1 would be the 

elliptic yield locus of Cam Clay (Roscoe and Burland, 1968) 

f = q 2 - M 2 p ' ( p ' 0 - p ' ) = 0 (7.12) 

where M is the inclination of the critical state hne CSL, p'0 the isotropic 

preconsohdation pressure, i.e. the intersection of the yield locus with the p' -axis. In 

Fig. 7.5 this locus is shown by a dashed line. 

Figure 7.5 Structure locus according to the anisotropic Cam clay model, ACC (solid line) 

and the Cam clay locus (dashed line), a) p'-q plane b) Deviatoric stress 

plane. 

A certain anisotropy, defined by the K0 -number in the relation 

a'h = K0cx'v (7.13) 

between horizontal o'h (= a'2 = a'3) and vertical c'v { = &',) in situ stresses, corresponds 
to the relation 
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q = k0p' (7.14a) 

between the deviator stress and the mean effective pressure, where 

(7.14b) 

In Subsection 7.4.1 it was found that the experimental stmcture locus was more or less 

centred around the kQ-hne in the p'-q plane, thus reflecting K0-anisotropy of the 

structured clay. 

One possibility to mimic the experimental structure locus in Fig. 7.1 would be to 

simply rotate the Cam clay ellipse so that its principle axis coincides with the k0 -hne. 

A more proper approach, however, would be to translate all points on the Cam clay 

ellipse in such a way that its original symmetry with respect to the p' -axis now instead 

holds for the £ 0 - l ine (7.14a), Runesson and Axelsson (1977). To this end, the 

translated deviator stress 

is introduced, defining the fc0-line and thus the measure of translation of loci in 

deviator stress plane, Fig. 7.5. In addition, the reduced deviator stress 

measuring the deviator stress on the translated locus with respect to the £ 0 - l ine is 

introduced, Fig. 7.6. 

In Fig. 7.5 such a translated yield elhpse is shown (sohd hne) corresponding to the 

yield condition 

q = K P ' (7.15) 

q = q-q (7.16) 

f = q 2 - M 2 p ' ( p ' 0 - p ' ) = 0 (7.17) 

by Runesson and Axelsson (1977) termed anisotropic Cam clay (ACC). Here, M is 

the inchnation of the failure line in the p'-q plane. 
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q=q-q 

Figure 7.6 Different deviatoric stress measures in anisotropic modelling. 

7.6.3 Hardening / softening rule 

As was discussed above, the destructuration o f the Norrköping clay makes itself 

noticeable by a fading K0 -anisotropy and, especially under undrained conditions, by 

strain softening. 

From the tests on the Norrköping clay in this work, as well as f rom similar tests on 

other natural clays, it is known that the initial K0 -anisotropy becomes less and less 

pronounced the higher the shear strains are. In the limit, at critical state, this anisotropy 

is probably wiped out. Hence, a way to mimic this behaviour would be to make the 

anisotropy number K dependent on the plastic deviator strain 

K = K(EP) = l - ( l - K o y C £ t (7.18) 

as proposed by Y u (1993) and others. I t is seen that the anisotropy number K in (7.18) 

reduces to K0 for eq = 0 and approaches the value 1 for high shear strains (when Cev

q 

approaches infimty) . Here, C is a non-negative parameter governing the reduction of K 

as a function of the plastic deviator strain. 

The incremental form of (7.18) is 

dK = C(l-K)dep

q (7.19) 

which thus could be considered as a hardening/softening rule reducing the inchnation 
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k = k(e*)=3 
1 + 2K(EP) 

(7.20) 

of the fc-line in the p'-q plane as a function of the plastic deviator strain. As a 

consequence, the inclination of the structure locus decreases and the difference 

between the reduced deviator stress q, according to (7.16), and the total deviator stress 

q reduces and, hence, the anisotropic structure locus (7.17) approaches an isotropic 

l imit locus expressed by (7.12). 

This type of change of a yield locus is known as rotational softening (/hardening). 

Obviously, this process does not only lead to a fading K0 -anisotropy but also to a drop 

in deviator sttess during continued shearing as the sttess point, situated on the structure 

locus, moves downward with the locus. In Subsection 6.2.6 the matter of post-peak 

undrained softening was discussed and an experimental softening parameter 0 , 

formulated. Hence, the parameter C in the rotational softemng rule (7.19) could be 

related to the expression (6.5) of 6p,. 

The rotational softening mle could, of course, be combined with volumetric 

hardening/softening, i.e. an expansion or contraction of the yield locus governed by the 

plastic volumetric strain. The influence of volumetric hardening or softening could 

explain the different shear curves obtained in drained and undrained triaxial tests on 

slightiy overconsohdated specimens, see Subsection 7.5.2. In a conventional drained 

test, the mean effective stress slowly increases leading to an increase in plastic 

volumetric strain and hence, according to the hardening rule (7.8), to some expansion 

of the yield locus. A t the plateau of the drained shear curve, the stress point has 

reached the structure locus which then starts to rotate downwards. However, this 

downward movement does not lead to any significant softemng as the locus 

simultaneously expands. In continued shearing, this expansion starts to dominate over 

the rotation and the deviator sttess increases again. In an undrained test, on the other 

hand, the mean effective sttess may decrease due to contractant response and pore 

pressure increase. Depending on the f low rule and the formulation of the volumetric 

hardening rule, the yield locus may expand. However, the rotational softemng may 

dominate the post-peak behaviour and the deviator sttess continues to decrease until 

some l imi t value is reached. 

7.6.4 Scenario of modelling 

In Fig. 7.7, a scenario of the modelling of undrained shearing of initially 'undisturbed' 

Norrköping clay, with the above outhned model, is sketched. In the model, volumetric 

hardening/softening caused by plastic volumetric strains and rotational softening 

caused by plastic deviator strains are included. Moreover, associated f low is assumed, 
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i.e. the yield function plays the role of plastic potential function. The behaviour 

sketched can be compared to the results of the conventional ^-consolidated 

undrained triaxial compression tests (CKoUCl-5), i.e. tests on specimens 

anisotropically consolidated for stresses just inside the structure locus. 

Consider a specimen anisotropically consolidated to a stress state within the structure 

locus A , point 1, Fig. 7.7a. The specimen is then sheared and, initially, the response is 

stiff and a steep shear curve, 1-2 in Fig. 7.7d, is obtained. In a basic formulation of a 

constitutive model, elastic response could be assumed for stress states within the 

structure locus. In the case of hnear elasticity, the first branch of the shear curve is 

simulated by a straight line 1-2, Fig. 7.7d. In the case of isotropic elasticity, the 

effective stress path 1-2 is just a vertical line, Fig. 7.7a and c. (In order to obtain an 

effective stress path e.g. heading to the left anisotropic elasticity has to be assumed.) 

The effective stress path reaches the structure locus in point 2 below the failure hne 

and the plastic range is entered, Fig. 7.7a. In further shearing, plastic shear strains 

develop and the rotational softening takes its start, i.e. the principal axis of the 

structure locus, the &-line, starts to rotate downwards, Fig. 7.7b. However, volumetric 

hardening in the subcritical region leads to an expansion of the yield locus and to a 

pore pressure increase. As a consequence, the stress path moves upward under 

decreasing mean effective stresses and a shear curve 2-3, Fig. 7.7d, is obtained. In 

point 3, a peak value of deviator stress is obtained, the result of deviatoric softening 

and volumetric hardening, i.e. the rotation and expansion of the yield curve occurring 

concurrently. 

In continued shearing, the locus continues to rotate downwards and to expand, 

structure locus B in Fig. 7.7b. The effective stress path moves towards and below the 

failure line and undrained softening takes place, 3-4 in Fig. 7.7 c and d. In the hmit, for 

very large shear strains, the K0 -anisotropy is fu l ly wiped out and the principal axis of 

the locus does coincide with the p'-axis, structure locus C in Fig. 7.7b. The stress state 

ends up at critical state, point 5, and the softening terminates, the shear curve branch 4-

5 in Fig. 7.7d. 
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Figure 7.7 Scenario of modelling of the shear behaviour in a conventional undrained 

triaxial test on a slightly overconsolidated specimen, a) Anisotropic structure 

locus b) Change of structure locus c) Effective stress path d) Shear curve. 
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7.6.5 Inner yield locus and transition of plastic state 

From the tests on the Norrköping clay, as well as f rom numerous other soils tests, i t is 

obvious that the true elastic range is much smaller that that defined by the traditional 

yield surface based on the in situ preconsolidation pressures. I t is now well established 

that a gradual transition takes place from an initial true elastic state to a ful ly plastic 

state defined by some hmit surface. To account for this transition, different nested 

surface and multi surface theories have been proposed, first in metal plasticity, see e.g. 

Dafalias and Popov (1975), and later in soil plasticity, e.g. Dafalias and Herrmann 

(1982) and the 'bubble' model (Al-Tabbaa and Muir Wood, 1989; Muir Wood, 1995). 

In Fig. 7.8, such an inner yield locus is shown together with the anisotropic structure 

locus. When the hmit of the true elastic range is reached, the stress point thus has 

reached the inner yield locus (point 1). In further loading, this inner yield locus 

translates according to a law of kinematical hardening (path 1-2-3). In the example in 

Fig. 7.8, the stress point, and the inner yield locus, reaches the structure locus at point 

3, after which the process described above in the Subsections 7.6.2 to 7.6.4 takes its 

start. 

With such a two-surface model, deviatoric unloading-reloading branches like those in 
Fig. 7.4 can also be readily modelled. 

Figure 7.8 Inner yield locus and transition of plastic state. 
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8 FINITE ELEMENT SIMULATIONS OF BOUNDARY EFFECTS IN 
TRIAXIAL TESTING 

8.1 INTRODUCTION 

In triaxial testing, the axial and radial stresses acting on the specimen are considered as 

principal stresses and the axial and radial strains as principal strains. The specimen is 

assumed to keep its cylindrical shape throughout the range of strain of interest. Results 

f rom triaxial tests are, thus, assumed to reflect the conditions of a homogeneous 

specimen, i.e. yield the true stress-strain behaviour of the soil tested. However, i t can 

be questioned i f the specimen really stays homogeneous throughout a test (see Sections 

2.4 and 2.5). A t least specimens deforming non-uniformly, e.g. i n barrel shape, would 

not represent a homogeneous stress and strain state. 

In experimental testing, conditions of perfect homogeneity w i l l , in practice, never 

exist, even though it always should be striven for. The alternative and practical 

solution must be to allow for small but limited inhomogeneities and yet regard the 

stress-strain results to be true or almost true. Today, there seems not to exist any 

distinct measures or tools to judge whether triaxial test data can be used to describe the 

true constitutive properties or not. I t seems to be accepted that the results reflect the 

real constitutive relations of the soil, as long as appropriate corrections are apphed to 

the axial stress, for the cross-sectional area, the membrane stiffness, etc. 

A n approach to obtain 'more homogeneous' conditions in triaxial testing is to use so 

called 'friction-free' ends, normally achieved by lubrication (Rowe and Barden, 1964), 

instead of the traditional frictional ends, i.e. filter stones. For the 'friction-free' set-up, 

the friction between soil and end platen is minimised and the specimen is allowed to 

develop radial straining also at the ends, allowing for a 'more homogeneous' 

deformation. The use of 'friction-free' end platens in triaxial testing seems, however, 

not yet to have gained very much popularity. Efficiency in testing by using the simpler 

testing procedure with frictional ends appears to be more important than trying to avoid 

uncertain errors, Germaine and Ladd (1988). 

The simplest, and perhaps most common, way to decide whether the assumption of 

homogeneity holds or not, is to visually observe the global deformation mode of the 

specimen. In order to preserve the homogeneity, the test should be terminated as soon 

as the specimen deflects f rom its cylindrical shape and shows modes like bulging or 

localisation of deformation. However, the transition f rom a homogeneous to a non

uniform state is often diffuse and, thus, not very easy to determine. Furthermore, the 

stress and strain distribution within the specimen might be non-uniform long before the 

specimen shows a non-uniform deformation mode. There exist methods like 

radiography, see e.g. Arthur (1988), to detect the states of stresses and strains in a 

specimen. These methods are, however, rarely used during normal testing, but only e.g. 
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in a few number of testing procedures to prove the capabihty of the apparatus before it 

is being used. 

Even though it is desirable and essential to achieve homogeneous conditions within a 

triaxial specimen, not much theoretical work and only a hmited number of 

experimental investigations have been performed in this area. There is thus a need to 

study possible inhomogeneities developing in a triaxial specimen. Since the stress and 

strain fields within a specimen are highly dependent on a number of factors, such as 

overconsohdation ratio, drainage conditions, strain rate, end friction, etc., various 

testing conditions should be investigated. Some major contributions to this subject are 

presented by Jacobsen (1967), Lee (1978), Saada and Townsend (1981), Carter (1982) 

and Airey (1991). In Sheng et al. (1997a), Appendix D, a short review of relevant 

hterature is given. In Section 2.5 advantages and disadvantages with experimentally 

used frictional ends and 'friction-free' ends are discussed. 

8.2 PURPOSE OF THE NUMERICAL STUDY 

In this chapter, finite element simulations of triaxial test specimens under different 

loading conditions are presented. The general purpose of these simulations has been to 

theoretically investigate the boundary effects in triaxial tests. The main objectives of 

the study were to: 

• investigate the effects of end restraint and insufficient drainage (strain rate) on the 

stress and strain field in the specimen. Comparison was made with an 'ideal case' 

corresponding to homogeneous conditions achieved by completely friction-free 

ends. 

• study the qualitative and quantitative distribution of stresses, strains, pore pressures, 

volume changes, etc., within the specimen. 

• compare the responses for different boundary conditions and at local points, and 

consider 

- strength 

- stress-strain curves and stress paths (qualitatively, quantitatively) 

• in the case of non-homogeneous state, give indications of representative 

points and positions within the specimen. 

- Local points for representation of stresses and strains? 

- Definition of cross-sectional area of the specimen to give the most 

representative axial stress compared to the ideal case? 

• try to find a method to judge when inhomogeneities can be accepted or not. 
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• give indications whether the experimental testing procedures with 'friction-free' 

ends or with frictional ends are acceptable to use. 

8.3 NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS OF T R I A X I A L TESTS 

8.3.1 Introduction 

In this section, the conditions for the performed triaxial test simulations are described. 

For more detailed information, the papers in Appendices D and E, the first and second 

study respectively, can be studied. 

8.3.2 Finite element model 

Finite element discretisation 

The soil specimen, with the initial height of 10 cm and diameter of 5 cm, is modelled 

by 100 axial-symmetric elements of bi-quadratic type with 8 displacement nodes and 4 

pore pressure nodes, Fig. 8.1. The top platen is rigid and, during testing, moved 

downwards by a constant rate of deformation. The frictional contact between the top 

platen and the specimen is modelled by interface elements allowing for frictional 

sliding of finite amphtude. Three main types of soil-platen contact have been 

considered: 

1. Perfectly smooth contact (SC), i.e. no friction between the specimen and the end 
platens. 

2. Frictional contact (FC), with a finite soil-platen friction angle (here 5° or 20°). 

3. Completely rough contact (RC), i.e. no sliding at the contacting surfaces is allowed. 

The contact of the first type simulates enlarged lubricated end platens, i.e. the ideal 

case, and the second type enlarged lubricated end platens with friction (with a friction 

angle assumed) which is close to a real case. The third type simulates rough end 

platens which have the same diameter as the specimen and are sealed together with the 

specimen by a membrane, i.e. corresponding to the traditional frictional ends. 

Due to the axial-symmetry the boundary along the centre axis (to the left in Fig. 8.1), is 

constrained using roller bearings. Due to the symmetry, this boundary is also to be 

considered as impervious, i.e. no pore water f low takes place across it. The lateral 

boundary of the specimen is not constrained but exerted to a radial stress ar, Fig. 8.1. 

At this boundary, the f low rate of pore water is zero. At the upper and lower 

boundaries, the interface to the platen, the pore water is free to f low when simulating 
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drained tests. These boundaries are impervious when undrained tests are simulated, i.e. 

the f low rate is set to zero. 

rigid platen 

D 
t-Cr 

TZZZZZZZZZ. 

2.5 cm 

\" j contacting nodes 

8-node 
bi-quadratic displacement, 
bilinear pore pressure, 
reduced integration, 
axi-symmetric element 

Figure 8.1 Finite element representation of the triaxial specimen. 

Soil model 

Since this study focuses on the Norrköping clay, the soil material in the specimen 

model is simulated by the elastic-plastic Cam clay model, able to capture dilatancy or 

contractancy and critical state condition, see e.g. Roscoe and Burland (1968) and Muir 

Wood (1990). Moreover, the Cam clay model is well-established and often apphed in 

numerical predictions of clay materials. 

The model parameters used are based on the properties of the Norrköping clay (see 

Chapters 4, 5,6, and 7), Table 8.1. 

Table 8.1 Parameter values used in the constitutive model. 

e M A* 
* 

K ß it 

(m/s) 

2.5 1.20 0.2 0.02 0.36 2-10- 9 

In Table 8.1 e is the initial void ratio, M the slope of the critical state line in a p'-q 

stress plane (corresponding to an effective friction angle <j>' = 30°), X the slope of the 

normal compression line in a lnp'—ep diagram ( e p , volumetric strain), K* the slope 
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of the unloading-reloading line in a In p' — E diagram, p Poisson's ratio, and k the 

permeability. 

Method of analysis 

The analysis of the discretised soil body under given boundary conditions was based 

on a coupled displacement-pore pressure theory of the Biot-type utilising the finite 

element code ABAQUS (1995). The initial isotropic effective stress state in the body 

was set to 100 kPa or 35 kPa and the initial pore pressure to zero. 

8.3.3 Simulation of triaxial tests 

Load and test conditions 

In the numerical study, conventional triaxial compression tests were simulated, i.e. the 

radial stress (cell pressure) o~r on the outer circumferential boundary was kept constant 

while the rigid platen on the upper boundary was moved downward with a constant 

rate of axial deformation, Fig. 8.1. Drained and undrained shear tests were simulated, 

for shghtly and for heavily overconsolidated soil specimens, but the consohdation 

phase itself was not modelled. 

In Table 8.2 the simulated test conditions are summarised. The table refers to two 

separate studies described in more detail i n the papers enclosed in Appendices D and 

E. The intentions of the numerical tests were to simulate various experimental 

conditions in the first study and a more hmited number of conditions in the second 

study, and to compare the results wi th ideal friction-free behaviour (i.e. the case with 

smooth end contacts, SC). 

Stress measures 

Local stress paths and local stress-strain relations were investigated at three points (O, 

A and B) within the specimen, Fig. 8.1. Also global measures of stresses and strains 

were used. The global axial stress ca is defined as the axial force acting on the top 

platen divided by the cross-sectional area of the specimen which is defined in three 

different ways. 

The axial stress corresponding to the current contact area between the end platen and 

the specimen is referred to as the 'Apphed Global Stress Measure' (AGSM). 
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The axial stress corresponding to the area of a volumetrically equivalent right cyhnder 

is referred to as the 'Equivalent Global Stress Measure' (EGSM). This corresponds to 

the area normally used in triaxial testing. 

In addition, the stress corresponding to a theoretical area, defined by the current cross-

sectional area at a given position (point C and D for frictional and rough end contacts 

respectively, see Fig. 8.1), is referred to as the 'Representative Global Sttess Measure' 

(RGSM). 

Table 8.2 Summary of conditions for the numerical simulations of triaxial tests. 

Condition Study in Appendix D Study in Appendix E 

(first study) (second study) 

Stress state at start slightly overcons. (OCR = 1.2) heavily overcons. (OCR = 9) 

shear phase 

Shear phase drained, undrained drained, undrained 

Strain rate (% / h) 

- drained 0.02 0.06 

- undrained 0.02* 0.06* 

Strain rate effects in studied, at different strain rates only one strain rate 

drained shear 

End conditions SC,FC(0 r_ r,= 2O°), RC SC, FC(&_„=5°), RC 

Global stress AGSM, EGSM, EGSM 

measure** RGSM (C for FC, D for RC) 

Local points** 0, A, B 0 , A , B 

Maximum global axial 50% 25% 

strain simulated 

* For simplicity the same strain rate was used as in drained shear. The results for undrained 

simulations are independent of strain rate. 

** See above 

8.4 SOIL RESPONSE I N N U M E R I C A L L Y SIMULATED T R I A X I A L TESTS 

8.4.1 Introduction 

In this section the observations and conclusions f rom the first and second study are 

summarised. (In Appendices D and E the results of the simulations are represented 

graphically as plots of distributions of stresses and strains as well as stress-strain 

curves and stress paths.) 
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When considering the conclusions of the study, it should especiaUy be born in mind to 

distinguish between: 

- the conditions for the simulations 

- drained, partly drained and undrained shear 

- smooth (SC), frictional (FC) and rough (RC) end contacts 

- the different global stress measures AGSM, EGSM and RGSM 

In Fig. 8.2, a sketch of a triaxial specimen is drawn, with different zones indicated. 

These zones are referred to below when presenting the conclusions of the simulations. 

Figure 8.2 Sketch of a triaxial specimen with designations for different zones. 
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8.4.2 First study - slightly overconsolidated specimens 

General 

In the first study some extreme cases in comparison with normal experimental testing 

conditions were simulated in order to facilitate the development of inhomogeneities. 

The behaviour was studied up to very large strains (50 % axial strains), the smallest 

possible cross-sectional area (AGSM) used (together with the other defined areas), 

high soil-platen friction angle (20°) simulated, and high strain rates (as well as low 

strain rates) used to examine the effects of strain rate. The response at different local 

points were studied in order to f ind a point, B , at which stresses and strains are close to 

the stresses and strains for the ideal case (SC). In addition, the behaviour at the centre 

of the specimen (point O) and at the mid height at the lateral surface (point A ) was 

studied. The specimens were shghtly overconsohdated (OCR = 1.2) in order to 

simulate conditions similar to those in many of the experimentally performed tests 

reported in Chapter 6. 

Stress and strain fields 

The numerical tests show that the stress and strain fields within the specimen become 

more and more non-uniform the more restrained the ends are. For fu l ly friction-free 

ends, here termed smooth contact (SC), the deformation field is uniform at low strain 

rates. However, for high strain rates, the specimen takes a barrel shape, mainly due to 

insufficient drainage in the centre zone. 

For fully fixed ends, rough end contacts (RC), but also for frictional end contacts (FC), 

the axial and radial effective stresses display maximum values at the end edges and 

minimum values at the lateral surface at mid height. That also the frictional end 

contacts bring about significant inhomogeneities is due to the quite high contact 

friction angle of 20°. The non-homogeneity of the axial and radial effective stresses is 

less pronounced in the simulated undrained tests. As could be expected, the shear 

stresses are highest at the end edges and become higher the more restrained the ends 

are. Once again, the inhomogeneity is less pronounced in the undrained case. 

The axial compression and radial extension are largest at the centre of the specimen. 

The more restrained the ends are, the more concentrated to the centre the deformations 

are. The deformation starts to become non-uniform at a lower axial compression than 

the stresses. 

For specimens with restrained ends (RC or FC), the global radial expansion at the end 

of the tests is smaller than the uniform radial expansion for ideal conditions (SC). 

Although the axial strain in the simulated tests is taken up to (unrealistically) 50%, 
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certain zones of the end restrained specimens w i l l not reach a critical state. For parts 

reaching a critical state at an early stage, hardening along the critical state hne might 

take place. The best local position for representation of stress paths and stress-strain 

curves is located at the 7/40 (or 33/40) height at the lateral surface of the specimen. 

The deformation pattern in the simulated undrained tests is similar to that in the 

drained tests. However, in the undrained case, the additional condition is that the total 

volume of the specimen must stay constant. This means that i f the centre zone and the 

zones near the end edges compress, other zones have to expand, among those the outer 

middle zone. In the compressive zones, the effective stress increases and in the 

expanding zones the effective stress decreases. 

In the simulated triaxial tests with rough or frictional end contacts, the non-uniformity 

of the stress and strain fields increases with the axial compression of the specimen. 

Global stress and strain measures 

Due to the inhomogeneity of the stress and strain fields in a specimen with restrained 

ends, global stress and strain measures, as normally used to present results f rom triaxial 

tests, might not be representative of the true constitutive behaviour of the soil. For 

example, the global stress path, after having reached the critical state failure line, may 

continue to move along this hne upwards or downwards as i f the soil should be 

hardening or softening. This leads to an overestimation of the deviator stress (or 

strength) in the case when the global measure is based on the current cross-sectional 

area (AGSM) and to an underestimation in the case when the global measure is based 

on an equivalent right cylinder (EGSM). The overestimation and underestimation, 

respectively, increase with increasing axial strain. This response is explained by the 

fact that the global stresses and strains are not only affected by the constitutive law of 

the material but also by the deformation pattern of the specimen. 

The numerical tests show that the global axial stress based on the cross-sectional area 

at 1/8 (or 7/8) of the height for frictional end contacts (FC) and at 1/10 (or 9/10) of the 

height for rough end contacts (i.e. the 'Representative Global Stress Measure', RGSM) 

leads to a quite good representation of the true stress path and stress-strain curve, i.e. 

that obtained for a specimen with smooth end contacts (SC). However, whether these 

positions for cross-sectional area are representative for other testing conditions and 

other types of soil behaviour needs to be investigated. 
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8.4.3 Second study - heavily overconsohdated specimens 

General 

In the second study heavily overconsohdated (OCR = 9) specimens were simulated. 

The reason for choosing such a high OCR was to study a dilatant soil which is known 

to show a high tendency to develop inhomogeneities in the form of e.g. shear bands. 

When studying the results, it should be noted that the developed axial strain in the 

elastic range is relatively large due to the high overconsohdation ratio. A perhaps more 

realistic friction angle of 5°, simulating enlarged lubricated end platens with some 

friction between soil and end platen, was used. The studied range of strain was 

concentrated to the one normally of interest i n experimental tests. The same local 

points (O, A , B) as in the first study were examined. The axial stress based on the 

AGSM was not used, because its effects, especially at larger strains, was illustrated in 

the first study. 

Stress and strain fields 

The second numerical study shows that also in a heavily overconsohdated specimen, 

non-homogeneous stress and strain fields develop, especially in the case of fu l ly fixed 

ends, i.e. rough end contacts (RC). For drained as well as undrained shear tests on 

specimens with rough end contacts, the axial and radial effective stresses become 

highest at the end edges of the specimen, relatively high in the centre zone, lowest in 

the inner end zones and relatively low in the outer zones at mid height. 

In the case of rough end contacts, the shear stress displays a typical X-shaped 

distribution with six zones of shear stress concentration in the radial plane and with the 

highest values at the end edges. The X-shaped shear stress distribution (also obtained 

for frictional end contacts) is not continuous in the centre zone of the specimen. 

Somewhat lower shear stress values are obtained under undrained shear in comparison 

to drained shear. The maximum values of the axial and radial strains are larger in the 

drained case as compared to the undrained one. The strains are largest within a 

relatively small zone in the centre of the specimen. In the zones near the ends, the axial 

and radial strains are close to zero. The radial expansion becomes larger in the middle 

third of the specimen which thus takes a significant barrel shape, especially in the 

drained case. These patterns of inhomogeneity are formed akeady in an early stage of 

the shear tests and the distributions of stresses and strains are qualitatively very much 

the same at 7.5% and 15 % axial strain, particularly for the simulated drained tests. 

Compared to the results i n the first study on shghtly overconsohdated specimens, the 

inhomogeneity of the stress and strain fields in the heavily overconsohdated specimens 

is more pronounced. 
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Due to the inhomogeneity of stresses and strains developed in specimens with rough 

end contacts, the local stress-strain response and stress paths differ very much from 

each other i n different regions. I f the specimen was subjected to sufficient strain, the 

local stress paths were observed to reach the critical state line, or at least come very 

close to i t . 

In the case of frictional end contacts (FC), here with a fr ict ion angle of 5°, no 

significant stress and strain inhomogeneities were obtained within the examined stress 

range up to 20%. At an axial strain of 15%, the axial and radial effective stresses do 

not deviate more than 1 kPa from the drained homogeneous state obtained with smooth 

end contacts, SC. In the undrained case, the axial stress deviated only shghtly more, 

about 2 kPa. 

Global stress and strain measures 

A global stress-strain curve and a global stress path based on the concept of 

'Equivalent Global Stress Measure' (EGSM), i.e. the stress measure referred to an 

equivalent right cylinder, give better representation of the ideal case (SC) in the 

drained simulated tests, compared to the undrained simulated tests (for rough end 

contacts). However, in the drained simulated tests, this stress measure leads to an 

underestimation of the deviator stress in the early phase of the plastic range and to an 

overestimation in the later phase. In undrained tests, the deviator stress is 

underestimated within the whole plastic range. Thus the EGSM is not representative 

when rough end contacts are used. 

In the case of frictional end contacts FC, with a friction angle of 5°, any type of stress 

measure (apphed, equivalent or representative global stress measure) would lead to 

axial stresses close to the ideal one since the specimen stays very close to the 

cylindrical shape. 

Finally i t can be concluded that when examining the stress and strain inhomogeneities 

within a triaxial specimen, one should examine stress-strain curves and stress paths as 

well as distribution of stresses and strains. 

8.5 A M E T H O D FOR DETERMINATION OF ACCEPTED INHOMOGENEITIES 

8.5.1 Introduction 

In this and the next section, in addition to what is reported in Appendices D and E, 

some findings are discussed. A method is also proposed for the determination of 

accepted levels of inhomogeneities of stresses and strains, in the sense that results from 
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global stress measures (EGSM, AGSM) reasonably well can be regarded to represent 

the true constitutive behaviour. The method is tested by analyses of the results f r o m the 

simulations presented in Appendices D and E. 

8.5.2 Inhomogeneity indicators 

The deviator stress-axial strain relation (q - ea) f rom the numerically simulated triaxial 

tests is studied and the global stress measures (EGSM, AGSM) f rom the simulations 

with end restraint is compared with the stresses obtained from the simulations wi th no 

end restraint (SC), here referred to as the ideal stresses. For each given value o f the 

axial strain ea, the absolute value of the normahsed deviator stress difference 

(8.1) 

is calculated, see Fig. 8.3. Here, qg is the global deviator stress and qi the ideal 

deviator stress. For a given limit value of T\q (e.g.T/9 < 1%), a corresponding maximum 

value of the axial strain is searched for. However, even though the limit value is not 

exceeded, and thereby the global deviator stress-axial strain curve is close to the ideal 

one, the global stress path in the p'-q plane may differ rather much f rom the ideal 

stress path. Therefore, the mean effective stress p' must also be controlled. This is 

here done by calculating the normalised mean effective stress difference 

n P - = U L - r 1 (8.2) 
Pi 

where p" is the global mean effective stress and p\ the ideal mean effective stress. As 

for the deviator stress difference, a maximum limit value is prescribed for T\p.. 

The choice of the hmit values of the inhomogeneity indicators r\q and r\p, should be 

based on experience, and is perhaps best determined f rom an ocular inspection of the 

deviator stress-axial strain curves and the stress paths. In this way, the chosen l imi t 

values of t]q and r\p. would define the strain range for which the global response, for 

the end restraint in question, can be considered to represent the true constitutive 

behaviour of the soil. Finally, i t should be emphasised that the procedure described 

above is a comparison of results from numerically simulated tests. 
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Figure 8.3 Comparison of global and ideal deviator stress-axial strain curves and 

definition of normalised deviator stress difference. 

8.5.3 Examples of application 

For the numerically simulated tests in Appendix D, the deviator stress-axial strain 

relations and the effective stress paths were studied, and different hmit stress 

differences for r\q and r\p, were checked. Table 8.3 shows maximum values of the 

axial strain for different global stress measures and end contact conditions, 

corresponding to the normahsed deviator stress difference r\q = \%. This value of r\q, 

which is considered to be rather low, was chosen from studies of the stress-strain 

graphs. In Fig. 8.4, the 1 % hmit of i]q is shown for the undrained simulations of the 

slightly overconsohdated specimens for frictional end contacts. This can also be 

compared with Fig. 12 in Appendix D in which the results are plotted up to 50 % axial 

strain. 

For the drained simulations, i t is seen that rough end contacts (RC) can only be 

accepted for the global stress measure based on a volumetrically equivalent right 

cylinder (EGSM) and at small strains. I t is surprising that frictional end contacts (FC) 

can be accepted at larger strains for the global stress measure based on the current 

contact area between the end platen and the specimen (AGSM) than for EGSM, and 

for the latter stress measure, for somewhat smaller strain than for rough end contacts. 

For the undrained simulations, Fig. 8.4, the influence of the end restraint and of the 

type of global stress measure corresponds to what is to be expected. I t is, however, 

somewhat surprising that rough end contacts cannot be accepted, not even at smaller 

strains, but also that relatively large strains may be allowed for in the case of frictional 

end contacts. The global stress measure AGSM works well at quite large strains for 
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frictional end contacts, and almost as well as the global stress measure EGSM which is 

explained by the small barrelling of the specimen up to 10% axial strain. 

Table 8.3 The maximum value of axial strain for the prescribed value of normalised 

deviator stress difference (r]q < 1%) for the simulations presented in 

Appendix D (first study). 

Normalised Drained simulations Undrained simulations 
deviator (slightly OC specimens) (slightly OC specimens) 
stress end condition- end condition-

difference 
TI 

global stress measure global stress measure 

% 
(%) 

FC- FC- RC- RC- FC- FC- RC- RC-
AGSM EGSM AGSM EGSM AGSM EGSM AGSM EGSM 

Axial strain ea (%), maximum value 

1 6.4 1.5 =0* 2.3 9.2 11.1 «0* =0* : 

By '=0' is meant that the global measure is not representative of true constitutive 
behaviour at any strain. 

For each of the simulated tests, the hmit value of the mean effective stress difference 

t]p. at the corresponding maximum value of axial strain in Table 8.3, was low (lower 

than 0.6 % ) . 

In the second study the global stress measure based on an volumetrically equivalent 

right cylinder (EGSM) was investigated, and the simulated specimens were all heavily 

overconsohdated (OCR=9). For the case of frictional end contacts (FC), the stress-

strain curves and the stress paths, for drained and undrained conditions are very close 

to the ideal results (smooth end contacts) throughout the range of strain simulated ( £ a = 

20%) and the r\q -values are less than 1%. For rough end contacts (RC), the stress 

measure EGSM is not representative, not even in the elastic range. A t an axial strain of 

just 1% e.g., the r\q takes values higher than 6% both in drained and undrained shear. 
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Figure 8.4 Deviator stress-axial strain curves for slightly overconsolidated specimens 

under undrained simulations. The 1 % limit of T]q is marked for the FC-curves. 

8.5.4 Conclusions 

When discussing results f rom the simulated tests with frictional end contacts (FC) 

referred to above, it should be taken into consideration that a relatively high value of 

the soil-platen friction angle (20°) was used in the first study and a relatively low one 

(5°) in the second study. As could be seen f rom the results, the magnitude of the soil-

platen friction angle w i l l strongly influence the development of inhomogeneities of 

stresses and strains and thus the constitutive relations obtained. 

With increasing strain, the inhomogeneities of stresses and strains within the specimen 

increase and the specimen becomes more and more barrel shaped. However, at the 

determined limit values of axial strain given in Table 8.3, the shape of the specimen is 

very close to the cylindrical and the non-uniformities o f stresses and strains are not 
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very significant. Therefore, the global results can be considered as relevant for 

describing the constitutive behaviour of the soil at least up these strains. 

The main conclusions, from the numerical study, concerning the question i f the global 

stress measures (based on an volumetrically equivalent right cylinder, EGSM, and 

based on the current contact area between the end platen and the specimen, AGSM) are 

representative of true constitutive behaviour of slightly overconsolidated specimens, 

can be summarised as follows: 

• For drained tests, frictional end contacts can be accepted within a specified and 

relatively small strain range. Rough end contacts can only be accepted within a 

relatively small strain range, and then only for EGSM. 

• For undrained tests, frictional end contacts can be accepted within a specified strain 

range which is relatively large. Rough end contacts cannot be accepted. 

or expressed in another way, 

• The EGSM can be accepted for frictional end contacts in both drained and 

undrained tests and for rough end contacts in drained tests within specified strain 

ranges, but not for rough end contacts in undrained tests. 

• The AGSM can be accepted for frictional end contacts i n drained and undrained 

tests within specified strain ranges, but not for rough end contacts. 

I t is believed that the conclusions drawn above also hold for normally consolidated 

specimens, because the elastic range for the simulated shghtly overconsohdated 

specimens is small, ea< 0.3 %, compared to the evaluated hmit values of axial strain, 

Table 8.3. 

The main conclusion concerning the global stress measure EGSM being representative 

of true constitutive behaviour for heavily overconsolidated specimens, can be 

formulated as: 

• For drained and undrained tests, frictional end contacts can be accepted within a 

fairly large strain range but rough end contacts cannot be accepted. 

8.6 DEFORMATION MODES OF SPECIMENS 

During shear, as has been observed in the experimental triaxial tests reported in 

Chapter 6, a specimen may develop a deformation mode different from the initial 

cylindrical shape. The FEM-simulations performed in this study have shown that end 

restraint and high strain rates w i l l cause non-uniformity. The numerically determined 

deformation modes of the specimen obtained at larger strains, say ea> 25 %, are 
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sketched in Fig. 8.5. The category 'Frictional end' in the figure includes rough end 

contacts (RC) and frictional end contacts (FC) with a relatively high soil-platen 

fr ict ion. The specimens with barrel shape are drawn with some radial expansion at the 

ends which corresponds to the frictional end contacts. From the deformation modes 

developed in the numerical simulations, the following conclusions can be drawn: 

• A specimen with smooth end conditions and tested at low strain rates remains 

cylindrical. 

• A specimen with smooth end conditions and tested at high strain rates, shows non

uniform deformation in drained shear. This is explained by the drainage situation in 

that the specimen becomes drained at its ends but only partly drained at the centre 

part, due to the low permeability of the soil. Therefore, a contractant behaviour of 

the only shghtly overconsolidated specimen leads to a barrel shape and a dilatant 

behaviour of the heavily overconsolidated specimen leads to an hour-glass 

shape as outlined in Fig. 8.5. 

• A specimen with frictional ends develops a barrel shape. The variations in cross-

sectional area are most significant for heavily overconsolidated specimens under 

drained shear. (This is not shown in Fig. 8.5 but can be seen in the figures in 

Appendices D and E.) 

Depending on the overconsolidation ratio and the drainage conditions, the barrel shape 

can be somewhat different (see the deformed specimens in the figures in Appendices D 

and E). In general, for rough end contacts (RC), the difference in diameter at mid 

height and at the ends for the different numerically simulated tests, is in order from 

largest to smallest: OC-Drained, OC-Undrained, NC-Undrained, NC-Drained (where 

OC means overconsohdated and NC normally consohdated specimens). 

The numerically obtained deformation modes, Fig. 8.5, are similar to those most often 

developed in experimental tests. Examples of exceptions are the deformation modes 

developed in the drained tests reported in Chapter 6, in which normally consolidated 

and hghtly overconsohdated (OCR < 5) specimens were sheared. The specimens 

remained more or less cylindrical even at large strains, and the small radial expansion 

of the specimens might be explained by the large volume changes occurring due to 

high compressibihty of the clay and possibly also due to secondary creep effects. 
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Figure 8.5 Deformation modes at large strains obtained from the numerical simulations of 

triaxial compression tests, shown in the radial plane. The letters A-E imply five 

different deformation modes. The radial strain is exaggerated. For the 

homogeneously deformed specimens the mutual diameter differences are 

emphasised but not for the barrel shaped specimens. 

8.7 NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS VERSUS EXPERIMENTAL TESTS 

There are some discrepancies in conditions between the numerical simulations of 

triaxial tests reported above and real experimental testing conditions. In the 

experimental 'friction-free' set-up, for which the concept of lubricated ends is used, a 

layer of grease and a rubber membrane is used between the soil and the stiff end 

platen. To allow for drainage, a small hole is made in the centre or, alternatively, filter 

papers are placed on the lateral surface. In this experimental set-up, the friction is not 

zero but quite small. The radial straining must also be kept relatively small i n order to 

avoid that stresses in the end membrane affect the deformation. 
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In the numerical simulations the drainage area is different from that in the 

experimental set-up in that the whole end surface is allowed to drain and the lubricated 

ends are simulated by zero friction (smooth end contacts) or by a low friction angle 

(frictional end contacts). Furthermore, the membrane around the lateral surface is not 

simulated. In experimental practice, i t can be questioned whether the specimen is 

completely restrained at the ends when frictional ends and membranes are used, since 

the membranes are flexible. For the case of simulated frictional end contacts, i t would 

have been of interest to vary the soil-platen friction angle between the two investigated 

values 5° and 20°. 

In the present study, only conventional triaxial tests were simulated, and 

inhomogeneities for more general loading conditions were thus not investigated. 

It should be noted that the simulation of frictional end contacts in combination with the 

apphed global stress measure AGSM is to be considered as a theoretical case, which is 

seldom or never used in practice because the diameter changes at the ends would then 

have to be measured. 

For the representative global stress measure RGSM, the position of a specific node in 

the element net defines the current cross-sectional area to be apphed. Alternatively, a 

specific height can be used to define the area. 

The finite elements used in the numerical analysis are quadratic in the radial plane and 

thus favourably shaped concerning accuracy of the calculations. In the cases with 

simulated end restraint (frictional and rough end contacts), the element size, type of 

element, and number of time steps may influence the results. However, these effects 

are considered to be of less importance in this study. The influence of the chosen 

constitutive model on the results obtained, could have been studied by using different 

models. However, this was not performed since the study was focused on comparisons 

between different end conditions or strain rates. 

The conclusions drawn in this chapter are based solely on numerical simulations where 

assumed theoretical models for real experimental testing conditions are used. The 

relevance of these conclusions to real testing conditions can only be confirmed by an 

extensive experimental testing program, which was beyond the scope of this study. 
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9 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

9.1 CONCLUSIONS 

9.1.1 Experimental results 

Structure effects 

A major break down of the in situ structure of the natural Norrköping clay occurs when 

effective stresses higher than the corresponding in situ preconsolidation pressures in 

the corresponding directions are apphed. The break down causes a significant drop in 

stiffness and large volume changes occur. The higher the consolidation stresses (higher 

than the preconsohdation pressures) the stronger the break down of the structure and 

the smaller the effects of the natural in situ structure on the mechanical behaviour in 

subsequent loading. The structure may also be broken down by a shear failure caused 

by large shear deformations. In order to study the in situ behaviour of the type of in sim 

shghtly overconsolidated clay, which the Norrköping clay represents, it is therefore 

necessary to keep the consohdation stresses lower than the in situ preconsolidation 

pressures. 

I f the natural in sita structure of this type of soil is preserved, the shear response of 

slightly overconsolidated specimens is characterised by the following: 

• I n undrained compression: 

- the initial stress-strain response is stiff 

- peak deviator stress is obtained at small strains 

- brittle failure leading to significant strain-softening in post-peak region occurs 

- large and small pore pressure increases develop in the pre-failure and post-failure 

ranges respectively 

- a decreasing mean effective stress occurs in the 'elastic' range 

The structure contributes to higher values of the undrained shear strength t ß and to 

failure for deviator stresses above the critical state hne (</>' = 30°). Most often a 

distinct single shear plane (or crossing shear planes) develops in the specimen which 

reflects a brittle failure. Also in undrained extension, peak deviator stress at small 

strains and significant strain-softening are obtained. 

• In drained compression, the deviator stress-axial strain curve shows, after an initial 

relatively stiff response, a plateau implying a destructuration process, after which a 

hardening process takes place. 
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I f the natural in situ structure is partly or completely broken down, the shear response 

of normally consolidated specimens is characterised by the following: 

• In undrained compression, failure occurs for deviator stresses below the critical state 

Une (<$>' =30°). Undrained softening takes place but less distinctly compared to the 

slightly overconsolidated specimens. Most often a barrel shape develops in the 

specimen which reflects a plastic failure within the whole specimen volume. 

• In drained compression, the deviator stress-axial strain curve does not display 

any plateau or failure but a continuously increasing deviator stress. 

The results of the undrained compression tests on the laboratory stress induced 

overconsohdated specimens show that the contribution of the in situ structure to the 

shear strength is essentially lost when the in situ preconsolidation pressures are 

exceeded during consohdation. This reduction of strength may completely or partly 

neutralise the strength increase caused by higher laboratory stress induced 

preconsohdation pressures. 

From an isotropic compression test, i t is possible to detect the horizontal and vertical i n 

sim preconsoUdation pressures i f radial and axial strains respectively are evaluated for 

small stress steps. A significant loss in stiffness in a direction, i.e. a structural break 

down, results in markedly increased deformations in the corresponding direction. 

Finally, i t can be concluded that the in situ structure of the natural Norrköping clay 

significantly affects its mechanical behaviour. However, the effect of the structure is 

reduced when the clay is consolidated for stresses higher than the in situ 

preconsolidation pressures. 

Undrained behaviour 

From the results of the K0-consolidated undrained compression and extension tests on 

the Norrköping clay, the following can be concluded: 

• The deviator stress-axial strain response is qualitatively the same in compression 

and extension and characterised by a stiff initial response, peak failure followed by 

significant strain-softening and small changes of deviator stress at large strains. 

• The normalised effective stress paths coincide relatively well in compression as well 

as in extension. This motivates a normalisation of stresses with respect to the in situ 

vertical preconsohdation pressure for specimens consolidated for in sim stresses. 
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• A higher value of the undrained shear strength x^ is obtained in compression 

compared to extension, i.e. the clay shows anisotropy in undrained shear strength, in 

average xp° / T ^ m p = 0.78. This is explained by a higher in situ preconsohdation 

pressure in the vertical direction compared to the horizontal direction. 

• A higher value of the effective friction angle 0' at failure is obtained in extension 

compared to compression, 0 ,̂ =(1.2-1.3)0^, . 

• The variation of the shear strength with depth in situ is better described by an 

effective stress analysis according to Mohr-Coulomb than by a total stress analysis 

according to Tresca. This supports that effective stresses, in comparison with total 

stresses, also under undrained conditions better describe the strength of clays. 

• In undrained triaxial compression, the undrained shear strength normahsed with 

respect to the in sim vertical preconsolidation pressure, increases somewhat with 

increasing liquid l imit . A compilation of the results f rom the Norrköping clay and 

other Scandinavian inorganic clays gives the relation x^ / a'vc - 0.273+0.077 wL. 

From the results of the undrained compression tests on the naturally overconsolidated 

and normally consolidated specimens of the Norrköping clay, the following can be 

concluded: 

• The effective fr ict ion angle 0' = 30° is representative both at peak deviator stress 

and at end-of-test values of deviator stress for naturally overconsohdated specimens. 

Furthermore, a preserved structure of the clay at start of shear gives rise to a higher 

strength, i.e. an effective cohesion intercept c' is obtained at both peak deviator 

sttess and at end-of-test values of deviator stress. 

• For normally consohdated specimens, i.e. specimens in which the structure is partly 

or completely broken down during consohdation, 0' < 30° (c ' = 0) at peak values 

and 0' = 30° at end-of-test values of deviator sttess. 

• The critical state is represented by 0' = 30° and c' = 0 (also obtained in drained 

compression tests). 

• Whether a cohesion intercept for the peak failure hne is obtained or not in undrained 

shear not only depends on the chosen deformation rate, but also on the applied 

consohdation stresses, i.e. whether the in situ preconsolidation pressures are 

exceeded or not. The position of the failure line in a sttess plane, both at 

maximum and end-of-test values of deviator sttess, depends on the deformation 

rate and the sttess state (isotropic, anisotropic), the overconsolidation ratio, and the 

structure of the clay at the start of the shear phase. 
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• The position of the effective stress path in the stress plane at strains after failure 

(axial strains > 5%) depends on the stress state (isotropic or anisotropic) and the 

overconsolidation ratio (normally consohdated or overconsohdated) at 

consohdation. 

• Undrained strain-softening eventually takes place to some degree independently of 

the stress state (isotropic or anisotropic) and the overconsolidation ratio (normally 

consohdated or overconsohdated) at consohdation, and also independently of the 

developed deformation mode at larger strains. 

• The magnitude of undrained strain-softening depends on the consohdation stresses 

and the degree of destructuration of the clay during the consolidation process. It is 

highest for consohdation stresses corresponding to the in situ vertical 

preconsolidation pressure. 

• In the post-peak region, up to 15% axial strain, shghtly overconsohdated specimens 

show a reduction of the undrained shear strength by 35-45%. 

Deformation modes 

The types of deformation modes of the specimens developed in triaxial compression 

and extension tests were inspected visually. From the results the following can be 

concluded: 

• Bifurcation of deformation did not occur, i.e. the specimens maintained the 

homogeneous cylindrical shape, at strains corresponding to maximum deviator 

stresses. 

• In drained compression the specimens maintained the homogeneous cyhndrical 

shape in the studied strain range (axial strains up to 12-25%). 

• Specimens developing distinct shear planes in undrained compression and 

extension, showed a relatively strong reduction of the deviator stress after peak 

failure. 

• Laboratory stress induced overconsolidated specimens most often developed one or 

two distinct shear planes in undrained compression. 
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From the results of the undrained compression tests on the naturally overconsolidated 

and normally consolidated specimens of the Norrköping clay, the following can be 

concluded: 

• Localisation of deformation in the form of distinct shear planes, most often 

took place in specimens consolidated for stresses corresponding to stress states 

inside the in situ natural yield surface, i.e. for naturally overconsolidated specimens. 

A preserved structure of the clay gave rise to a brittle shear failure. 

• The barrel shaped deformation mode, in most cases developed for specimens 

consolidated for stresses corresponding to stress states outside the in situ natural 

yield surface, i.e. in a normally consohdated state. 

9.1.2 Constitutive modelhng 

A constitutive model of the Norrköping clay should be able to mimic the related 

specific properties of the in sim structured clay as well as the process of destructuration 

and the properties of the destructured clay. 

Constitutive modelling of an initially 'undisturbed' natural structured anisotropic clay 

within the framework of the f low theory of plasticity calls for a yield surface able to 

express this anisotropy and a hardening/softening rule causing this anisotropy to fade 

away due to increasing plastic straining. The most simple way to capture the anisotropy 

is to apply an anisottopic version of Cam clay. In addition, a rule of rotational 

softening is proposed to be apphed in order to model the destructuration. The 

mentioned anisottopic yield surface corresponds to the traditional one, the size of 

which is determined by the in situ preconsohdation pressures. In order to capture the 

inelastic response within this traditional yield surface, i t can be combined with an inner 

yield surface defining the true elastic range. In such a two-surface theory, the outer 

traditional yield surface plays the role of some type of hmit surface which can be 

referred to as a structure locus. 

In addition to the features described above, a constitutive model supposed to describe 

the behaviour of a natural soft clay, such as the Norrköping clay, should be able to 

capture: 

- anisottopic elasticity for stress states inside an inner yield surface 

- anisotropic inelasticity for sttess states inside the structure locus 

- non-associated plastic f low ( i f needed) 
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- yielding and failure depending on the third stress invariant (if needed) 

- isotropic compression governed by an exponential compression modulus rather than 

by a logarithmic one. 

9.1.3 Finite element simulations 

Conditions for simulations 

Finite element simulations of triaxial test specimens in conventional triaxial 

compression tests were carried out. Drained and undrained shear tests were simulated 

for slightly and heavily overconsohdated specimens. Three types of soil-end platen 

interaction were studied, smooth end contacts (SC) representing ideal completely 

friction-free ends, frictional end contacts (FC) representing enlarged lubricated end 

platens with some friction (friction angle of 20° and 5° in the first and second study 

respectively), and rough end contacts (RC) representing traditional experimental 

frictional ends. The axial stress was defined in three different ways depending on 

choice of the cross-sectional area of the specimen. The axial stress corresponding to 

the current contact area between the end platen and the specimen is referred to as the 

'Apphed Global Stress Measure' (AGSM) and the axial stress corresponding to the 

area of a volumetrically equivalent right cyhnder is referred to as the 'Equivalent 

Global Stress Measure' (EGSM). In addition, the axial stress corresponding to a 

theoretical area defined by the current cross-sectional area at a given position is 

referred to as the 'Representative Global Stress Measure' (RGSM). 

In the numerical simulations the effects of end restraint, simulated by frictional and 

rough end contacts, were investigated by comparing the results wi th the behaviour 

obtained f rom simulations of smooth end contacts, i.e. ideal completely friction-free 

ends. The conclusions presented below hold both for drained and undrained shear i f 

not otherwise stated. 

Slightly overconsolidated specimens 

Distribution of stresses and strains 

• For completely friction-free ends the stress and strain fields are uniform at low 

strain rates and non-uniform at high strain rates. A non-uniform deformation leading 

to a barrel-shaped specimen is caused by insufficient drainage in the centre zone. 

• The stress and strain fields within a specimen become more and more non-uniform 

the more restrained the ends are and the more deformed the specimen becomes. 
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• The distributions of stresses and strains are similar in undrained and drained tests 

but the inhomogeneity is less pronounced in the undrained case. 

• When end restraint is present the highest shear stresses, axial effective stresses, and 

radial effective stresses develop at the end edges and the lowest axial and radial 

effective stresses at the lateral surface at mid height of the specimen. 

• The axial compressions and radial extensions are largest at the centre of the 

specimen. The more restrained the ends are, the more concentrated to the centre the 

deformations become. 

Local stresses and strains 

• The best local position for representation of stress paths and stress-strain curves, i.e. 

giving results as close as possible to the ideal behaviour according to completely 

friction-free ends, is located at 7/40 and 33/40 of the height at the lateral surface of 

the specimen. 

• Critical state conditions w i l l not be reached at certain positions within a non-

uniformly deformed specimen. For parts reaching a critical state at an early stage, 

hardening along the critical state hne may take place. 

Global stress measures 

• Due to the inhomogeneity of the stress and strain fields in a specimen with 

restrained ends, global stress and strain measures, as normally used to present results 

f rom triaxial tests, may not be representative of the true constitutive behaviour of 

the soil. 

• The use of the global axial stress, based on the cross-sectional area at 1/8 and 7/8 

specimen height for the frictional end contacts and at 1/10 and 9/10 specimen height 

for the rough end contacts, leads to a relatively good representation of the true stress 

path and stress-strain curve. 

• A global stress path may, after having reached the critical state hne, continue to 

move over or down from the critical state line as i f the soil was hardening or 

softening. Such a stress path may be caused by non-uniform deformation of the 

specimen, and thus not be representative of the true material behaviour. Therefore, 

experimental stress paths based on global stress measures should be treated with 

caution unless it is ascertained that they reflect a true material behaviour. 
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• Global stress paths based on AGSM or EGSM with end restraint do not end on the 

critical state hne. This leads to an overestimation and underestimation respectively 

of the deviator stress or shear strength. The reason for this is that the global stresses 

and strains are not only affected by the constitutive law of the material, but also by 

the deformation pattern of the triaxial specimen. The overestimation of deviator 

stress for the AGSM and the underestimation for the EGSM increase with 

increasing axial strain. 

A method is proposed for the determination of accepted levels of inhomogeneities of 

stresses and strains within which the results f rom global stress measures (EGSM, 

AGSM) can be regarded to be representative of the true constitotive behaviour. In this 

method results f rom numerically simulated triaxial tests are studied and the global 

stress measures f rom the simulations with end restraint are compared with the stresses 

obtained f rom the simulations with completely friction-free ends. By using this method 

the following may be concluded for the slightly overconsolidated specimens: 

• The EGSM can be accepted for frictional end contacts in both drained and 

undrained tests and for rough end contacts i n drained tests within specified strain 

ranges, but not for rough end contacts in undrained tests. 

• The AGSM can be accepted for frictional end contacts in drained and undrained 

tests within specified strain ranges, but not for rough end contacts. 

Deformation modes of specimens 

The FEM-simulations performed have indicated that end restraint and high strain rates 

w i l l cause non-uniform deformations leading to deformation modes deviating f rom the 

initial cylindrical shape. The deformation modes developed in the numerical 

simulations may be summarised as: 

• A specimen with frictional ends tends to develop a barrel shape. 

• A specimen with smooth end conditions and tested at low strain rates remains 

cylindrical. 

• A specimen with smooth end conditions and tested at high strain rates, shows non

uniform deformation in drained shear. This is explained by the drainage situation 

which results in that the specimen becomes drained at its ends but only partly 

drained at the centre part, due to the low permeability of the soil. Therefore, a 

contractant behaviour of an only shghtly overconsohdated specimen leads to a 

barrel shape and a dilatant behaviour of a heavily overconsolidated specimen leads 

to an hour-glass shape. 
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Heavily overconsolidated specimens 

Distribution of stresses and strains 

• Although the maximum values of the shear stress for frictional end contacts are very 

low at 15% axial strain, 0.30 and 0.34 kPa for drained and undrained shear 

respectively, the typical X-shape distribution is developed. 

• For rough end contacts, six zones of concentration of shear stresses occur in the 

radial plane with the highest values at the end edges. Somewhat lower values of 

shear stress are obtained in the undrained case compared to the drained one. 

• For both drained and undrained shear tests on specimens with rough end 

contacts, the axial and radial effective stresses are highest at the end edges of the 

specimens, relatively high in the centre zones, lowest in the inner end zones and 

relatively low in the outer zones at mid height. 

• In the zones near the ends, the axial and radial strains are very close to zero. In a 

relatively small zone in the centre zone of the specimen very large strains develop. 

Larger maximum values of axial and radial strains develop in the drained case as 

compared to the undrained one. 

Deformation modes of specimens 

• A significant barrel shape of the specimen only appears for rough end contacts and 

is more pronounced for the drained case. In drained shear, the radial expansion is 

smaller within the axially outer 1/4 of the specimen, but larger at the axially middle 

1/3, compared to undrained shear. This is because the specimen at the ends is 

affected by free drainage conditions in drained shear, and most of the expansion, 

due to dilatancy effects, takes place in the outer middle zone at the lateral surface of 

the specimen. 

General 

• In the case of frictional end contacts with a soil-platen friction angle of 5°, the stress 

and strain inhomogeneities within the specimen are not significant up to the axial 

strain level studied, 20%. The local and global stress-strain curves and stress paths 

are very close to the ideal ones (SC) and the shape of the specimen remains basically 

cyhndrical. This holds both for drained and undrained shear. 
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• In the case of rough end contacts, significant non-uniformities in the stress and 

strain distributions are observed in the heavily overconsolidated specimens. The 

local stress-strain curves and stress paths differ very much from one another in the 

later part of plastic range, especially in the undrained case. It is also observed that 

the EGSM in drained tests leads to an underestimation of the deviator stress in the 

earher phase of the plastic range and to an overestimation in the later phase, 

whereas, in undrained tests, the deviator stress is underestimated in the whole plastic 

range. 

• Compared to previous results for the shghtly overconsohdated specimens, more 

significant inhomogeneities i n stresses and strains are observed for the heavily 

overconsolidated specimens in the case of rough end contacts. 

• In general, when examining the stress and strain inhomogeneities within a triaxial 

specimen, the stress-strain curves and stress paths as well as distribution of stresses 

and strains should be examined. 

By using the method proposed for determination of accepted levels of inhomogeneities 

of stresses and strains, the following may be concluded for the heavily 
overconsohdated specimens: 

• For drained and undrained tests, the EGSM can be accepted for frictional end 

contacts within a fairly large strain range but the EGSM cannot be accepted for 

rough end contacts. 

9.2 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 

This doctoral thesis has been focused on the mechanical behaviour of 'undisturbed' 

natural clays referring to a Swedish soft clay from Norrköping. Although this work 

might have added some knowledge to that obtained in the quite few earher presented 

studies in this area, still many questions concerning the behaviour of natural structured 

clays and their destructuration remain to be answered. Some of those w i l l be addressed 

below. 

When investigating the mechanical behaviour of natural structured clays, i t is of great 

importance to obtain undisturbed test specimens. To this end, block samphng should 

be considered, a method almost not utilised in Sweden today. 

In this thesis, one specific natural clay has been explored. However, i t should be of 

interest to map the relation between the type of clay structure (type of microstructure 
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caused by environmental conditions during deposition and also possibly affected by 

later environmental changes due to human activities) and the mechanical response 

what concerns e.g. the lapse of destructuration, the type of compressibihty, the shear 

response under drained and undrained conditions, the type of failure, etc. 

Generally, tests enabling the exploration of natural structured soils for general stress 

and strain paths should be performed, demanding e.g. true triaxial tests (cubical tests) 

in addition to computerised drained and undrained triaxial compression and extension 

tests. In this way, yielding and failure, compressibility and shear response under 

different loading histories would be better captured. This also includes the influence of 

the third stress invariant on yielding and failure, a possible non-associated flow, the 

response under stress reversed and cyclic loading, the existence and nature of 

anisotropy in elastic and inelastic ranges, etc. Issues not addressed in this thesis, but 

still of importance, are e.g. rate effects (time dependency, creep) and thermal effects. 

Constitutive modelling of natural structured clay and of its destructuration during 

loading is still a virgin field. In a first step, the model outhned in Section 7.6, reflecting 

initial anisotropy, volumetric hardening and rotational softening etc., should be 

investigated in a Constitutive Driver, Mattsson et al. (1999), in which way the 

performed tests on the Norrköping clay could be simulated and response curves etc. 

compared from a qualitative and quantitative point of view. To this end, the role of the 

inner yield surface, and the hardening laws associated with i t , should be better 

analysed. 

In a next step of model development, among other things, the crucial case of strain 

softening should be tackled. Furthermore, based on test results, an eventually needed 

plastic potential function should be formulated as well as a yield function depending 

on the third stress invariant. In a longer perspective, an elastic-plastic-viscoplastic 

model could be considered as soon as experimental evidence is available. 
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A 1(2) 

Calculation of stresses and strains from measured triaxial test data 

With the triaxial equipment for soil testing at LTU, used in this study, calculations of stresses 
and strains are based on measured values of pressures and volume changes according to the 
following. 

Measured with the digital controllers 

Pressure: cell pressure, CP (= ay) 
pore pressure, PP (= «) 
back pressure, BP (= % ) 
lower chamber pressure, LP 

Volume changes of: 
water in cell 
back pressure water (pore water) 
water in lower chamber 

Water is used as pressure medium in the triaxial system. Before start of each test, pressure and 
volume are set to zero for each digital controller. Therefore it is the changes of pressures and 
volumes that are measured. For calculation of stresses and strains it is assumed that the 
specimen retains its cylindrical shape during testing. 

Calculation of stresses and strains 

Stresses: ar - CP radial stress 
u = PP pore pressure 
Ufr = BP back pressure 

aa = CP + — (LP - CP ± F) axial stress 
A 

where a = effective area of the bellofram rolling diaphragm (= 2940 mm 2 ) 
A = current average cross-sectional area of the test specimen 
F = frictional loss, pressure losses in the lower chamber 
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A 2(2) 

(hi-hß) 
Strains: e„ = 1 — axial strain 

where hi -hQ = Ah =—!£-
a 

where4VVj> is the volume change of water in the lower chamber 

I f ( V i - V 0 ) (hi-hn) > , • 

er=—{-—L ±L+±-i—^-) radial strain 
2X V0 ho 

where AV =V] - VQ, is the volume change of the specimen, in this system 
determined by the volume change of pore water going into or out of the 
specimen. In undrained tests, drainage is prevented by closing the water tubes 
and thus .4V = 0, which gives 

_1_ 

( V j - V 0 ) 
£ „ = - — volumetric strain 

p v0 

(hi-ho) l(Vi-Vo) , . e = V-L +-L-i ILL deviator strain 
q ho 3 V0 
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B 1(3) 

Invariant stress and strain measures 

Stress measures 

In the thesis, the invariant stress measures p' and q are frequently used. The mean effective 

stress p' is defined as 

P' = 3 « + °'yy + O = 3 K + Oj + ^ ) = = |°* ( B - l a ) 

where rx^, o"̂ , and o"̂  denote the three normal effective stress components, referred to a 

Cartesian coordinate system (x,y,z), and where cr/, a2 and aj ' are the three principal 

effective stresses. Further, <y~ denotes the Cartesian stress components using indical tensor 

notation. The mean effective stress is identical to one third of the first effective stress 
invariant I'j 

P' = \l'i (B.lb) 

Equations corresponding to (B.la, b) also hold for the total stresses, i.e. 

(B.2) 

The deviator stress measure, in the text termed deviator stress, is defined as 

(B.3a) 

where 

^=aij-8ijp = a;j-8ijp' (B.3b) 

denote the components of the deviator stress tensor in indical notation and where J2 is the 

second deviator stress invariant. In the principal stresses, (B.3a) takes the form 

f1 1 1 / 2 

q = | - [ ( a / - a'2 f Ho'2- a'3 )
2+(a'3- a', ) 2 ] | (B.4) 

In a triaxial test, the specimen is exerted to an axial effective stress o'a, equal to the major 

principal stress aj in a compression test, and to a radial effective stress a'T, equal to the 

intermediate and minor principal stresses, a'r =a'2=a'3. For such a "triaxial stress state" the 

invariant stress measures p' and q become 
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B 2(3) 

p' = - ( c ' a + 2 a ' r ) (B.5a) 

(B.5b) 

Strain measures 

The volumetric strain is 

£ p = £ x x + £ y y + £zz = £1 + £2 + £3 = føl = £ * * ^ " 6 ) 

where , e^, and denote the three normal strain components referred to a Cartesian 

coordinate system (x,y,z) and where e,, e2 and e3 are the three principal strains. Further, etj 

denotes the Cartesian strain components using indical tensor notation. The volumetric strain is 
identical to the first strain invariant l t l 

ep=hi CB.7) 

Equations corresponding to (B.6) hold also for the strain increments, i.e. 

dep = de, + de2 + de3 (B.8) 

The deviator strain measure eq is defined as 

(B.9a) 

where 

1 

denote the components of the deviator strain tensor in indical notation and where Je2 is the 

second deviator strain invariant. In the principal strains, (B.9a) takes form 

£<,={g[(£' ~£2 >2 + ( £ 2 - £ s ) 2 +(£s-£, ?]] (B.10) 

In a triaxial compression test, the axial strain ea corresponds to the major principal strain E, 

and the radial strain er to the intermediate and minor principal strains £ 2 = £ 3 . For such a 

"triaxial strain state" (B.6) and (B.10) become 

£ p = £ a + 2 £ r (B.l la) 
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B 3(3) 

£ q = ^ ( £ a - £ r ) (B.Hb) 

Correspondingly, on incremental form 

dep=dea+2der (B. 12a) 

deq=-(dea-der) (B.12b) 

The very choice of the invariant stress measure eq in (B.9a) is based on the fact that its 

increment 

d£,={ldevdeij] (B.13) 

multiplied by the deviator stress measure q, should express a correct value of the increment 

of the deviatoric work, i.e. 

<Wq = qd£q = Sydey (B.14) 
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C 1(5) 

The flow theory of plasticity 

General 

The flow (incremental) theory of plasticity is based on four fundamental assumptions: (1) the 
decomposition of the strain increment into an elastic and a plastic part; (2) a yield surface 
defining the current elastic limit in the stress space; (3) a hardening/softening rule determining 
the change of the yield surface during plastic flow; and (4) a flow rule determining the growth 
in plastic strain in the plastic range. Henceforth, these four issues of the incremental theory of 
plasticity wil l be addressed. 

Decomposition of strain 

In the incremental theory of plasticity, the increment (rates) of strain is studied. A strain 
increment is related to the strain rate by 

ds 

dey=-£dt = éijdt ( C l ) 

where dt is a considered time step. 

The increments in the total strain components (referred to a Cartesian coordinate system) 

are decomposed into an elastic and a plastic part 

dSg^dtf+deg (C.2) 

No other type of strain, e.g. creep, is considered in the theory. The increments in the elastic 
(reversible) strain components are governed by a constitutive law for the elastic range, 
generally some form of the Hooke law is applied. The increments in the plastic (irreversible) 
strain components are governed by a flow rule, see below. 

In the same way, the invariant strain measures ep and eq are decomposed into elastic and 

plastic parts 

dep = dse

p+dep (C.3a) 

dsq=dse

q+dep

q (C.3b) 

In an elastic state, only elastic strains are developed, while, in a plastic state, also plastic 
strains are developed. 
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Yield criterion 

The limit between the elastic and plastic states is defined by a yield criterion expressed as 

f((TiJrk)=0 (C.4a) 

where / = f(ay,k) is termed the yield function. Hence, stress states defined by 

/ < 0 (C.4b) 

belongs to the elastic state (elastic stress range) and stress states defined by 

/ = 0 (C.4c) 

belongs to the plastic state (plastic stress range). The case / > 0 is not defined. 

The geometrical interpretation of the yield criterion (C.4a) is a yield surface in the stress space 
Oy. Stress states inside this surface, for / <0 , thus belongs to the elastic stress range and 

stress states on the yield surface, for / = 0, belongs to the plastic stress range. Stress states 

outside the yield surface ( / > 0 ) are not allowed. 

In soil plasticity it is convenient to express the yield function in the invariant stress measures 
p', q (see (B. 1) and (B.3) in Appendix B) and 0, the last of which is the Lode angle related 
to the third deviator stress invariant J3 by the expression 

3^3 h 

'2 
00*30 = — - ^ (C.5a) 

where 

Expressed in the stress invariants, the yield criterion (and the yield surface) takes the form 

f(p',q,e,k)=0 (C.6) 

When representing the yield surface in the principal stress space, the invariants p' and q 

controls the shape of the surface in the meridian plane while 8 controls its shape in the 
deviator plane. 
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In the p ' - q stress plane, the yield surface corresponds to a yield locus. Many proposals for 
yield loci do exist, one of the most applied is the elliptical Cam Clay locus. 

Hardening rule 

For hardening/softening plastic materials, the yield function / is a function not only of the 

stress state but also of a hardening function governing the change (growth, shrinkage, 
translation, etc.) of the yield surface during plastic flow. Hence, the hardening function is 
expressed in the plastic strain state 

k = k(ep (C.7a) 

or, using the invariant strain measures, 

k = k(ep,eq

p) (C.7b) 

The most simple hardening mle for soils is expressed just in the plastic volumetric strain 
governing the isotropic preconsolidation pressure 

dp'c = Hdep

p (C.8) 

through the plastic hardening modulus H, defined by the condition 

dep

p =dep-dee

p=-t-dp'--^dp' (C.9a) 
KP KP 

i.e. 

1 1 

H K, <C9b> 

where Kp is given by (5.2) or (5.3) in Chapter 5, and Kp is the elastic isotropic compression 

modulus. Hence, in the p ' - q stress plane, the current isotropic preconsolidation pressure p'c 

controls the size of the yield locus; p ' c then represents the intersection of the yield locus with 

the //-axis. With the simple volumetric (or isotropic) hardening mle (C.8), the yield criterion 

(and yield surface) is expressed as 

f ( p ' , q , e , p ' c ( e p ) = 0 (CIO) 
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For many soils, however, especially those coarse grained, also the deviatoric plastic strain 
influences the hardening. Hence, for sands and gravels, deviatoric hardening must normally be 
accounted for. 

The hardening rule might also be based on concepts like nested surfaces etc. In this case, an 
inner moving yield surface defines some "true" elastic range while an outer limit surface or 
boundary surface defines a fully plastic state. 

Flow rule 

In the flow theory of plasticity, the increments (or rates) of the plastic strain components are 
governed by gradients of a plastic potential function 

g = g ( o - ä ) ( C l l a ) 

ds$ = dX-$~ ( C l l b ) 
1 

Here, ( C l l b ) is termed a flow rule. When expressing the plastic potential in the stress 
invariants, the flow rule could be written as 

d g ( p ' , q , e ) 
dp' 

d g ( p \ q , 9 ) 
dq 

In ( C l l b ) and (C.12), dX denotes a scalar function to be determined by the consistency 
condition, i.e. that the stress point, in the plastic range, always must remain on the moving 
(expanding or contracting) yield surface. For details, see a text book in plasticity, e.g. Chen 
and Han (1988). Plastic flow governed by a flow rule of the type in ( C l l b ) or (C.12) is 
referred to as non-associated plastic flow. 

In the special case that the plastic potential g is taken identical to the yield function / , i.e. 

(C.13a) 

(C.13b) 
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C 5(5) 

the plastic flow is referred to as associated plastic flow. Through the flow rule (C.12) or 
(C.13), also the contractancy and the dilatancy of the soil under shear can be controlled. 

On the basis of the strain decomposition (C.2) or (C.3), an expression of the yield function 
and an eventual plastic potential function, a hardening rule, Hooke's law for the elastic range 
and a flow rule according to (C.12) or (C.13), constitutive equations on incremental form for 
the soil in question can be formulated. 
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ABSTRACT 

Inhomogeneities caused by end restraint and insufficient drainage during 
conventional compression triaxial tests are analysed by a numerical 
method. A finite element model is presented to simulate the testing proce
dure. The soil-platen interaction is represented by contact elements which 
allow frictional sliding between contacting nodes. The soil mass is repre
sented by the modified Cam clay model. Coupled hydro-mechanical analyses 
are carried out in order to simulate both drained and undrained tests. The 
distributions of stresses and strains in the specimen for different end condi
tions are compared with the ideal case where no end restraint exists, in 
order to find representative measuring positions in the sample. Different 
rates of axial strain are tested in order to study the inhomogeneities caused 
by insufficient drainage during drained tests. Simulated results show that 
both end restraint and insufficient drainage can cause the barrel-shape 
deformation of the specimen. Stress-strain and strength properties based on 
global measurements are not a good representation of the true material 
behaviour of one single soil element at constitutive level. © 1997 Elsevier 
Science Ltd. 

INTRODUCTION 

There is no doubt that the triaxial compression test is presently the most 
widely used procedure for determining strength and stress-strain properties 
of soils. In such a test, a cylindrical soil specimen is subjected to an axial 
compression stress <ra and a radial pressure stress oy. The soil specimen is 
assumed to deform uniformly during the test so that the information 
obtained from the test represents the true material behaviour of a single soil 
element. In addition, it is assumed that the axial stress cra represents one of 
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the three principal stresses and the radial stress ar represents the other two 
equal principal stresses. The axial strain, which is assumed to be one of the 
principal strains, is usually determined based on the measured axial displace
ment. The radial strain can be either determined according to the radial dis
placement which is difficult to measure, or more simply calculated from the 
measured volume change and axial displacement based on the assumption of 
uniform deformation. It is thus very clear that the uniformity of stress and 
strain in the specimen is an essential part for the triaxial test concept. 

However, it is not often the case that a triaxial specimen deforms uniformly 
during the test. Non-uniformity can be caused by, e.g. end restraint, insuffi
cient drainage, membrane effects and self weight. The question arises: how 
much effect does such non-uniformity have on the strength and stress-strain 
properties determined from a triaxial test? Different researchers have reached 
different conclusions and a general review of the matter can be found in Lee [1]. 
Here only a few important conclusions are outlined. According to Lee [1], 
Taylor concluded in the early 1940s that reliable results could be obtained 
with soil specimens having regular ends provided their length / to diameter d 
ratio Ijd. was in the range 1.5-3.0. Bishop and Green [2] showed, by com
paring lubricated and non-lubricated ends, that the end friction had little 
influence on the measured internal friction angle of sand samples. According 
to the experimental work by Lee [1], the end restraint could have a significant 
influence on the undrained shear strength of sand, but just slight effects on 
the drained strength and on the internal friction angle. The undrained 
strength of a dense sand tested with lubricated ends was about 20% greater 
than that with regular ends. Lee attributed this difference to the different 
changes of pore pressures at failure. Saada and Townsend [3] summarized 
theoretical elastic solutions of stress distributions at end platens, and found 
that the vertical stress at the ends of a specimen decreases from a very high 
concentration at the edge to a lower value at the centre, and that there are no 
unique patterns for the distributions of radial, circumferential and shear 
stresses at the ends. Recent work by Shanz and Gussman [4] indicates that 
the shear strength of an idealised linear-elastic-perfect-plastic triaxial speci
men increases with increasing end restraint and is not significantly influenced 
by sample geometry. Airey [5] studied the effects of different end and 
drainage conditions in triaxial tests by finite element simulation using the 
modified Cam clay model. However, the interfaces between the specimen, the 
rubber layer and the end platens are not effectively simulated, instead con
tinuous displacements are assumed across these interfaces. Isotropically 
consolidated undrained tests were simulated and the emphasis was put on 
the consolidation phase. Airey [5] concluded that significant inhomogeneities 
could occur during isotropic consolidation but their effects on the undrained 
stress-strain response were small. 
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The non-uniformity in isotropically normally consolidated clay specimens 
caused by insufficient drainage in drained tests was studied numerically by 
Carter [6] . He showed that marked non-uniformity could occur, depending 
on the relationship between the rate of axial strain, the clay's permeability 
and the drainage conditions at boundaries. It was also shown that the 
strength of the clay decreases as the rate of axial strain increases. 

In this paper, we will focus our attention on the stress-strain inhomo
geneities in a triaxial specimen caused by end restraint in both drained and 
undrained tests and by insufficient drainage in drained tests. The simulated 
soil specimen refers to a slightly overconsolidated Swedish clay which, 
according to Lee [1], should show little effect of end restraint in undrained 
tests. The problem will be studied by means of numerical simulation using 
the commercial program ABAQUS [7]. 

FINITE ELEMENT MODEL 

Constitutive model of the soil 

To simulate the soil behaviour in a triaxial test, a realistic constitutive model 
for the soil is needed. Such a model should account for the important fea
tures of soil behaviour. During recent years the modified Cam clay model 
has been considered to be a simple and representative one for cohesive soils. 
The model is described by an elliptic yield function in the p'-q (mean effective 
stress-deviator stress) plane, an associated flow rule to define the plastic 
strain rate, a critical state where unrestricted, purely deviatoric, plastic flow 
of the soil skeleton occurs under constant effective stresses, and a strain 
hardening theory that determines the size of the yield surface according to 
the plastic volumetric strain. Detailed description of the modified Cam clay 
model can be found elsewhere, e.g. Roscoe and Burland [8] and Muir Wood [9]. 

Since a soil is a multi-phase medium, deformation of the soil is often 
accompanied by development of excess pore pressure. The pore pressure 
change is governed by the continuity equation which is coupled to the equi
librium equation through the rate of pore volume change and the effective 
stress theory. This is also the theoretical base of soil consolidation. The the
ory of coupled Biot-type consolidation can be found in Small et al. [10]. 

Soil-platen interaction 

The end platens of a triaxial apparatus can be treated as rigid bodies and the 
soil specimen as a deformable body. In a finite element model, the nodes at 
the top and bottom surfaces of the specimen are in contact with the rigid 
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platen surfaces and special contact elements are introduced between the 
deformable surface and the rigid surface. Between two contacting nodes 
frictional sliding of a finite amplitude is allowed and any positive pressure 
can be transmitted. At each integration step these elements construct mea
sures of relative shear sliding. These kinematic measures are then used to 
introduce surface interaction theories (Sheng et al. [11]). 

Three different conditions of soil-platen contact are considered: 

(1) Perfectly smooth contact (SC), i.e. no friction between the specimen 
and the end platens. 

(2) Frictional contact (FC), with a soil-platen friction angle of 20°. 
(3) Completely rough contact (RC), no sliding at contacting surfaces is 

allowed. 

The contact of the first type represents enlarged lubricated end platens, the 
second type enlarged rough end platens, and the third type rough or smooth 
end platens which have the same diameter as the specimen and are sealed 
together with the specimen by a rubber membrane. 

Test conditions and material parameters 

In order to focus attention on the causes and effects of non-uniformities in 
triaxial specimens, it was decided to reduce the number of other variables as 
much as possible. Parameters such as the soil properties, the length to dia
meter ratio of the specimen, the type of element, the initial stresses, the con
solidation pressure and the final value of the global axial strain, are kept 
constant. In addition, full saturation of the specimen is assumed. The con
solidation phase is not considered in this study. 

The radial x-y plane of a triaxial specimen, 0.025 m in radius and 0.1 m in 
height, is discretized into 100 8-node axi-symmetric bi-quadratic elements 
with pore pressure as the third degree of freedom at corner nodes (Fig. 1). The 
v-axis is the one of symmetry. The top boundary is in contact with a rigid 
surface which is only allowed to have vertical movement, while the bottom 
boundary is in contact with a fixed rigid surface. In a drained test, the top 
and bottom of the specimen are drained boundaries. The right (circumfer
ential) boundary is subjected to a constant cell pressure of lOOkPa which is 
equal to the initial stress or isotropic consolidation pressure. The triaxial 
compression is conducted by controlling the rate and the total value of ver
tical movement of the top rigid surface. In the case where the effects of end 
restraint are of interest, a total vertical movement of 0.05 m is carried out 
during 100 days (8.64 x 106 s). This corresponds to an axial strain of 50% 
(compressive positive) and a strain rate of 5.79 x 10~8 s_1. Choosing such a 
large axial strain is motivated by the interest in the soil behaviour at the 
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Ö 
c o n t a c t i n g n o d e s 

8 - n o d e 
b i q u a d r a t i c d i s p l a c e m e n t , 
b i l i n e a r p o r e p r e s s u r e , 
r e d u c e d i n t e g r a t i o n , 
a x i - s v m m e t r i c e l e m e n t 

2 . 5 c m 

Fig. 1. Finite element representation of the triaxial specimen. 

critical state. In the case when the effects of the strain rate are of interest, the 
same amount of vertical movement is carried out during different time peri
ods, representing different axial strain rates. 

The simulated soil is the Norrköping clay (Westerberg [12]) with properties 
as follows: the initial void ratio e = 2.5, the slope of the critical state line 
M=1.2 in a p'-q diagram (corresponding to an internal friction angle 
<p' = 30°), the slope of the normal compression line in a lnp'-sp diagram 
X — 0.2 (sp: volumetric strain), the slope of the unloading and reloading line 
in a Inp'-Sp diagram K = 0.02, Poisson's ratio ß = 0.36, the initial precon
solidation pressure p'0 = 120kPa (slightly overconsolidated clay) and the 
permeability k = 2x 10 - 9 m s_ 1. 

Global measures of stress and strain 

Local stress paths and stress-strain curves will be studied at certain points 
within the specimen, e.g. the centre point O, the surface point A at the mid
dle height and point B at the 33/40 height (Fig. 1). In addition, global mea
sures of stresses and strains, comparable with laboratory measurements, will 
be used in this paper. The global axial stress <ra is either the axial stress 
applied to the specimen which is the axial force acting on the top platen 
divided by the current contact area between the platen and the specimen, or 
the equivalent global axial stress which is the axial force acting on the top 
platen divided by the current cross-sectional area of the volumetrically 
equivalent right cylinder. In this paper the former is referred to as the 
Applied Global Stress Measure (AGSM) and the latter as the Equivalent 
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Global Stress Measure (EGSM). Both the AGSM and the EGSM are used in 
practice in triaxial testing apparatuses, but the EGSM is more common. In 
addition, a theoretical global axial stress defined as the axial force acting on 
the top platen divided by the current cross-sectional area at point C (Fig. 1) 
for frictional contact or at point D for rough contact, referred to as the 
Representative Global Stress Measure (RGSM), will be used for comparison 
in this paper. The reason for constructing such a global stress measure will 
be given later. The global radial stress ax is equal to the applied cell pressure, 
as it is usually defined in laboratory testing. The global deviator stress q is 
the difference between the global axial stress o-a and the global radial stress 
or. The global mean stress p is equal to (aa + 2aT)/3. The global pore pres
sure u in drained tests is always assumed to be zero, even if the local u is not 
zero in the cases of insufficient drainage. In undrained tests the local u is 
uniform within the specimen and the global u takes the value of the local u. 
The global axial strain e a is equal to the vertical movement of the top platen, 
divided by the initial height of the specimen. The global radial strain sx is the 
average radial displacement divided by the initial radius of the specimen 
cylinder. The average radial displacement is the difference in radii of the 
initial cross-sectional area and the current cross-sectional area of the volu
metrically equivalent right cylinder. 

NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Effects of end restraint in drained tests 

End restraint or end friction acts as an additional confinement at the ends of 
a specimen, preventing the soil from moving outwards freely and inducing 
shear stress. The distribution of the induced shear stress xxy within the 
specimen in the drained tests is shown in Fig. 2 for three end conditions at 
three global axial strains. For the ideal case with perfectly smooth contact, 
Fig. 2(a),(d) and (g), no shear stress develops in the x-y plane, which means 
that the axial and radial stresses are indeed the principal stresses. In the cases 
of frictional and rough contact, shear stresses develop from the end edges 
into the specimen in an X-shape and increases with increasing axial strain. 
This X-shape concentration of shear stress can cause localization of shear 
deformation and eventually result in formation of shear bands (Lade [13]). 
At large strains significant shear stress rxy also develops along the lateral 
surface of the specimen. The soil specimen deforms in pronounced barrel 
shapes, Fig. 2(h) and (i). More restrained ends lead to a higher shear stress 
at the end edges and more concentrated displacement in the centre of the 
specimen, Fig. 2(e) and (h) compared with Fig. 2(f) and (i), respectively. 
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The occurrence o f the shear stress r x y inev i tab ly causes n o n - u n i f o r m axial 

and radial stresses w i t h i n the specimen, w h i c h is demonstrated in Figs 3 and 4. 

The m a x i m u m values o f effective axia l and r ad i a l stresses take place at the 

end edges and the m i n i m u m near the 1 ß height o f the lateral surface o f the 

g ) S C . £ a = 5 0 % h ) F C , £ , = 5 0 % i ) R C , e a = 5 0 % 

Fig. 2. Distribution of shear stress xxy (kPa) in specimens for drained tests. (The shear stress is 
symmetric in the value but differs in sign against the middle plane.) 
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specimen. The ratio between the maximum and minimum effective axial 
stress varies from 1.05 for frictional contact at e a = 10% to 8.0 for rough 
contact at £a = 50%. The ratio between the maximum and the minimum 
effective radial stress varies from 1.05 for frictional contact at e a = 10% to 
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16.7 for rough contact at ea = 50%. In the centre of the specimen, where rxy 

is zero and the principal stresses are orientated in the axial and radial direc
tions, the actual effective axial and radial stresses at the end of the tests are, 
however, higher than those in the ideal case, Figs 3(h) and (i) and 4(h) and (i) 

a ) S C , e a = 1 0 % b ) F C . e a = l O % c ) R C , £ * = ! ( > % 

* — ' — B = = — • — ' • — f 

g ) S C . £ „ = 5 0 % h ) F C , £ a = 5 0 % j ) R C £ a = 5 0 % 

Fig. 4. Distribution of effective radial stress a[ (kPa) in specimens for drained tests. 
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compared with Figs 3(g) and 4(g), respectively. At axial strain levels lower than 
10%, the non-uniformities in the stresses are not pronounced, Figs 2(a)-(c), 
3 ( a H c ) , 4 ( a M c ) . 

Compared to the stresses, the axial and radial strains display more pro
nounced non-uniformities at low strain levels for frictional and rough contact 
(Figs 5 and 6). It can be noted that the centre of the specimen experiences 
both the largest axial compression and the largest radial extension, much 
larger than the global axial and radial strain, respectively. Due to the con
finement, the ends of the specimen have the smallest axial compression and 

9 . 0 % — — 

11%—% 

d ) RC. e s = 1 0 % , £ ^ = 1 0 % e ) R C . £ a = 2 5 % , za=25% f ) R C . s a = 5 0 % , & a = 5 0 % 

Fig. 5. Local axial strain in specimens for drained tests (ea: global axial strain, £j a : axial strain 
for the ideal case SC). 
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the smallest radial extension. Another observation is that the global radial 
extension, calculated based on the volumetrically equivalent right cylinder 
for frictional and rough contact at the end of tests, is smaller than the uni
form radial extension for the ideal case of smooth contact, Fig. 6(c) and (f). 
This actually means that the stress non-uniformities due to end restraint have 
caused larger volume changes or higher degrees of consolidation, which is 
consistent with the effect of end restraint as an additional confinement. 

The stress paths for the drained tests are shown in Fig. 7. The local stress 
paths at point B (Fig. 1) reach the same critical state position, independent of 

_ 2 _ 6 2 •-' * : 

% ' ' 

-6.6%—: •• 

- 3 . 2 7 
% »—32% 

-68% 

% 
- 2 . 6 2 -6.6% . 1 J-g 

a ) F C . £ . r = - 3 . 1 % b ) F C . £ r = - 1 2 % . £ ! r = - 1 2 % c ) F C , £ , - = - 2 3 % . ty^37% 

0.16-

0 . 4 % _ j » 

0.16———• 

d ) R C , £ , = - 2 . 7 % . £ j j = - 3 . 1 % 

£ , = 1 0 % 

0.4%— _ 

& ) R C . £ . = - 1 0 % . £ , , = - 1 2 % 

£ , = 2 5 % 

1%—-

0 R C , £ . = - 1 5 % . E ; . = - 3 7 % 

£ „ = 5 0 % 

Fig. 6. Local radial strain in specimen for drained tests (sr: global radial strain, £ir: radial 
strain for the ideal case SC). 
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end conditions. The stress path at point O first follows the same drained path 
to the critical state hne (CSL) and then moves up, i.e. hardens, along the 
CSL. This is presumably because this point reaches the CSL earlier than the 
other points in the specimen, but unrestricted, pure deviatoric plastic defor
mation at this point is not possible until the surrounding points have reached 
the CSL. 

0 50 100 150 200 250 300 

p, kPa 

Fig. 7. Stress paths in p'-q plane for drained tests. 

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 

Axial strain 

Fig. 8. Deviator stress vs axial strain for drained tests. 
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In Fig. 7, the global stress paths based on the AGSM and the EGSM with 
end restraint do not end at the CSL. This is because the global stresses and 
strains are not only affected by the constitutive law of the material, but also 
affected by the deformation pattern of the triaxial specimen. In Fig. 8, it can 
be noted that the drained shear strength is overestimated in the case of 
AGSM and underestimated in the case of EGSM. The overestimation for the 
AGSM and the underestimation for EGSM increase with increasing axial 
strain. Realizing the difference between the definitions of AGSM and the 
EGSM, i.e. different cross-sectional areas used in calculating the global axial 
stress, we can presume that an intermediate area, larger than the area of 
contact but smaller than the area of volumetrically equivalent right cylinder, 
should result in a better representation of the global axial stress. By testing 
cross-sectional areas at different heights of the specimen, we find that the 
global axial stress calculated as the axial force acting on the top platen divi
ded by the current cross-sectional area at point C for the case of FC and at D 
for the case of RC, gives the best representation of the ideal stress path and 
the ideal stress-strain curve. This global stress measure is referred to as the 
RGSM. 

Effects of end restraint in undrained tests 

In the simulated undrained tests with end restraint, the specimen deforms in 
similar patterns as in the drained tests but lower maximum shear stresses xxy 

are observed (Fig. 9). The non-uniformities in the axial and radial stresses 
(not shown in the paper) are also similar to those in the drained tests but less 
pronounced. The pore pressure is uniform in the specimen for all three types 
of end conditions. 

~xy m a x = 2 0 k P a m a x = I 0 0 k P a 
— - — L _ — 

u n i f o r m - 2 ö k P a - l O Q k P a 

a) S C , ea=50% b) F C , ea=50% c) R C , ea=50% 

Fig. 9. Distribution of shear stress xxy in specimens at the end of undrained tests. (The shear 
stress is symmetric in the value but differs in sign against the middle plane.) 
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The total volume change in an undrained test is zero. However local 
volume changes will not be zero if the specimen does not deform uniformly. 
With end restraint, some parts of the specimen are expected to compress 
whereas some parts have to swell in order to keep the total volume constant. 
This is verified in Fig. 10, where contours of local volumetric strains are 
plotted. In the cases of frictional and rough contact, Fig. 10(b) and (c), 
volume decreases near the end edges and around the centre (area marked 
with C), but increases in the outer area of the middle part (area marked 
with E). 

Sp m a x = 0 . 0 0 4 m a x = 0 . 0 3 6 

^ = 0 
8 C E I S o C 
ö o 

i _ N 

X 
i 

- N 

a) SC, ea=50% b) FC, ea=50% c) RC, ea=50% 

Fig. 10. Local volumetric strain ep within specimens for undrained tests (C: volume decrease, 
E: volume increase, N: no volume change). 

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 

p\ kPa 

Fig. 11. Stress paths in p'-q plane for undrained tests. 
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F C , point O 
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F C , E G S M 

- - R C . AGSM  
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R C . RGSM  

SC. uniform 

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 

Axial strain 

0.5 0.6 0.7 

Fig. 12. Deviator stress vs axial strain for undrained tests. 

In Fig. 11, the stress paths at point O and point A, after having reached 
the CSL, undergo, respectively, hardening and softening along the CSL, for 
the cases of frictional contact and rough contact (not shown in the diagram). 
This is due to the non-uniform volume changes caused by the boundary 
conditions. In a saturated soil, a volume decrease means increases in effective 
stresses such as at point O, and a volume increase means decreases in effec
tive stresses such as at point A. The stress path at point B stays stationary 
after having reached the CSL because the point lies just on the boundary 
where no volume change takes place. 

The global stress paths based on the AGSM and the EGSM first reach the 
same point on the CSL and then move respectively over and down from the 
CSL (Fig. 11), as if the soil were deviatorically hardening and softening, 
leading to overestimation and underestimation of the undrained shear 
strength (Fig. 12). Once again we must bear in mind that such a global stress 
path is not a true material behaviour, but caused by non-uniform deforma
tion of the specimen. Therefore we should be very cautious in interpreting 
similar experimental observations. The theoretical global stress path and 
global stress-strain curve based on the RGSM are in relatively good agree
ment with those for the ideal case, i.e. with smooth contact at the ends. 

Effects of strain rate during drained tests 

To effectively study the non-uniformities caused by insufficient drainage in 
drained tests, we eliminate the effects of end restraint here, by assuming 
perfectly smooth contact between the specimen and the end platens. All 
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parameters and test conditions are kept the same as described in the subsection 
Test conditions and material parameters, except that the same amount of 
axial strain is reached within different time periods, corresponding to differ
ent strain rates s. 

In Fig. 13, it can be observed that the specimen deforms uniformly with 
s = 5.79 x 10 - 8(s _ 1), whereas in the case s = 5.79 x 10"5 (s_ 1) the specimen 
deforms in a barrel shape as with end restraint. This barrel-shape deformation 

u=o- 

£a=0.5 Ea=0.32 £a=0.5 

a)£=5.79-10-8(s"1) b)£=5.79-10-5(s'1) c) £=5.79-10"5 (s_1) 

Fig. 13. Effects of strain rate on deformation of the specimen and pore pressure distributions 
in drained tests. 

50 100 150 200 

p', kPa 

Fig. 14. Effects of strain rate s on stress paths in drained tests. 
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— é = 5 . 7 9 1 0 ' 8 s"1, uniform 

— é = 5 . 7 9 1 0 - 5 s " 1 , p o i n t O J 

ooo e=5.7910' 5 s~\ A G S M 

A A i £ = 5 . 7 9 1 0 - 5 s " 1 , E G S M 

0 
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 

Axial strain 

Fig. 15. Effects of strain rate s on stress-strain curves in drained tests. 

under a high strain rate is due to the non-uniform distribution of the pore 
pressure within the specimen, i.e. drained near the ends but partially drained 
in the middle part. The soil in the middle part of the specimen is weaker and 
experiences less volume change. Therefore a larger radial extension is expec
ted to take place in the middle part than near the ends where the soil conso
lidates. It is also observed that the excess pore pressure in the middle part of 
the specimen dissipates from outside to inside as the test continues. At the 
end of the test, the specimen behaves as if drained at all surfaces, Fig. 13(c). 
The initial undrained behaviour under high strain rates is also shown in the 
stress path diagram (Fig. 14). The stress path at point B behaves initially 
undrained, then drained with increasing effective stresses in both axial and 
radial directions, and finally ends at almost the same critical state position as 
in the completely drained case. At point O, the stress path first follows the 
undrained path and approaches the critical state line, thereafter runs along 
the CSL due to pore pressure dissipation and local yielding as in Fig. 7. The 
global stress paths or the stress-strain curves under the high strain rates are 
not in agreement with the actual local stress paths or stress-strain curves 
within the specimen (Figs 14 and 15). 

In this paper, numerical analyses of non-uniformities in a triaxial specimen 
caused by end restraint and insufficient drainage have been carried out. It has 
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been shown that both end restraint in drained and undrained tests and 
insufficient drainage in drained tests can cause non-uniform barrel-shape 
deformation of the specimen at large strains. The non-uniformities in stresses 
and strains increase with increasing strain. The effects of such non-unifor
mities on stress-strain and strength properties of the soil depend on how and 
at what strain level these parameters are measured or estimated in triaxial 
tests. The conventional way of measuring stresses and strains in global terms 
does not necessarily lead to the true material behaviour of one single soil 
element. The stress state at the centre of the specimen is also affected by the 
non-uniformities. According to this study the best representation position 
for the stress path and the stress-strain curve is located at the 7/40 or 33/40 
height at the circumference of the specimen. The use of the global axial stress 
calculated based on the cross-section area at the 1/8 or 7/8 height for the 
friction-contact ends and at the 1/10 or 9/10 height for the rough-contact 
ends also leads to relatively good representation of the true stress path and 
stress-strain curve. 

It has also been observed that the critical state, where pure deviatoric 
plastic deformation occurs under constant effective stresses, will not be pos
sible for certain positions within a non-uniformly deformed specimen. A 
stress path along, but not exactly on, the critical state hne (CSL) may take 
place under the following circumstances: 

(1) In a drained test with a high strain rate, the soil at the centre of the 
specimen may first reach its undrained strength and then harden along 
the CSL due to pore pressure dissipation. 

(2) In an undrained test with end restraint, non-uniform local volume 
changes cause increases and decreases in effective stresses which may 
lead to hardening and softening along the CSL. 

(3) More generally in a non-uniformly deformed specimen, hardening 
along the CSL may occur at the positions where the stress path has 
reached the CSL earlier than the other parts of the specimen. 

In addition, it has been noticed that a global stress path may, after having 
reached the CSL, continue moving over or down from the CSL as if the soil 
were deviatorically hardening or softening. Experimental observations of 
similar stress paths can be found in the literature. According to this study, 
such a stress path may be caused by non-uniform deformation of the speci
men, but is not a true material behaviour, e.g. deviatoric hardening, of one 
single soil element at constitutive level. Therefore we should be very cautious 
in developing new soil models to simulate such an experimental observation, 
unless we are sure it is a true material behaviour. 

Another implication from this study is that boundary effects should be 
accounted for in calibration of parameters in constitutive models. The 
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conventional calibration method based on optimization at the constitutive 
level does not, however, take into consideration those boundary effects. On 
the other hand, optimization at the finite element level, where the test is 
viewed as a boundary value problem, should result in a better estimation of 
model parameters, though this is computationally more expensive (Macari-
Pasqualino et al. [14]). 

Although the results obtained from this study pertain to only one clay and 
to one constitutive model, the observations are not obviously soil specific 
and thus should apply to soils of other types. 
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Analysis of boundary effects during triaxial tests 

Bo Westerberg, Daichao Sheng & Kennet Axelsson 
Department of Civil and Mining Engineering, Luleå University of Technology, Sweden 

ABSTRACT: In this paper the effects of end restraint on stress and strain inhomogeneities in heavily over-
consolidated triaxial specimens are investigated by means of numerical modelling. A finite element model is 
presented to simulate the testing procedure. Three types of soil-platen interaction are studied, a smooth con
tact representing ideal ends with no restraint at all, a frictional contact with a low friction angle (5°) repre
senting "friction-free" ends in experiments, and a rough contact representing ends completely restrained in 
radial strain. Both drained and undrained tests are simulated. The results of the simulations are presented in 
the form of contour plots of stresses and strains within the specimen and of stress-strain and stress path dia
grams. The stress-strain relations at local points within the specimen as well as for the specimen as a whole, 
representing the global response comparable with laboratory measurement, are studied. The results very much 
encourage the use of "friction-free" ends in triaxial tests. For ends with rough contact significant inhomoge
neities in stresses and strains are observed and, in the plastic range, the local stress-strain curves and stress 
paths differs very much in different points. In comparison, the global measure for the rough contact gives a 
better agreement with the ideal behaviour. In general, to study the stress and strain inhomogeneities within a 
triaxial specimen, it is important to examine the stress-strain curves and the stress paths as well as the distri
bution of stresses and strains. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The triaxial test, a classical concept in the area of 
soil mechanics, is today the most commonly used 
experimental research method to study the constitu
tive behaviour of soils. Since the 1950's, when the 
triaxial apparatus was established, the method has 
continuously increased in popularity and nowadays 
it is also used in many applied projects in geotech
nical engineering in the world. 

In the triaxial concept, the axial and radial 
stresses and the axial and radial strains, often based 
on measurements on the boundaries of the specimen, 
are assumed to be the principal stresses and the 
principal strains respectively. The specimen is as
sumed to keep the cylindrical shape throughout the 
range of strain of interest. Results from triaxial tests, 
are thus, assumed to reflect the conditions of a ho
mogeneous deforming specimen, i.e. yield the true 
stress-strain behaviour. For what conditions is the 
criterion of homogeneity actually fulfilled during 
testing? There is unfortunately no clear answer to 
this question. Conditions of perfect homogeneity 
will in practice never exist, even though it always 
should be striven for. The alternative and practical 

solution must be to allow for a small but limited 
inhomogeneity and yet be able to regard the stress-
strain results to be true or at least very close to true. 
Today, it does not seem to exist any distinct meas
ures or tools to judge when the triaxial test data can 
be used to describe the constitutive properties. It 
seems, even nowadays, that as long as appropriate 
corrections are done for cross-sectional area, mem
brane stiffness, etc., for the axial stress, the results 
are accepted to reflect the constitutive relations. 

The simplest and perhaps most common way to 
decide when the assumption of uniformity no longer 
holds is to, visually and continuously, observe the 
deformation mode of the specimen. As soon as the 
specimen deflects from the cylindrical shape and 
show other modes like e.g. bulging or localization of 
deformation, the test is terminated. However, the 
transition from a homogeneous to a non-homogene
ous state is often diffuse and thus not easy to deter
mine. Further, the stress and strain distribution 
within the specimen might be non-uniform long 
before the specimen shows non-homogeneous de
formation at the boundaries. There exist methods 
like e.g. radiography, see e.g. Arthur (1988), to 
detect or prove the homogeneous state of stresses 
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and strains in a specimen. These methods are, how
ever, rarely used during testing, but only in pre
testing to prove the capability of the apparatus. 

An approach to achieve more homogeneous 
conditions in experimental testing is to use "friction-
free" ends, normally by using the concept of lubri
cated ends (Rowe and Barden, 1964), instead of the 
traditional frictional ends, i.e. filter stones. For the 
"friction-free" set-up, the friction between soil and 
end platen is minimized and the specimen is allowed 
to have radial straining at the ends, which leads to a 
more homogeneously deformed specimen. This 
concept is, however, not yet especially popular. 
Efficiency in testing by using the simpler testing 
procedure with frictional ends appears to be more 
important than uncertain errors (Germaine and Ladd, 
1988). 

Even though it is desirable and essential to have 
homogeneous conditions within the triaxial speci
men, not much theoretical work and to some extent 
not either experimental, is done in this area. There is 
thus a need to study the inhomogeneities for differ
ent testing conditions, because the stress and strain 
fields within the specimen are highly dependent on a 
number of factors, like overconsolidation ratio, 
drainage conditions, strain rate, end friction, etc. 
Some major contributions in this subject are pre
sented by Lee (1978), Saada and Townsend (1981) 
and Carter (1982). In Sheng et al. (1997) a shorter 
review of the relevant literature is given. 

The study presented in this paper is a continua
tion of the work reported in Sheng et al. (1997). In 
the first part of the study the main purpose was to 
study, by FEM-simulations, the inhomogeneities in 
slightly overconsolidated triaxial test specimens 
caused by end restraint or insufficient drainage. 
Representative measuring positions in the sample 
were searched for. The conditions at very large 
strains, i.e. at or close to critical state, were focused 
on and discussed in detail. 

2 FEM-SIMULATIONS 

2. / Constitutive model of the soil 

The constitutive model chosen to represent the soil is 
the well-known modified Cam clay model, see e.g. 
Roscoe and Burland (1968) and Wood (1990). It is 
perhaps the most popular model used to simulate the 
behaviour of cohesive soils, while it is quite simple 
but still captures the basic behaviour. The program 
used for the FEM-analysis is ABAQUS (1995), and 
the theory of coupled Biot-type consolidation is 
described in e.g. Small et al. (1976). 

2.2 Soil-platen interaction 

The end platens can be treated as rigid bodies and 
the soil specimen as a deformable body. The nodes 
at the top and the bottom surfaces of the specimen 
are in contact with the rigid platen surfaces and 
special contact elements are introduced at both the 
deformable surface and the rigid surface, Fig. 1. 
Between two contacting nodes frictional sliding of 
finite amplitude is allowed for, and any positive 
pressure can be transmitted. At each integration step 
these elements construct measures of relative shear 
sliding. These kinematic measures are then used to 
introduce surface interaction theories. 

Three different conditions of soil-platen contact 
are considered: 
1. Perfectly smooth contact (SC), i.e. no friction 

between the specimen and the end platens. 
2. Frictional contact (FC), with a soil-platen friction 

angle of 5°. 
3. Completely rough contact (RC), no sliding at 

contacting surfaces is allowed. 
The contact of the first type represents enlarged 
lubricated end platens, i.e. the ideal case, the second 
type enlarged lubricated end platens with a small 
friction, which is close to a real case with an experi
mental friction angle assumed, and the third type 
rough or smooth end platens which have the same 
diameter as the specimen and are sealed together 
with the specimen by a membrane. 

axis-symmetric 

rigid surface 

B B • B B B B B 

a A 

contacting nodes 

8-node 
biquadratic displacement, 
bilinear pore pressure, 

reduced integration, 
axis-symmetric element 

1 2.5 cm 

Figure 1. Finite element representation of the triaxial 
specimen. 

2.3 Test conditions and material parameters 

In this study inhomogeneities caused by end restraint 
are numerically investigated for drained and 
undrained compression tests. The simulated speci
mens are heavily overconsolidated, with an overcon-
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solidation ratio OCR = 9. The intentions of the 
numerical tests are to simulate, as close as possible, 
the real experimental conditions (Westerberg, 1995) 
and compare the results with the ideal case, i.e. 
smooth contact (SC). Thus the experimental 
"friction-free" (FC) and frictional ends (RC) are 
simulated. Further, the axial strain rate used in 
triaxial testing for drained and undrained shear and 
the true permeability of the simulated soil, are used. 
Full saturation of the specimen is assumed and the 
consolidation phase is not considered. 

A radial plane of a triaxial specimen in the x-y 
plane, 0.025 m in radius and 0.1 m in height, is 
discretized into 100 8-node axis-symmetric biquad
ratic elements with pore pressure as the third degree 
of freedom at comer nodes, Fig. 1. The y-axis is the 
one of axial symmetry. The top and bottom bounda
ries are in contact with two rigid surfaces which are 
only allowed to have vertical movement. In a 
drained test, the top and bottom of the specimen are 
drained boundaries. The right (outer) boundary' is 
subjected to a constant cell pressure of 35 kPa. The 
initial preconsolidation pressure, i.e. the value of the 
mean effective stress p' where the initial yield 
curve intersects the p'-axis in the p'-q plane, is 
315 kPa. Triaxial compression is conducted by 
controlling the rate and the total value of vertical 
movement of the top rigid surface. A total vertical 
movement of 0.02 m is carried out during 13.9 days 
(1.2 106 seconds) in drained shear which corre
sponds to an axial strain of 20% and a strain rate of 
0.06%/h. 

The parameters of the simulated soil in the study 
are based on the Norrköping clay, a natural soft clay 
(Westerberg, 1995), with properties as follows: 
initial void ratio e = 2.5, slope of the critical state 
line M = 1.20 in a p'-q stress plane (correspond
ing to an internal friction angle (|>'= 30°), slope of 
the normal compression line in a \r\p'-zp (e 
volumetric strain) diagram X= 0.2, slope of trie 
unloading-reloading line in a Inp' ' -e p diagram K = 
0.02, Poisson's ratio \1= 0.36, and permeability k = 
2 10~9 m/s. 

2.4 Global and local measures of stress and strain 

Stress paths and stress-strain relations are investi
gated at three local points within the specimen, O, A 
and B in Fig. 1 (corresponding to the points investi
gated in the first part of the study, Sheng et al., 
1997). In addition, a global measure of stresses and 
strains (EGSM), comparable with laboratory meas
urements, will be used. 

The global axial stress aa is defined as the axial 
force acting on the top platen divided by the area of 
the volumetrically equivalent right cylinder. It is 
here referred to as the Equivalent Global Stress 
Measure (EGSM). The global deviator stress q is the 

difference between the global axial stress aa and 
the applied cell pressure o r . The global mean total 
stress p is equal to (aa + 2c r ) / 3 . The correspond
ing effective stresses are given through the effective 
stress relation a' = a-u. The global pore pressure 
u in drained tests is always assumed zero, even if the 
local u is not. In the undrained tests the local u is 
uniform and the global u is equal to the local u. The 
global axial strain i a is equal to the vertical move
ment of the top platen, divided by the initial height 
of the specimen. 

If the current cross-sectional area at the ends is 
used for calculation of global axial stress (Applied 
Global Stress Measure, AGSM) in triaxial compres
sion, an overestimation of axial stress occurs. This is 
a fact that was proved in the first part of the study, 
and thus the AGSM is not used in this study. 

3 RESULTS 

3.1 Distribution of stresses and strains 

Drained and undrained simulations 

The distribution of stresses and strains within the 
heavily overconsolidated (OCR = 9) triaxial speci
mens, at 15% global axial strain, are presented in 
Figs. 2-7. Drained and undrained conditions are 
simulated for smooth (SC), frictional (FC) and rough 
(RC) contact, but only the results from the latter two 
are shown in the contour plots. There are only a few 
plots shown here for the frictional contact because 
the homogeneity is relatively good, see next section. 
(For Figs. 3-7 only one quarter of the specimen is 
shown in order to save space.) 

The distribution of stresses and strains is in gen
eral qualitatively very much the same at 7.5% (not 
shown in the paper) as 15% axial strain, especially 
for the simulated drained tests. The pattern of inho
mogeneities are thus formed in a quite early stage of 
plastic shear. 

Even though the maximum values of shear stress 
T^y for frictional contact are very low, 0.30 and 0.34 
kPa, for drained and undrained shear respectively, 
Figs. 2a and 2c, the typical X-shape distribution is 
seen. (Shear stresses do not develop in the pre-as-
sumed principal planes, if the axial and radial 
stresses remains as the principal stresses.) For rough 
contact, for a half of the whole specimen, six zones 
of concentrated shear stresses occur in the radial 
plane with the highest values at the end edges, Figs. 
2b and 2d. In the inner zone at the ends, the shear 
stress is relatively low, especially in the drained 
case. The pattern of shear stress distribution is ap
proximately the same in the drained and undrained 
case, for frictional and rough contact respectively. A 
somewhat lower values of shear stress are 
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Figure 2. Distribution of shear stress 1^ (kPa) in heavily overconsolidated triaxial specimens at 15% axial 
strain. (The shear stress is svmmetric in value but differs in sign against the middle plane.) 
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Figure 3. Distribution of effective axial stressa^ 
(kPa) in heavily overconsolidated triaxial specimens 
at 15% axial strain for rough contact. 

Figure 5. Distribution of local axial strain Ela (%) in 
heavily overconsolidated triaxial specimens at 15% 
axial strain for rough contact (compressive positive). 
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Figure 4. Distribution of effective radial stress o% 
(kPa) in heavily overconsolidated triaxial specimens 
at 15% axial strain for rough contact. 

Figure 6. Distribution of local radial strain s / r (%) in 
heavily overconsolidated triaxial specimens at 15% 
axial strain for rough contact (compressive positive). 
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Figure 7. Distribution of local volumetric strain zlp 

15% axial strain (compressive positive). 

obtained in undrained shear for rough contact. In the 
centre part of the specimen the shear stress is quite 
small or even zero, Figs. 2b and 2d. The X-shape 
distribution of the shear stress is not continuous in 
the centre part of the specimen. This is also the case 
for the results from the first part of the study, Sheng 
et al. (1997), where the conditions at much larger 
strains were investigated. 

For drained as well as for undrained shear the 
effective axial and radial stresses, o'a and <3'r, are 
highest at the end edges, quite high in the centre 
zone, lowest in the inner end zones (much lower 
than in the uniform case) and quite low in the outer 
middle zones, Figs. 3 and 4. The zone for the lowest 
values of effective radial stress occurs, however, at 
some distance from the end platen. Further, in the 
undrained case, along the major part of the lateral 
surface, the magnitude of the effective radial stress is 
approximately the same as for the case of uniform 
deformation. 

There is a distinct relation between large com
pressive axial strains £ 0and large expansive radial 
strains £ r for the case of rough contact, Figs. 5 and 
6. (Compressive strains are defined positive.) In the 
zone near the ends the axial and radial strains are 
very close to zero. In a relative small zone in the 
centre part of the specimen very high strains de
velop. Moving from the centre to the lateral surface 
at middle height, the axial and radial strains gradu
ally decrease and take slightly higher values at the 
lateral surface as compared to the values for the 
uniform case (except for the drained RC case where 
the value of radial strain is slightly lower). Higher 
maximum values of axial and radial strains develop 
in the drained case as compared to the undrained 
case. The contours (iso-curves) of axial and radial 
strains can here approximately be regarded to be 
radially oriented, once again emphasizing the sig
nificant effect of the rough ends. 

The increase of volumetric strain Ep in the 
drained case for rough contact, caused by dilatancy 

(%) in heavily overconsolidated triaxial specimens at 

effects, leads to radial expansion. At the lateral 
surface, at the middle height of the specimen, the 
radial expansion is as highest, Fig. 7b. Close to the 
ends, the volumetric strains are zero, or even slightly 
compressive. In the undrained case, for rough con
tact, Fig. 7d, the volumetric expansion at the middle 
height of the lateral surface is balanced by compres
sion in the centre and at the ends of the specimen; 
the total volume change of the specimen in an 
undrained test is zero. For frictional contact (FC) the 
volumetric strain is very close to the one in the 
uniform case in both drained and undrained shear, 
Figs. 7a and 7c. 

The significant barrel shape only appears for 
rough contact, Figs. 2-7, and is more pronounced for 
the drained case. In drained shear, the radial expan
sion is smaller within the 1/4 of the specimen at the 
ends, but larger for the middle 1/3 of the specimen, 
compared to undrained shear. This is because the 
specimen at the ends is affected by free drainage 
conditions, and most of the expansion due to dila
tancy effects takes place in the middle outer part, 
Fig. 7b. 

3.2 Stress-strain relations and stress paths 

Drained simulations 

In the elastic part, of the drained simulations, i.e. for 
strains smaller than those corresponding to the 
maximum deviator stress q, the constitutive behav
iour is more or less identical, Figs. 8 and 9, for all 
considered end conditions as well as for local and 
global measures. Therefore only the plastic part of 
shear will be discussed in this section. 

For simulated tests with frictional contact (FC), 
the stress-strain curves, Fig. 8, and the stress paths, 
Fig. 9, for any local or global case, follow the ideal 
behaviour for the considered strain interval. In Figs. 
2 and 7 it is also seen that the shape of the specimen 
is very close to the cylindrical up to 15% axial 
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strain,, both for drained and undrained conditions. 
Hence, only one local stress path and stress-strain 
curve is shown for the case of frictional contact. The 
effective axial stress at e.g. 15% axial strain, devi
ates not more than ± 1 kPa from the values of the 
uniform case for drained shear and ± 2 kPa for 
undrained shear. The corresponding variations of the 
effective radial stress are + 1 kPa from the values of 
the uniform case for both drained and undrained 
shear. The stress paths for the cases of smooth con
tact (SC) and frictional contact do not reach the 
critical state for drained shear, since the simulated 
strain range is too small, Figs. 8 and 9. 

• 1 1 1 i • 1 1 1 1 1 — — 1 1 1 ' 1 ' 1 
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O RC. point A 

O - RC. point B 
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Figure 8. Deviator stress versus axial strain for 
heavily overconsolidated drained triaxial tests. 
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Figure 9. Effective stress paths in the p'-q plane 
for heavily overconsolidated drained triaxial tests. 

For rough contact (RC), the stress-strain relation 
at the local point A (see Fig. 1) is close to the ideal 
one up to approximately 10% axial strain, whereas 
the post-peak deviator stress is larger at point B and 
much larger at point O, Fig.8. At the ends of the 
specimen the local axial strain is smaller than in the 
uniform case and in the centre part much higher, 
Figs. 5a and 8. The stress-strain responses for the 
local points are qualitatively the same as for the 
uniform case. 

The local stress paths for rough contact, after 
initial yielding, are different from those for the ideal 
case, Fig. 9. At point O, which is situated at the 
centre of the specimen (Fig.l), the stresses and 
strains are significantly affected by the rough ends. 
The end restraints cause a small increase of axial 
stress and a high increase of radial stress. This corre
sponds to the part of the stress path for which the 
mean effective stress increases, from point 1 to 2 in 
Fig. 9. The dilatant behaviour, i.e. the volume in
crease, must lead to radial expansion of the specimen 
in a compression test. Limitations of radial expan
sion caused by the rough contact give rise to in
creased radial stresses. The rate of dilation, which is 
governed by the constitutive model, is high at initial 
yielding and then decreases with increasing plastic 
strain. However, when significant bulging occurs, 
the radial strain develops easier at point O, where the 
radial and the axial stress decreases, and hence the 
mean effective stress decreases, from point 2 to 3 in 
Fig. 9. At point B the stress path has a similar pat
tern. At point A the deviation of the stress path from 
the uniform behaviour depends on when significant 
bulging occurs, i.e. when large local volumetric 
strains develop. The relatively low strength or de
viator stress at point A, at larger axial strains, is 
explained by the high volume increase which creates 
a weaker local zone. At point B relatively small 
strains develop due to the position close to the end 
platen. At point O and A, on the other hand, strains 
developed are large enough to results in a stress state 
at the critical state line, Fig. 9. 

For the rough contact the stress-strain curve for 
the EGSM qualitatively follows the ideal one. For 
axial strains less than 9% an underestimation of the 
deviator stress takes place and for larger axial strains 
an overestimation. Further, the critical state line is 
not reached, Fig. 9. 

Undrained simulations 

The stress-strain response of the first part of the 
simulated undrained tests is elastic, reflecting the 
fact that the specimens are heavily overconsoli
dated. In the case of smooth contact (SC), the stress 
path goes vertically in the p'-q plane as expected 
for an isotropic elastic material, Fig. 12. However, 
for rough contact (RC), the mean effective stress p' 
decreases at the local points O, A, B, and for the 
EGSM. According to the constitutive model, a vol
ume increase in the elastic range is associated with a 
decrease of the mean effective stress. Studies of 
contour plots of the volumetric strains in the elastic 
range show for the case of rough contact, that the 
major part in the middle of the specimen, where the 
local points O, A and B are situated, experiences a 
volume increase while the end parts experience 
volume decreases. 
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In Fig. 11 the pore pressure u as a function of the 
axial strain ea is shown for smooth, frictional and 
rough end conditions. It can be seen that the pore 
pressure is uniform within the specimen at a given 
stage of shear, also when end restraints are present. 
(The pore pressure at different positions can be 
compared, e.g. for one of the first plotted increment 
after the maximum value for the four RC curves.) 
The u — Ea curves for FC overlap the ideal one for 
the whole range of strain. The elastic part of the RC 
local curves are also very close to the uniform one, 
especially those at points O and A. The same maxi
mum pore pressure is reached independent of end 
conditions, but at the end of shear the negative pore 
pressure obtained for uniform conditions is not 
really reached for the case of rough contact. 
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Figure 10. Deviator stress versus axial strain for 
heavily overconsolidated undrained triaxial tests. 
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Figure 11. Pore pressure versus axial strain for 
heavily overconsolidated undrained triaxial tests. 

All stress-strain curves and stress paths for fric
tional contact are very close to the ideal one in the 
whole range of simulated strain, Figs. 10-12, as was 
the case for the drained simulations, see the previous 
subsection. The stress and strain inhomogeneities 
within a specimen are not significant enough to 
affect the local and global stress-strain relations. 

(Note that the legends for the local point O (FC) are 
hidden by the legends for the EGSM (FC) in Figs. 
10-12.) 

In the case of rough contact the axial strain is 
largest in the centre part (point O) of the specimen 
and smallest at the end parts (point B), Fig. 10. The 
stress-strain curve (q - Ea) for point O (RC) shows 
a plateau level in the first part of the plastic range, 
followed by stiffer response and finally terminating 
at a slightly increasing deviator stress at larger 
strains. At point B the qualitative response is the 
same as for the homogeneous case, independent of 
end conditions. After the peak the specimen shows 
hardening followed by softening at point A, Figs. 10 
and 12. The highest and lowest residual strength 
values are reached at point O and A respectively, 
and the difference is relatively large. The qualitative 
stress-strain behaviour for the local points is very 
different in the plastic range; the q-Ea curves 
deviate from the ideal behaviour already for a rela
tively small strain. However, in the undrained simu
lations, all local stress paths for rough contact termi
nates at the CSL. 
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O RC, point B 
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Figure 12. Effective stress paths in the p'-q plane 
for heavily overconsolidated undrained triaxial tests. 

The q-Ea curve for the EGSM (RC) follows the 
smooth one up to yield and then bends off in a less 
stiff response, without showing a distinct peak value, 
and reaches a lower deviator stress at larger strains 
compared to the ideal case. The stress path is quali
tatively similar to the ideal case, except for the later 
part of the stress path where the deviator stress first 
increases and then decreases, Fig. 12. Thus, the 
discrepancies between the EGSM (RC) and the ideal 
curves, at small and large strains, should be studied 
both in the stress-strain and the stress path diagrams. 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, the stress and strain inhomogeneities 
within heavily overconsolidated triaxial specimens 
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with different end conditions are investigated by 
means of numerical modelling. Three types of soil-
platen interaction are studied, smooth contact repre
senting ideal ends with no restraint at all, frictional 
contact with a low friction angle (5°) representing 
"friction-free" ends in experiments, and rough con
tact representing the ends completely restrained in 
radial strain. Both drained and undrained tests are 
simulated. 

In the case of frictional contact with a soil-platen 
friction angle of 5°, the stress and strain inhomoge
neities within the specimen are not significant up to 
the axial strain level studied, 20%. The local and 
global stress-strain curves and stress paths are very 
close to the ideal ones. The shape of the specimen 
remains basically cylindrical. This holds both for 
drained and undrained cases. Compared with the 
results from a preyious study (Sheng et al. 1997), 
where a larger soil-platen friction angle (20°) was 
used to simulate the friction ends in experiments, 
these results very much encourage the use of 
"friction-free" ends in triaxial testing. 

In the case of rough contact, significant inhomo
geneities in stresses and strains in the heavily over-
consolidated specimen are observed. The local 
stress-strain curves and stress paths differ very much 
one another in the later part of plastic range, espe
cially in the undrained case. The global stress-strain 
curve and stress path based on the EGSM give a 
better representation of the ideal ones in the drained 
case than in the undrained case. It is also observed 
that the EGSM in the drained tests leads to an under
estimation of the deviator stress in an earlier plastic 
range and an overestimation in a later whereas, in 
the undrained tests, an underestimation for the whole 
plastic range. Compared with previous results for 
slightly overconsolidated specimen, more significant 
inhomogeneities in stresses and strains are observed 
in the heavily overconsolidated specimen. 

In general, to study the stress and strain inhomo
geneities within a triaxial specimen one should 
examine stress-strain curves and stress paths as well 
as distribution of stresses and strains. The shape of 
the specimen is only one visible factor in experi
ments. 

The effects of strain rate are not studied in this 
paper. The strain rate used in the drained simulation 
is so low that no excess pore pressure develops for 
the given soil permeability. 
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